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Preface

papers covered basic and applied issues related to human factors and device integration. Threc papers
considered the ergonomics of helmet design and the snugness of fit to the head and the integration of new
helmet mounted devices with existing equipment. Two papers considered the effects of novel helmet
designs on the pilot's ability to control head position and avoid fatigue. Two papers reported in-flight
testing of human performance using novel devices. Several other papers considered the human factors of
visual porformnance related to such topics as degree of binocular overlap, overall field of view, and ability
to maintain level flight. Other papers considcrcd issues of the nature of information displayed, including
data fused froml multiple sources and design of abstract symbologics that presernt paramcecis of fight. A
copy of the program is available from AGARD. Copies of papels presented are available from their
authors, identified in that program.

Preface

L es commatl ications coti, rent des qtestions de base et des applications cn cc qui coicctrnc l'intgralioo
des aides au pilotage ct les facteurs humains. Trois communications exanjiineat I'ergorornsie tIe Ia
conception des casques, lajustemnot des casques ct l'integrasion des noiveatlx disposilifs mott•ks sur Ic
casque atix ctquipeements cxistarits. I)cux communications portent stir les effcts tIes nousc.ux casques stir
Ia possibilit6 pour Ic pilote tie dtecider de la position de sa ticte et ddvite, la fatigue. Deux autres
communieations tcoceriletit le contr6le Ldes performances humaincs en sol ii I'aidc tIc nouvcaux
dispositifs, I) 'utrcs communications rendent compte des tacteurs humains daans les performances
visutiells par It hiais dtc questions relies que le degr& de chevauchement binocollaire. Ic champ de vision
global ct li capacit6 tie nlaintonir Ic vol horizontal. D'autres comMUnications encore, examinent la nature
des intormations affichlecs, v compris des donn6es fusionntcs, de sources multiples, ct Ia conception tic

symboiogie abstraitci rep,usentant des paramitres de vol. Le programme du symposium vous sera
iransnis par IAGARI) ,ar ;imple demande. Des cxcmplaircs des communications prescnt~es "ont
disponibles chiz lIs auteurs aux adresses indiquukcs dans Ic programme.
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FIXE) WING NIGItF ATUACK

EO INIEGRATION AND SENSOR FUSION

Mr Les Evans, IiSc, MRAeS, MSETP
I BIS Aerosystems Ltd

3, Colworth Road - Sharnbrook, Bedf'ord MK44 1ET - U.K.
Summary Farnborough and Bedford, and with the Royal Air

Force's Central Tactics and Trials Organisation at
The introduction of NVGs and FLIR into fast jet Coscombe Down. Throughout this time I have
aircraft has not been achieved without some been privileged to belong to teams developing the
problems being encountered. Amongst these usc of NVGs and FLIR on a two-seat Harrier
problems some in particular relate to the integration aircraft as well as on a Buccaneer and a two-seat

between the NVGs and the FLIR image as projected Jaguar. I have also been fortunate enough to have

onto the head up display, and these are addressed been involved remotely in the US Marine Corps

here. It was found that when the pilot was presented AV-8B programme and another more recent similar
with two images of the outside scene produced by programme.

sensors operating at different wavelengths he could
find the resulting combination of images to be very Aircraft Installations
hard to comprehend. This problem of "Sensor
Fusion" was most noticeable where folded-optics 3. Typically, the aircraft installation utilised in

NVGs were used, mid it was overcome by causing these programmes had a nose-mounted FLI R sensor
the NVGs to be switched off automatically when with a fixed field of view and a fixed I -to- I
they were pointed at the HUD. Problems of sensor magnification. The image produced was displayed
fusion were not normally cz countered when straight- on a head up display producing, in theory, real

through NVGs were used. Other integration world correlation over a field of view of about 24
problems encountered were those of ensuring that degrees in azimuth by about 18 degrees in the
HUD symbology was given sufficient contrast vertical. A second, head down display was also
relative to the FLIR video, and that the relative provided for daytime use. The FLIR equipment
brilliance of the HUD symbology was easily used on all of these programmes was the GEC
controlled by the pilot. Some particular aspects of TCIM 11, in various stages of development.

NVG use in fast-jet aircraft are discussed. It was
found that helmet fit had to be tight to ensure that 4. The NVGs used in these programmes were

the high helmet-rotational forces produced by normal always helmet-mounted, either ANVIS Gen 11l in
accellerations weie contained, and also that when the case of the UK, or GEC Cat's Eyes in the case
wearing NVGs whilst pulling "g" a tumbling of the US Marine Corps. The field of view of the

sensation could be induced in the pilot by head ANVIS NVGs was about 40 degrees and that of the

movements. Cat's Eyes was a little less. In both cases the
NVGs could be removed manually if required, but

Introduction they were noi mally worn and switched on
throughout the complete sortie. In the UK a

1. I am going to talk about some of the aeromedical facility was also provided which would detach the
aspects of the development of fixed wing night attack NVGs automatically from the helmet in the event

using electro-optic sensors. In particular, I shall of an ejection. The head up displays used in these

address some of the problems encountered when Night programmes were of the reflective optics type
Vision Goggles and Forward Looking Infra- Red utilising a dual combiner display glass.
equipments were integrated into a complete airborne

system, and I shall address some of the aerontedical Concept of OMration

problems encountered when NVGs were used in fast jet
aircraft. 5. That then describes the basic equipment used in the

programmes in which I was involved, but what was the

2. My knowledge of these problems stems from my general concept of operation? Well it was recognised

experience with the Royal Aerospace Establishments at that the performance of NVGs and FLIR were affected



by different factors; NVGs were dependent on of view istvstricted. The major impact of this was

reasonable light levels whereas good FII R that the pilot's depth pcrception was significantly
performance required good thermal conditions and, reduced and his ability to estimate terrain clearance
in particular, low levels of humidity in the could be poor, particularly where there was little
atmosphere, Thus tie provision of both would texture in the scene and the light levels were low.
enable operations to continue tinder it wide ratige of We found as a result, that a good, intuitive

conditions. Perhaps more significant, however, presentation of height in the I IUD was essential for
was the fact that the FLIR field of view was fixed safe operations at low level, and by this we meant
to the aircraft centreline and that the pilot could not the use of an analogue display of height as opposed
see into turns using it. Unlike the F- 16 and F-I 5, to a digital display.
we did not have terrain-following radar and so
terrain clearance at low level was dependant on 10. Another facet of NVG operations which
,isual references. The use of NVGs allowed us to quickly came to light was that the helmets had to
retain those visual references whilst turning, giving be made to fit well and to resist the large forwards
considerable freedom of manoe'vre at low level, rotational moment caused by the NVGs when "g"

was being applied. It can be quite disconcerting
6. In our concept then, the pilot used his NVGs at when pulling around a hill at low level if all you
all times and, in the earlier development flying, he can see through the NVGs is the top of the control
always viewed the FLIR image through the NVGs. column! We found initially with our Mk4A
Later, using different NVG technology as we shall helmets that in order to achieve the required
see, the pilot was erabled to view the FLIR rotational restraint the helmet had to be tightened so
directly. Head up display symbology was provided much as to make it very uncomfortable to wear.
as normal, superimposed onto the FLIR image. This problem was addressed and we found that the

Mk4B, which had a front strap, was easier to
7. Thus the pilot would fly principally by restrain. Nonetheless, it required constant effort to
reference to the NVG images, backed up by the ensure that our helmets remained well fitted despite
FLIR image when that was better. He would quite constant use.
frequently reject the FLIR image from the HUD
when the thermal conditions were poor, but would II. On the subject of the use of NVGs under high
always retain the NVG image. When acquiring g, I can add that we were able to use operational
tactical targets we normally used the FLIR because levels of norntal acceleration without too much
the high thermal contrast of these targets made difficulty. Normal turns at 3 to 4g presented ne
them very conspicuous on that display. probleii oj,•e the pilot had learnt to anticipate the

strain on the neck muscles, and 6g was sustainable

8. That, then, was a brief description of our for short periods. We did notice, however, that
equipments and of our mode of operation. What did there was a big difference between the task of
we learn about the use of EO sensors which might locking the head in one place under g, and that of
be of interest to this body today? There are three moving the head about once the g had been applied.
areas of potential interest which I will cover; the Por example, when turning and looking into the
Ise of NVGs in a fast jet; displaying symbology it rn, it was found to be much easier to glance down

on top of a FLIR video; and sensor fusion, tinder the NVGs at the tIUD than to allow the head
to rotate downwards to look at the HUD through

NVGs in the Fas.-Jet the NVGs. If the pilot did move the head then it

could cause him to feel a strange "tumbling"
9. Let's consider the use of NVGs in the fast jet sensation as he halted the movement. I do not
environment, There is much which could be said know the reason for this, but I would suspect it was
on this subject but I will just mention a couple of related to the fact that the pilot was making
points, As many of you will know, the use of unusually high demands on his neck muscles and
NVGs for low flying in a fast jet ai,'craft imposes a that the relatiouship between changes in the strain
significant workload on the pilot. This is because held by those muscles and the resulting head
the image resolution is naturally poorer than that of movemens, was an unusual one.
normal daylight flying and because the NVG field
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IJUD Svmboloajgytand FUR Video important to provide him with an analogue
controller for this.

12. On the next topic, that of the presentation of
I IUD symbology on the FLIR video, there are two Sensor Fusion
integration aspects which are interesting; firstly,
how does one achieve adequate contrast between the 15. 1 would like to move on now to the subject of
two, and secondly, how is the brilliance of the sensor fusion. This was a problem which only
symbology to be controlled? became apparent at a late stage in our work when

we looked at a different NVG technology. In order

13. Achieving adequate contrast between the to understand the problem of sensor fusion as we
symbology and the FLIR can be difficult. As yotu saw it, it is necessary that one understands the
can imagine, the cold sky will appear as bright nature of the two images which are presented to the
white if the thermal imagery is presented as black- pilot. So, if you will excuss me, I will spend a
hot. Black hot was the prefered polarity for most of couple of minutes discussing these.
the time and so the problem of reading white
symbology against the white sky was a recuring 16. The NVG image, as you will know, is an
one. The problem is alleviated somewhat if the amplified light image responsive to the visual and
symbolugy is overwritten onto the FLIR video near-IR regions and with a gain of about 30,000.
using cursive techniques in video flyback time. If The image so produced varies in character
this is done then the symbology can be made to enormously depending on the amount of ambient
appear very bright and very crisp in comparison to light, on the texture in the scene and on the amount
the FLIR video, and it can be read even against a of shadowing in the scene, amongst other factors.
moderately bright white sky. However, not all The image is produced in a blueish-green colour and
display systems had sufficient flyback time is usually quite grainy, the resolution diminishing
available to allow the complete symbology suite to as the light level drops. Furthermore, in very low
be written within it, and so it was common practice light levels the picture will suffer from
to write the symbology in raster format inter-leaved scintillation, which is characterised by the continual
with the video. In this case it was hard to achieve appearance and disappearance of small pin-poicks of
good contrast with the FLIR video and it was light, like snow flakes.
necessary to resort to the use of a thin black border
around the individual symbols to allow them to be 17. It is important to note, though, that the image
seen against the white sky. The result was an produced by the NVGs is of reflected light and that
adcqutc degree of contrast on a piiure which, the image is very similar in construction to that
however, did not look quite as neat as that produced which we are all i::.-d to in our daily lives. Objects
by the use of cursive symbology. are of familiar sha-es, the distribution of optical

contrast in the scene is almost normal, and shadows
14. The other aspect of HUD symbology which I appear where we expect them to be. The problems
mentioned was that concerning the control of the experienced by pilots in using NVGs for low level
symbology brilliance relative to that of the video, navigation have related to the poor resolution, the
Most systems which we assessed allowed the lack of depth perception and the limited field of

relative symbology brilliance to be controlled by view. However, the interpretation of the image has
the pilot but not all did, and not all controls were not been a problem.
easy to use. For example, one of our earlier
systems required the pilot to enter the required 18. The image produced by the FLIR is, of
relative brilliance as a number between I and 8 via course, quite different from that produced by the
a menu-driven programme on the up-front NVGs. The wavelength band utilised, 8-13
controller. As you can imagine, this was not easily microns, is well removed from that of light, and it
accomplished at 300ft and 420kts at night. is therrmal contrast rather than optical contrast
Unfortunately, the pilot does have a requirement to which creates the image. Thus the image quality is
modulate the symbology reh tive brilliance quite independant of light levels and, instead, the
routinely in flight as the nature of the video amount of thermal contrast in the scene, together
background changes, and we found it to be very with the amount of moisture in the atmosphere,



become dominant factors. Picture quality or Ilowever, their use did throw up the problem of
resolution can be quite good, but it can also be very sensor fulsion.
variable even over short periods of time. Pilots

generally adapted quitequickly tothe useof a 22. It was found with folded optics NVGs that
thermal image, although it was found that the when the pilot viewed the FLIR image and the

provision of some good instruction before-hand NV6 image together, he very often found the

could greatly increase the effectiveness of their resulting combined image to be confusing. At first

flying training. Prominant features in the thermal it was thought that the problem was simply that

image are often very different from those of the real world correlation of the FLIR image had not
visual scene and they look very different. Cold been achieved. However, we soon proved this not

lakes and rivers are jet black or bright white to be the case. I believe that the problem lay in the

(depending on the polarity used), and concrete strips pilot's inability to interpret two similar but not

can also stand out very clearly if they have been identical images superimposed one on the other.
subjected to significant heating or cooling. So, The images were produced from sensors operating at

although low level flight by the use of NVGs and very different wavelengths, producing images of the
FLIR was found to involve a high workload on the scene which were often quite different. These
pilot, it was also found that he could interpret either images were presented to the pilot in different

image reasonably intuitively, colours: the HUD FLIR was bright green whereas
the NVG image was a dull blueish-green. Also, the

19. The problem of sensor fusion was noticed images were both presented at a high brightness

when the pilot was asked to view the NVG image level, competing for attention, and, finally, they

and the FLIR image overlaid on each other. With were focused at different distances from the pilot's
straight-through NVGs there really did not seem to eyes.
be a problem: it was the introduction of folded
optics NVGs which brought the problem to our 23. As a result, the pilots found it quite disturbing

attention. I should perhaps explain briefly the to view both the NVG and FL1R images
difference between straight-through and folded optics simultaneously when using folded-optics NVGs and

NVGs. a solution to this problem was required. We shall
see soon how this was achieved.

20. Straight-through NVGs, such as ANVIS,
place the intensifier tubes directly in front of the 24. But why was this sensor fusion problem not

pilot's eyes and he is required to view both the detected when straight-through NVGs were used?
outside scene and the HUD FLIR image through the For indeed there had been few complaints from the

intensifiers. The HUD output must be filtered such pilots about the mixing of images. The answer, I

that it does not cause the NVGs to be dazzled, but believe, lies in three pasts. Firstly, and perhaps
at the same time the HUD image must be detectable most importantly, the NVGs tended to gain-down
by them. to a certain extent in response to the light output

from the IUD, even though that output was filtered

21. Folded-optics NVGs such as Cat's Eyes, on the to avoid dazzling the NVGs. Thus it was that only
other hand, place the intensifier tubes above the on very bright nights when the NVG image was
pilot's direct lin' of sight, and then bring the images dominant would the pilot be able to see more than a

down to his eye level through combiner lenses. The dim image of the scene beyond the HUD if the
pilot views the outside scene via the intensifiet FLIR was being displayed there. Thus the battle

tubes but he views the HUED FLI R image directly for dominance between the two images had been
through the combiner lenses, The HUD output fought inside the intensifier tubes before an image

must be filtered so that it is totally invisible to the was presented to the pilot. Secondly, the two

NVGs and yet it must remain visble to the naked images, FLIR and NVG, were presented to the pilot
eye. Folded optics NVGs have the advantage that in one colour, that of the NVG image. Finally, the

they allow the FLIR image to be viewed directly, two images were presented to the pilot at one focal
thus avoiding a certain amount of resolution loss length. In effect, then, the two images had been

which occurs when the FLIR image is viewed convert sd into one by the NVGs.
through intensifier tubes. They also allow easier
viewing of the cockpit under the NVGs,



25. So what was the solution to the sensor fusion either way; they are both useable with their own

problem noticed with folded optics NVGs? Quite advantages. I would ask though, what lessons we
simply the NVGs were caused to switch off should learn about sensor fusion for tile next

automatically when the pilot looked towards the generation of EO devices, integrated helmet-

IIUD, and were switched on again when he looked mounted displays of thermal and low light images.

away trom it. In order to achieve this, an IR source We shall have to be very careful indeed that the

was mounted near the IIUD pointing towards the images are presented to the pilot in a manner which

pilot and a very directional IR detector was mounted will allow him to comprehend them both together.

on the NVGs, boresighted to the NVGs centreline. This may mean, and I stress it may mean, that the

Whenever the detector sensed the IR radiation images presented to the pilot should finally derive

emanating from the HUD..mounted source, it sent a from only one image generator, even though they

signal to the NVG circuits de-powering them. This might have originated from seperate sensors.

was not as easy to implement as it might sound, Alternatively, it may be found to be preferable to

but nonetheless it was eventually made to work provide the pilot with a throttle-mounted switch

successfully. with which he can select the sensor of his choice.
But we should not take lightly the potential

26. There has been considerable debate over which problems of sensor fusion, especially when we tire

type of NVG is better suited to integrate with a adding more and more sources of information

head up display of FLIR; straight through or folded simultaneously to the display presented to the pilot.
optics. I do not intend to indicate a preference
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THE DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF FAST-JET HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAYS

by

A. Karavis
G.J.N Clarkson

Flight Systems Departient
Royal Aerospace Establishment

Farnborough, Hampshire, GU14 6TD, United Kingdom

SUMMARY to obtain in-flight experience of a head slaved weapon
aiming system.

The design philosophy adopted by the Flight
Systems Department of the Royal Aerospace Experionce has shown that an incremental approach
Establishment, Farnborough for its fast-jet helmet display to system development is often the quickest route to
programm. is described. Details are given of the develop- success, especially where the human operator is involved.
ment of two devices and the tests and methods used to On this basis it was decided to develop a simple fixed reticle
meet the flight safety measurements. LED helmet mounted sight (HMS) and to use it in conjunc-

tion with a current in-service short range air to air missile
The devices, a Helmet Mounted Sight (HMS) and an system thereby replicating the systen, used in earlier

Oxygen Mask Mounted Sight (OMMS), each posed different ground based trials as illustrated in Fig 1. The operational
problems due to their inherently dissimilar concepts. scenario was therefore defined as close air to air combat
Modifications to the devices as a result of ground and air engagement, although a brief assessment of the system in
testing to meet flight safety and operational requirements tha air to ground role would also be made.
are covered. The ergonomic considerations applicable to
the use of these and other head mounted devices when 1.1 Specifications
employed as integral components of the weapon system are
also discussed. In addition to describing the physical Before an HMS could be developed, consideration
development of the devices, a brief account is given of the was given to the performance envelope that was required.
display design considerations. It was necessary that the device was physically and electri-

cally compatible with the aircrew equipment assembly and
The results of these activities have been embodied in must present no additional hazards to the aircrew during

the RAE flight test programme which has successfully flight and emergency egress from the cockpit. In particular,
produced two helmet devices for evaluation in a combat any additional mass on the helmet had to be minimised and
environment. The knowledge gained from this programme is a design aim was set at 100 gms. Restrictions to pilot head
discussed in the paper together with its relevance to the mobility within the confines of the cockpit must also be mini-
successful procurement of future helmet mounted devices mised. it was desirable that it used an approved flying
for combat aircraft. helmet to reduce the flight safety clearance programme to a

minimum. The normal use of the clear visor and sun visor
1 PROGRAMME PHILOSOPHY had to be retained as standard fast jet operating procedures

require the pilot to fly with a visor down at all times. Flight
A significant amount of ground based research had throughout the whole aircraft operating envelope was not to

been conducted at RAE Farnborough using the a;- combat be restricted in any way. The HMS was required to be
simulator to evaluate a variety of operational applications of compatible with cockpit displays and equipment and allow
helmet mounted devicas. In general, the slaving of an the standard cockpit procedures to be carried out.
aircraft sensor or weapon seeker to the pilot's direction of
regard proved to be of significant benefit'. 2. The sight itself had to present minimum obscuration

to the pilot and the symbols remain legible under the full
Trials had also been conducted to study the physio- range of daylight ambient illumination levels. The optical

logical parameters affecting the pilot's ability to aoquire combiner was required to present minimal discolouration of
targets under -:nditions of high 'g' and vibration whilst the scene. Experience in the simulator trials indicated that

A using such a device. The ability of a pilot to point his hea., a field of view of approximately 50 would be adequate to
in a particular direction within the restrictions of his usual contain a simple weapon aiming format. Cockpit controls I
cockpit impediments, ie life preserver, ejection seat head were required to be simple and logical.
rest and harness, was also studied 3 ,4,

The above represents a series of design alms from
In the light of this ground based experience, the next which a detailed build and performance specification was

logical step was an airborne evaluation. Not only would a written.
flight trial programme confirm (or deny) the human factors
findings and simulated mission results to date, but it would 1.2 Proposed solutions
also force the team to address the real issues of designing
a helmet mounted device for use in a fast-jet cockpit An extra-mural research contract was placed for the
environment and qualifying it for ejection and crash safety. development of a sight to be incorporated into an ALPHA

helmet. This helmet type was selected as it was an
The task undertaken was therefore two-fold; to approved item and was representative of a modem light-

procure a• safe, workable helmet mounted aiming device and weight flying helmet. It was fitted with dual visors and was
available In a range of five sizes to cater for aircrew

- ' .
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anthropometric variations. A detailed description of the Combat Manoeuvring Instrumentation) pod which enabled
Alpha Helmet Sight is given later in the paper and is the aircraft combat related data to be transmitted In realillustrated in Fig 2. time to the ground station when flying over an Instrumented

range. This data was also recorded for later quantitative
Consideration was also given to possible alternative evaluations. A miniature colour TV camera fitted with a wide

solutions. It was seen that as standard helmets were angle lens was attached to the left of the HUD enabling in
expensive to procure, the acquisition of HMS equipped flight recording of pilot's activities to be made. Fig 6 shows
helmets in a variety of sizes would become an even more a still frame from this CCTV system.
costly activity. In addition, any requirement to retrofit a
helmet mounted capability into an aircraft would result In all 2 DEVELOPMENT AND FLIGHT SAFETY
pilots being re-equipped with a new and expensive helmet. TESTING OF HELMET SIGHTS
A concept which had had some attention, but seemingly not
reached maturity, was that of fitting a sight to an oxygen 2.1 Engineering considerations
mask. The RAF mask is available in two sizes and is
thought to be one of the best in service, being comfortable Both the OMMS and the ALPHA helmet sights were
and less leaky than most. It is considerably cheaper than a designed specifically for use in fast-jets and, as mentioned
helmet and therefore presents an attractive alternative from previously, certain criteria were paramount if they were to
a procurement point of view. If it is correctly adjusted it be successful. These criteria involved low weight, an
maintains a rigid and stable position relative to the pilot's ejection safe design, wompatibility with existing Aircrew
head. However, any additional weight to the mask could be Equipment Assemblies (AEA) and adequate ergonomics.
considered to be a disadvantage, having a long moment arm
about the head c of g but this can be offset by its lower posi- The effects of 'g' and the need to ensure good head
tion on the head. Further to this, as the overall head mobility in the cockpit required that the weight of the helmet
assembly volume is increased, the device would need to be sights was as low as practicable. This would be achieved
small. for the OMMS by the use of plastic and carbon fibre

materials. The ALPHA helmet sight would also make use of
It was considered a viable option to take at least to plastics but the choice of the ALPHA aircrew helmet as a

the working prototype stage. On this basis a small intra- basis for the design contributed considerably.
mural development programme was undertaken utilising
readily available collimating and combining optics. The The main flight safety issue that had to be addressed
Oxygen Mask Mounted Sight (OMMS) is described in detail was ejection. It was decided that both helmet sights should
in the next section and is shown in Fig 3. be designed to allow safe ejerlion without removal of any of

the sighting equipment. To verify the performance of the
1.3 Head tracker designs both helmets would be tested under air-blast

together with some ejection tower and sled tests. AEA
In order to take advantage of the benefits of a HMS, checks were also planned to ensure that any extra cabling

the direction in which the pilot is looking must be available to did not affect the ejection sequence. Compatibility with
the aircraft or weapon systems. This is achieved by means existing AEA was important not only for ejection but aiso to
of a head position sensing system (HPS). Several ensure that cockpit mobility was unhindered and no fouling
companies market devices based upon a variety of occurred with the controls.
technologies, such as electromagnetics, optics, and
ultrasonics. Although an essential part of the overall Finally, the helmet sight designs would need to
system, and a critical item in determining system perfor- address ergonornic issues so that optimum performance
mance, the development of an HPS was not taken to be an could be gained from them in the fast-jet cockpit. This topic
aim of the programme. The previously mentioned simulator again emphasised the need fo good AEA integration Ps well
trials had made use of an electromagnetic system (Fig 4) as other optical aspects. This topic is considered in detail
which had proved to be reliable, was sufficiently accurate, under section 3.0.
and was considered to be a low risk element to the trial. In
addition, it was considered that experience ought to stand 2.2 Development
us in good stead.

2.2.1 Oxygen Mask-Mounted Sight
1.4 Test aircraft

The OMMS was developed as an alternative to the
The primary flight test vehicle available for the trials conventional helmea-mountod sight concept. It offered

was a two seat Jaguar T Mk 2A illustrated in Fig 5. Although several potential benefits particularly in overcoming aircrew
not the most agile of air combat aircraft, its flight envelope equipment compatibility problems, potentially good ejection
was sufficient for a thorough investigation of HMS weapon performance and sight stability.
aiming. A tandem seater has obvious advantages for this
type of research flying, and indeed is essential for full Several designs of OMMS were produced before the
exploration of two crew operational benefits. To examine flight version was produced. These earlier OMMS were
HMS performance under high 'g' condition some use was used to investigate head mobility, performance under 'g'
also made of a Hawk aircraft. and simulator testing (Ref 5). The final flightworthy design

added approximately 100 gins to the standard oxygen
The Jaguar is capable of carrying Sidewinder air to air mask. It consisted of a small collimated LED display with a

missiles on the outboard pylons and the missile fire control transparent com'ibiner. This was fitted to the mask by
equipment was suitably modified so that the seekers could means of a carton fibre plate and full adjustment of the
be driven from signals derived from the pilot's head position, optical position nf the sight display was provided. The
The front and rear cockpits were equipped with the head optical design of !he OMMS provided a large exit pupil and
tracker equipment. together with tho stability afforded by the oxygen mask

when fitted correctly ensured that the pilot would be able to
In addition to a full digital recording system being see the display at all times. The head tracker sensor was

fitted, one pylon was modified to acto.mmodate an ACMI (Air also placed on the mask,
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ejection seat firing took place at 450 kn. No untoward
Once flight safety testing had been successfully effects were found and the sight remained in place

completed (see section 2.3), flight trials were undertaken throughout the ejection with no penetration of the visors
with the OMMS in Jaguar and Hawk fast-jets to assess its occurring.S~~performance ;n isolation. The results of these sorties were ,

encouraging and only minor changes were needed before 3 ERGONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS
the OMMS could be integrated with the full head pointing
weapon system (section 4.1) for trials evaluation. However, In developing both sights, it was important that
it should be stated that there were several areas highlighted consideration was given at an early stage to the funda-
in the flight tests which would need to be improved in a mental issue of ensuring that the pilot could operate the
developed version of the sight. aircraft whilst wearing the device under the wide range of

operating conditions that would be experienced. Also, his
2.2.2 ALPHA Helmet-Mounted Sight ability to use the device for the intended purpose was high

(AHMS) on the list of requirementsl

The ALPHA Helmet-Mounted Sight (AHMS) was 3.1 Brightness
designed to enable 'conventional' helmet sight to be
evaluatad. The choice of the ALPHA helmet as a basis for The primary scenario in which the devices would
the design was a direct attempt to minimise the weight of the initially be used was medium to high altitude close air

sight and provide a stable platform. A visor projection combat, with a high probability of direct sunlight or
system was chosen in an nttempt to reduce obstruction to extremely bright reflected sunlight from the cloud tops
the pilot's view. against which the sight reticle must be visible. This placed

a high premium on the brightness performance of the
Again the weight increase from the addition of the devices. A small flight trial to assess this attribute was

sight was kept to 100 gins approximately. The helmet undertaken using a BACI-11 twin jet aircraft used as a
profile was kept as standard as possible except for the flying laboratory. Whilst the aircraft was flown at various
addition of the head tracker sensor and a small extension of flight levels, a representative device was assessed for
the visor arms. An electronics package was fitted inside contrast against clear sky backCrounds, bright clouds and
the helmet together with the system wiring. UnliKe the also viewed k'cking close to and into the sun. This was

* OMMS, the AHMS did not have a fully adjustable display but conducted t. several subjects. Measurements were taken
St!he exit pupil was designed to cater for the majority of of the background illumination using a hand held photo-

wearers. meter. Video recordings were also taken with the camera
viewing the scene through the combiner but it was realised

Having successfully been tested for flight that this was not very satisfactory as a performance
(section 2.3), the AHMS was flown in isolation as per the measure although it provided a useful record of the trial
OMMS sorties. Unfortunately, several deficiencies were procedures. Tests were conducted looking through the
found with the Mk 1 AHMS during these flights cockpit and side windows of the aircraft. The contrast when
(section 4.1). The problems centred around the optical viewed through a standard sun visor was also measured.
performance of the sight and, to correct these, the AHMS The results were encouraging, giving a good legibility
was modified to Mk 2 standard, The AHMS Mk 2 was against all the backgrounds. It was estimated that
retested and found to give good performance. adequate contrast was maintained to within a few degrees

of the sun.
2.3 Ejection safety 

o t

3.2 Colour
As mentioned above, ejection safety was considered

to be a prime requirement for the helmet sights developed The previously mentioned simulator trials had utilised
for the programme. This criteria has often been the most HMDs based on 32 x 32 element array LED matrix as well as
difficult to satisfy for fast-jet helmet projects. Both the fixed format LED reticle displays. Both of these happened
OMMS and the AHMS were designed for fast-jet use at the to be red and, based on the evidence accumulated during
outset and repre.entative mock-ups were produced for that programme, the use of red seemed to have advan-
testing. tages, The red colour offered good contrast against the

outside world, It allowed a natural coding of the information
Air-blast tests were carried out at RAE Bedford for available to the pilot, differentiating between the green of

both devices. Each sight was exposed to air-blasts in the head up display (HUD) and the red of the HMS when the
various orientations and at various speeds up to 650 kn. sight Is used within the HUD field of view. In a dynamic
The results of the tesis were documented by high s,'eed situation the possibility exists for the pilot to confuse move-
cameras and still photography. Figs 7 and 8 show the merits of the HM[ iý-ith control inputs or movement of a HUD
OMMS and AHMS mock-ups in the test rig, These results symbol with head moveient. Early evidence of this was
indicated that for both the OMMS and the ALPHA, Injury was seen in RAE HMD trials in the mid 1970s when on several
unlikely to occur up to 450 kn. Beyond this speed, known occasions pilots attempted to control the flight path during
limitations with the head equipment assembly became simulated low level missions by raising their line of sight
apparent, although in certain orientations the helmets instead of applying a control input. It should be stressed
sights behaved acceptably at higher speeds, that at that time display drive algorithms had not matured.

However, it does illustrate the need for a display system
iThe more unusual design of the OMMS required which does not lead to misinterpretation at periods of high

further ejection testing and this took the form of some workdoad. Furthermore, it highlights the requirement for an
ejection tower shots (Fig 9) plus a complete ejection from a integrated systems approach to cockpit display system
rocket sled (Fig 10). The ejection tower tests examined the design.
performance of the OMMS during the gun stroke phtase of
ejection. The results of the tests showed that the presence Based on these factors, and also to a large extent
of the sensor on the mask actually had a beneficial effect In driven by the availability of components which met the other
preventing the mask riding up the face. The complete
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performance requirements, notably size and brightness, it 3.5 Cockpit and alrcrew equipment aosembly
was agreed that red was a reasonable colour with which to Integration
start.

In order to design the man-mounted equipment to be
3.3 Symbology compatible wth the rest of his personal equipment, it was

necessary for the project team to become involved in areas
It had been shown during the simulator trials that the in which they had little or no experience.

amount of information available to the pilot had to be kept to
a minimum consistent with allowing him to successfully For example, the way in which the electrical connec-
prosecute the mission. The number of elements available tions from the aircraft through the ejection seat to the
on an LED reticle forced an economy of symbols. helmet required specialist advice. After asseasming the

various options it was decided that, rather than modify the
The requirements of a weapon system dictate that existing personal equipment connector (PEC), a workable

sufficient, easy-to-interpret information must be available solution which could be engineered without resorting to
for the pilot to make effective use of the system. For external agencies would be to design a special pull-off
instance, the angle at which a missile seeker is pointing connector attached to the seat. Care was necessar; to
relative to the aircraft is obviously limited and the pilot ensure that the connection was positive, rugged, reliable
needs to know whether it is at the limit. Also, should the and that the design permitted the full range of seat height
pilot look away from a target on to which the missile seeker adjustment and cockpit movement. The connector chosen
is 'locked', it is essential that he is able to find the target which met the requirements was a D-type which was
again without difficulty. An obvious requirement is to attached to .he seat via existing holes and found to be very
provide an aiming mark. satisfactory (see Fig 11). This connector carded all the

experimental wiring to the helmet (for the Alpha-sight) or
Thus the typical symbol iequirements for a simple oxygen mask (for OMMS) as well as ins head tracker

designation system can be summarised as:- senvor. Mic/tels connections used the standard PEC.

an aiming mark, giving the pilot an indication of where The routing of the wiring on the pilot was arranged
the system believes his head is pointing with the assistance of the RAF Institute of Aviation

Medicine (IAM) at Farnborough. Restrictions to the pilot's
a symbol to indicate that the seeker/sensor has heed mobility were prevented by careful design and
found a target rudimentary testing. To enable the helmet to be discon-

nected a special miniature man-mounted connector was
a symbol to indicate that the seeker/sensor has fitted to the life preserver (see Fig 12). The life preservers
locked onto the target used in the trial wore modified to ensure that the man portion

of the D-type connector mentioned in the previous para-
a means of cueing the pilot to where the seaker/ graph could be pulled off at the man-seat separation phase
sensor is pointing, ie the target. of the ejection sequence.

In addition, an indication that the head position 3.6 Optical properties
sensing system is functioning was found to be beneficial. If
the pilot's head strays outside the volume in which the HPS The optical properties of the dichroic combiners used
is effective, the drive signals cease to be effective. An on both the OMMS and AHMS were of necessity a oim-
indication of this is imperative. In the event of the pilot's promise between being sufficiently reflective at the LED
head leaving the HPS motion box, a symbol flashed, wavelengths to ensure adequate image brightness, and not

being so obtrusive as to provide an unacceptable distrac-
In directing the pilot where to look, arrow heads were tion. The ideal solution of course is a narrow band source

illuminated to indicate the direction the pilot should turn to and an accurately matched narrow band reflector to ensure
re-acquire the seeker/sensor line of sight. Using this the best reflective properties, the least coo~uration of the
method, pilots found the appropriate direction quickly and scene arn maximum outside world transmission. The
without difticulty although only eight directions could be technology which provides these ideals is holography but
indicated, ie up, down, left, right, up and right, up and left, the technique of applying holograms to polycarbonate
down and right and down and left. visors was not sufficiently developed at the time.

This format was assessed in the simulator and found An essential feature of the sights was that the image
to be acceptable pending flight evaluation, had to be collimated, that is presented at near infinity. Any

decollimation would cause blurring of the image when the
3.4 Pilot's controls pilot focused on a distant target or a blurred target if

focused on the sight image. This, and any re-
The cockpit was furnished with the minimum of addi- accommodation to view the HUD, are both highly

tional controls making use of redundant switches on the undesirable.
control column and specially designed coaming mounted
units for the head tracker and recording systems. A simple A further critical parameter of the optical design is
procedure to align the head tracker was formulated, the exit pupil. Thip determines the effective porthole
requiring the pilot to aim the HMS with the HUD weapon through wnich the whole sight format may be seen.
symbology and to push an 'Align' button. This could be Provided the pict's pupil remains within the exit pupil theie
achieved on the ground and in flight. Brightness control will be no vignetting of the display. The smaller this Is, the
was via a knob also mounted on this unit. Front and rear more critical becomes the stabWt of the helmet on the
cockpits were made as similar as possible. pilot's head. The trade-off Is that, with conventional optics.

the larger the exit pupil the larger and hence heavier the
optical components. Provided the AHMS is correctly fitted,
there appeared littl.s sliSppge of the helmet on the P•!.
head, even under large and rapid movements. The design
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aim for the Alpha sight was l a mm. The OMMS presented a ground experiments suggested that vibration would not be a
different set of circum-stances as the stability or the severe problem and In flight the reverse was the case
oxygen mask as an optical platform was unknown. The exit especially at low level.
pupil for this device could not be specified as the optical
design had already been determined at 15 mm. Finally, the Importance of robust desijn was

emphasised during flight testing. Conducting several flights
The clearance between the nearest optical caom- highlighted contrasting levels of care required between the

ponent and the pilot's eye, the eye relief, becomes a major OMMS and the ALPHA HMS. The latter was more prone to
concern in the fast jet environment where the relative move- damage due to scratches on the visor, whereas the OMMS,
ment between the head and helmet as a result of urash although apparently more delicate, fared much better. This
landing or ejection becomes extreme. The aim for the Alpha seemed due to more robust components and the ability to
sight wps 27 mm. As reported in a previous section of the protect the optics until the pilot was ready to take off.
report, the air blast, ejection tower and sled tests all proved
that adequate cleararnce was maintained during the tests for Thus it can be seen that this rudimentary flight
the designs to be considered safe for experimental flight, testing of the devices proved invaluable.
The OMMS being situated not only farther from the plot's
face, was also positioned outside the visors. 4.2 OMMS and ALPHA coupled to a weapon

system
4 FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

Having tested the sights in isolation, the next step
4.1 OMMS and ALPHA HMS In Isolation was to couple them to a weapon system so that their

performance and usefulness could be more readily
Before the helmet sights were ujed with a weapon assessed. A particular advantage of the electromagnetic

system, both were flown in isolation using battery boxes to head tracker that was chosen was the small size of the
power the displays. These flight test sorties enabled the sensor which had to be fitted to the sights. As indicated
performance of the sights to be examined under various earlier, this sensor was positioned on the bridge of the
conditions. Of particular interest were the effects of vibra- oxygen mask for the OMMS and on the brow of the helmet
tion, high ambient light levels, 'g', and cockpit mobility as for the AHMS, Care was taken to calibrate the head tracker
well as the basic concept of the pilot having a displ,-' with each device a:)d good performance was subsequentlyJ presented wherever he looks, obtained.

The OMMS was found to behave well and the display It was noticeable that once the helmet sights could
could be seen under almost all conditions. This included be used as part of a designation system the deficiencies
some high 'g' flights in a Hawk aircraft. Visual obscuration reported earlier became less important. However, this was
due to the sight assembly was acceptable for test flying but thought to be a temporary effect until the pilots became
a developed version would address this problem more more familiar with the concept. With the helmet sights
closely. The dichroic patch on the combiner was found to linked to a weapon system, the symbols could be driven in
require some improvement to reduce outsde world coloura- response to the differing states of the system.
tion which was soon implemented.

When used in this fashion, as part of the aircraft
The ALPHA HMS was tested under similar conditions systems, tasks could be performed (eg air combat) which

to the OMMS but unfortunately several deficiencies became enabled pilots to assess the effectiveness of the helmt
apparent almost immediately. These all involved the optical sights and provide a more quantitative measurement of
design of the display. Firstly, the dichroic patch on the sight performance. As before, pilots found the helmet
visor was found to produce an unacceptable colouration of sights effective and were able to achieve a high degree of
the outside world (similar to OMMS but more pronounced). success but the need to develop a strategy for their use
Secondly, the design of the visors did not allow the clear and the importance of training immediately became
visor to be raised independently of the dark one forcing the apparent.
pilot to view the patch all the time and lastly, mechanical
deficiencies in the optical design resulted In a poor display 5 KNOWLEDGE GAINED AND LESSONS
image. This highlights the potential difficulties that can LEARNT
occur when the visor is employed as part of the optical train.

From the flight rest results of the OMMS and the
These problems were addressed in a redesigned ALPHA HMS, It can be seen that fast-jet helmet sight/

MK 2 AHMS which corrected the defidencies and per- displays can be manufactured and r'sed successfully.
formed well but again, visual obscuration by the sight However, to ensure that these devices can be used without
assembly would need to be reduced in a developed design. undue limitations, it is crucial that every aspect !s
No difficulties were encountered with the helmet under 'g' addressed carefully even with the simplest of devices. It
but the lack of adjustment in the display resulted in some would thus seem that taking large steps' In designing
careful helmet fitting being required. HMS/Ds Is a very risky venture. V

Both the AHMS and the OMMS gave valuable Human factors issues are still paramount in spite of
information on helmet sight performance under 'g' and 20 years of HMD development and study. The success of
v;bration. Pilot acceptance of the devices was generally the two helmet sights described has been due to careful
good although some Individuais accepted the concept more consideration of all the aspects Involved, particularly the
readily than others. This effect sometimes made it difficult Intended environment. Good display performance has been
to isolate genuine problems with the helmet sights, achieved but not at the expense of safe ejection or large

weight. Additionally, both devices were designed to ensure
it was particularly interesting to note the differences that the pilot could crpitaltse on the operational enhance-

between ground experiments and real conditions. In the ment of the technology without limitations to the flight
case of 'g'. minimal effects were reported unlike the envelope, mobility or other ergonomic factors.
difficulties observed in the centrifuges. Whereas the
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It should be noted that technology has helped
considerably in achlev;ng these goals but that it has not 3 AXIS;
been exploited unnecessarily. This has often led to 3 AXIS RADIATo•R
problems in the past where compileited designs have been SENSOR
produced which are still Ilmi;,ie In major areas (eg display/ - "
outside world viewability or safety).

Training with helmet displays has also been found to SIGHT

be important both in actual use of the device and familiarity
with the overall concept. It would seem that this is as
important for simple sighting displays as might be assumed
for complex HMDs. TARGET E - ýRUNIT
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SUMMARY

A modern Integrated helmet (IH) consists out of two Image Intensifier Tubes (lIT) and two Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT)
with an optical system including combiners to present the Images binocular. Additional symbology can be superimposed
to the CRT- or lIT-image. An IH is a further development of a Helmet Mounted Display (HMD), A Helmet-Mounted-Sight
(HMS) can steer a sensor platform with a thermal camera or an air-to-air missile system. The main helicopter (HC) require-
ments of such a system are:

"o human factors
"o optimized day, twilight and night optical modules
o large exit pupil, good transmission of the optical path and a large adjustment range
"o fit of helmet Including optimized centre of gravity(CG) and weight
"o good geometrical resolution / Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) with a large Field of View (FOV)
"o high focussing range of the lIT and a good SIN ratio below I mLux
"o CRT automatic brightness and contrast control
"o flight symbology presentation for one or two eyes
"o good static and dynamic HMS-accuracy with a large Head Motion Box (HMB)
"o NBC and Laser protection compatibility

MBB and the Army Corps have made in this year ground and flight trails with an Integrated Helmet and a HMS on
a PAH 1 respectively a BK 117 helicopter, The paper will present IH requirements for HC application and some test results.

1. INTRODUCTION

MBB is presently under contract to the German ministry of defence to update the present PAH 1 (anti-tank helicopter
BO 105) and also to develop, in association with Aerospatiale/France, the TIGER second geoiation anti-tank helicopter
(PAH 2). Both HC are expected to be capable of flying and fighting at day/night on similar missions.

The TIGER has installed in the helicopter nose a steerable platform with a 300 by 40' piloting thermal imager (TI). Cur-
rently the complete Pilot VisionIc System (PVS) has two monocular Helmet-Mounted Sight/Displays (HMS/D) for the pilot
and copilot cockpit. The monocular HMS/D is under contract by Sextant / VDO. The TI sensor alone can have a great disad-
vantage during a 24 hour mission. The absolute temperature characteristic or the emissivity of natural materials as a func-
tion of a 24 hour period will vary, ref. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 p. 93. A thermal zero contrast (wash out effect) during rainfall or a
so called cross-over effect are observed especially during twilight (rnoming and evening). Then the foreground is not de-
tectable against the background, so that e.g. pylons can be become very dangerous for the helicopter crew.

Therefore the combination of the two visual aids: Image Intensifier tubes (liT) and thermal imagers (TI), which arebased on different physical principles, Is better suited to fulfil the Increased requirements of adverse weather conditions
during day and night time. These two visual aids can be combined In an Integrated Helmet (IH) with binocular vision (two

CRTs and two IITs on the helmet). The crew can switch between the Intensifier tube Image and the thermal Image nearly
without any delay. Additionally flight symbology can be superimposed with the Images.

The available HMS.eystems work on dIfferent physical pdnopias. MBS has tested an electromagnetic AC-system
in the FLAB program, ref.1 cnd during Gun Turret test trials. In 1990 an electromagnetc DC-.ystem and an electro acoustic
system were tested for the FlAH 2 application, ref. 6.

Two suitable IHs with a HMSwere tested In the MOB vionlo leb. In paraliel, two PAH I helicopters have been equIpped
with the Racal RAMS Wi. GEC Avionics KNIGHT HELM and with an ELft HALO Night Vislon and Mission Management
Systems. These are to be used In troop tra at Celle, FRG, to gather expedence of operations with state of the art equlipment
before deciding on the final configuration. The first time a Night Vision System with CRTs flight symbol presentation and
IlTs In an IH KNIGHT HELM Including see-through capability were tested on a helicopter (HC). Presently, the PAH a sys-
tem has no TI piloting sensor. 1hberefore a thermal Image evaluulton with CRTs was not possile, but a TV Image was avail-
le In the HC for IH application.

N. 4 , jý
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2. INTEGRATED HELMET SYSTEMS "WITH SECOND SENSOR"

2.1 Review of existing Integrated Helmets with CRTe and i1"7

2.1.1 GEC Avionicr KNIGHT-HELM

The basic KNIGHT HELM provides NVG operation by IlTs and the CRTs generated displays of TI and symbology (FOV
350 circular). This combined IIT/CRT Helmet Display offers a high ievel of system flexibility and failure survival. The equip-

mantIs suited to in-service life, because all the electro-optical parts are protectud by the helmet shell. New materials are
being used for this helmet shell to retain strength and impact protection In a lighter weight structure. The optical modules
are very compact and can be adjusted for inter pupillary distance (IPD) and can be moved slightly (up/down and fore/aft)
with respect to tife helmet shell. The see-4hrough capability is mandatory. PAH 1 trail uses one day/night module but GEC
has now developed a modular concept for IH. Fig. 1 shows the GEC KNIGHT HELM, ref. 7 and 8. The current status of the
IH is readiness for TIGER development, If go ahead will be d'scided.

Fig. 1 Integrated Helmet KNIGHT HELM from GEC Avionics with IlTs and CRTs Displays using flat eyepieces like mini-
HUD prisms

2.1.2 Honeywell MONARC (Monolithic Afocal Relay Combiner)

The basic helmet has a shell which can be fitted with an individual form fit liner. With this good adaptation the helmet
provides a comfortable centre of gravity. On both sides of the basic helme, are adapted the optical modules with blocular
(only one image source but two tubes) CRT displays and binocular IlTs (FOV 351 circular). The images of Ilhese two chan-
nels are displayed with a monolithic afocal combiner to the eyes. The see-through vision of the wearer is ensuwed and the
field of regard is slightly obstructed. Each of the turnable combiners Is part of the optical module. The optical modules can
be adjusted for IPD and may be moved up and down. The MONARC was tested for several days at MBB lab and was flown
for several days on PAH 1. Fig. 2 shows the Ho,'eywell MONARC, ref. 4, . and 9. The current status of the IH is readiness
for TIGER development, If go ahead will be decided.

... .......

Fig. 2 Integralted Helmet MONARC ternm Honeywell with CRis and IMT Displays using turable combiners
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2.1.3 Kaiser Electronics STRIKE EYE

The basic htuimet has a shell which can be fitted with an Individual 'orni fit liei 0,- both sides of the basic hemet the
optical modules with blot. ular (only one Image source but two tubes) CRT displays (30Jo by 401 overlap) and binocular IlTs
(FOV 30* circular) are adapted in eye position. The Images of theas two ý,,amves are .ilsplayed with combiners from abcve
the eyes. The see-hrough vision of the wearer Is ensured. The rý, utlnars are retraclablo and adju~1pblO, see fig. 3 and
ref. 4 and 10.

Fig. 3 Integrated Helmet SIPM~E EYE f~nr. 1(rtisar Electrorgost

2.1.4 SextantlVDO Hlelmiet Mount~d Signt/Disaply with~ Light Intensifiers
The basic helmet is perswOzald and It generally kept by Its wearer. It Is a new design. using modem composite materi-

als and optimization techniques. l'nis was necearary to provide adequate mechanical mounting for the Day/Night Module.
minimizing the helmet weight. On both sides ot the basic helmet the optical modules with blocular (only one Image source
but two tubes) CRT displays and binocular lilis (FOV 401 circular design) are adapted In eye position. The images of these
two channels are displayed with combiners from above the eyes. The see-through vision of the wearer is ensured. The
combiners are retractable and adjustable. blnc June 1989 a technical exchange took place between SextantNVDO and
Kaiser Electronics mainly In ergonomny field. The current status of the IH Is readiness for TIGER development, If go ahead
will be decklded, ref. I Iand fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Integrated H"lmt (roplosal) from SextwntVDO

-4 2
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2.2 Mission aspects and optical day/ night modules

A Tactical Flight (TF) including Nap of the Earth (NOE) mission will occur approx, 25% of total flight hours and a Night
Tactical Flight (NTF) approx. 15% with visual aide, that means with lIT during night or TI during day/night. An IH improves
the safety analysis drastically. If a night flying system with two night sensors uses the IlTs on the helmet, then the HMS, the
CRTs and TI sensor platform can have a failure, The IITs have two battery packs which are Independnt from the HC power
supply. The reliability and flight safety analyses including a catastrophic fault/event improves ti.-mendously.

Symbology projection Into cre eye ortwo eyes for day/night application: The IH KNIGHT HELM Incorporates a bin-
ocular arrangement with two separate liTs and separate left and right CRT; thus enabling full flight symbology or outside
world scene via a thermal Imager to be displayed In the helmet. The technique of presenting Information to a pilot In this
manner is complex and requires the pilot's eyes and brain to integrate the Information displayed, to produce one image and
not a double image.

The CATs of KNIGHT HELM amr nominally focussed to be compatible with the IlTs, and the optics are designed to cope
with a certain latitude in the point of focuu of the pilots eyes, i.e. whether he is looking close or distant, When using TI, the
IlTs should be switched off, and the pilots view one image from two CRT sources. This is a usual technique. When using
IlTs plus flight symbology the pilot has to Integrate one image from four sources; two IlTs plus two CRTs. This is complicated
by the fG.-usslng and convergence properties of the eye. In any case the magnification of the systems should be 1:t1. Cer-
tain pilots flying the PAH I have had difficulties In focussing upon the flight symbology in the helmet, GEC has made investi-
gation to confirm that the focal plane of the two CRTs matches that of the IITs.

Whilst two CRTs are mandatory for night flying with thermal Images, two CRTr may not be necessary for night vision
with flight symbology. In fact studies have shown that a pilot receiving Information from CPT to one eye may not be able
to distinguish which eye is receiving the information. Double images of the flight symbology or the scene appear as eye
convergence is shifted to fix nearby objects while the collimated eymbology Is at infinity focus, by definition.

To improve the situation wiih PAH I GEC Avionics implemented a switch to allow the pilots to select manually left CRT,
right CRT or both. The results were favourable; the problems associated with image seperation and headaches when using
flight symbology decreased and the pilots were at liberty to use two CRTs again for TI.

Auto Contrast/Brightness Sensor for CRTs: Pilots have expresseW dissatisfaction that the brightness and contrast
levels of the flight symbology In the helmet-CRTs are only manually adjustable. Under certain ambient light conditions at
night, the outside light level is bright, requiring the symbol brightness in the helmet to be Increased. But when the pilot then
looks into foreground for example, the symbols are too bright compared with the night vision scene. To improve this situation
GEC Avionics are implemeoting an auto-contrast control. When auto-contrast is selected, a photo detector assembly
mounted on the helmet will increase or decrease the pre set contraastbrdghtness level dependent upon whether the pilot
looks into a bright or dark area. This sensor will only affect the symbology displayed by the CRT sinog the lIT Incorporates
a separate auto brightness function.

Form Fit Liners should ensure that the helmet Is personalized to each pilot and provide a comfortable platform for
the Integrated Helmet with correct performance, lifetime, compliance and comfort. One of the particular problems GEC
Avionics has encountered through the trials Is that one helmet liner is not Ideally suited to be used In two helmets of different
weights, i.e. night vision only helmet and helmet with night vision and CRTs (compare chapter 2.6.). When GEC Avionics
supplied the second helmet for evaluation (which contained only night vision without CRTs), there was some criticism by
the pilots that the helmet shell was smaller and lees comfortable than the first helmet supplied. In fact, the two helmets were
exactly the same size despite contrary pilots comments. Indeed the second helmet was constructed with slightly more car-
bon fibre. This produces a much stronger shell which provides greater protection in the event of crash landing, although
the shell may create the Impression that it has a smaller size.

The Centre of Gravity (CG) of the two helmets Is different. If the CG of the IH Is correct, the subjective impression
of the two helmets being too small may diminish. Fig. S shows the CG of head, helmet and NBC-mask and the different
torques, which act on the head. Also the centre of head motion and the origin of force of the extensor muscle Is shown.The
helmet shotld be dosigned that the total torque to the head keeps ne"ly constant with or without helmet. This Is very Impor-
tent specially under high g-loads. But In reality the main optic parts are located on the front side of the helmet. Therefore
parts, which don' have a fixed position lIke e.g. batteries, should be mounted on the back of the helmet as a balancing
weight, For fixed wing aircraft, a minimum of helmet weight Is the most Important point of helmet design, no additional
mass, which has only a balance function, is acceptable. Otherwie the pilot gets tired and unooncentrated under the strain
of a high helmet mass after a short period. For helicopter applio ti some of the geman army pilots advocate the opinion
that the correct centre of gravity Is the main requirement. They would accept additional mass only with balance function.

Chin Cup: Originally the KNIGHT HELM was suplied with a leather padded neck strip. The pilots expressed concern
that the neck strap was uncomfortable and did not alid helmet stability. The neckstrsp was exchanged for a chin strap.

During the PAH 1 flight triak It became obvious that regardless of the parameters, the exIt pupil Is perhaps the most
Important consideration along with weight, field of view (FOV), resolution and brlghtness gain. A large exit pupil (greater
than 13 mm) provdles a very user friendly system, gMng grest confidence and comfort by knowing that there is a large night
vision window to look through If the IH "II be moved, the pllot will not suddedy loose his vision of the outside and lIT Image.
A drawback of a larg exit pupil Is the Increase of optical moduleweg.
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18kgf cm

"Fn os e Xn = FsXs + FhXh + FmXm

Fn cos 0Xn = 8kgf cm

Fn cos e = 4,9kgf; where Xn = 4cm

Xn Extensor musclefo!rce

Mask; e
0,k Fn 'Fn CosG

Typical neck loads at 1 g
11 kgf

Fig. 5 Centre of gravity definition for human head. A NBC-mask Is shown in this Centre of gravity diagram (ref.17).

Other Important parameters of a good IH layout are:

o adjustment comfort for:
- inter pupillary distance, vertical, fore/aft/tilt (eye relief)

remark: personal adjustment on helmet;
- divergence setting (stereo acuity), dipvergence tolerance, overlap, magnification 1:1

remark: adjustment at supplier.

o good look around total field of regard (peripheral vision) with low obscuration of optical combiner edges, CRT-

and IIT-.FOV with 40' circular, magnification 1:1.

o crash protection

o Man Machine Interface (MMI): -wearing comfort, -usage of helmet, -cockpit workload, -Laser protection,
-NBC-mask compatibility, -HID-compatibility, -.cockpit Illumination compatibility with lIT channel

o reliability and flight safety requirements: catastrophic fault should be zero

o speech / communication

o noise damping / active sound attenuation

o easy modes / functions

o fulfillment of environment requirements specially temperature, vibrations, EMC / NEMP

o depth, motion (optical flow) and stereoscopic view perception: blocular display gives a square root 2 ad-
vantages for two eyes In MCT (modulaton contrast thresholds), binocular IITs In an IH have a base line of ap-
prox. 260 mm compared to approx. 60 mm IPD In NVG, remark: problems of distance estimation arises and
new training Is necessary compared to NVG HC flight, magnification problemsl Ivan Sutherland has said,
ref. 4, p. 82 and ref. 13: "Although stereo presentation Is important to the three-dimensional illusion, It
is less important than the change that takes place In the image when the observer moves his head. Psycholo-
gists have long known that moving pernpective images appear strikingly three-dimensional even without ste-
reo presantatloub",cl

oquick release connector with high tension safety, umbilical cable

oBoresighfing Retile Unit (BRU) In the cockpit with easy alignment functions

A ap ",• ;•.. . ,
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2.3 Comparison of the IH-OesIgn with a separate Day/Night or a combined Day/Night Module

2.3.1 Day Module and Night Module each separate

HMS HMS

CRT CRT CRT CRT

lT /IT

DAY MODULE NIGHT MODULE

Fig. 6 Integrated Helmet with 41 separate day and night module

Advantages and disadvantages of a design with separate day- and night- modules:

- modules separate from basic helmet, each pilot has his own basic helmet (per-
sonelized), optical modules belong to HC

advantages - min. weight on helmet for each day/night mission
- optimized transmission/brightness/contrast on daytime with 2 CRT only
- optimized transmissiornbrightness/contrast In the night with 2 CRT and 2 liT

- change of modules necessary during twilight
- storage problems of modules in HC

2.3.2 One Day/Night Module

The principal design of an IH with a combined Day/Night Module is shown in Fig. 7

CRT
V

,--< liTC' ombiner 21/ i

Direct View>- --

io Night (clear)
Laser Pw•tection •
Day (tinted)-

Fig. 7 Integrated Helmet with combined Day/night Module

Advantages and drawbacks of a combined day- / night- module:

- no storage problems In cockpit

advantages - mission can be flown safely without change of modules
- minimal parallax between eye and night vision channel (lIT)

weight of helmet higher than with separate modules

drawbacks - transmission levels not optimized
- possibility that optical modules are fixed integrated In the helmet

-"-" *. - ..



SResume from GEC, ref. 5, p.92:

It is possible to optimize a helmet display for DAY use.

it Is possible to optimize a helmet display for NIGHT use.
But it is not possible to optimize one helmet display for both day and night use.
This configuration works very well in a night mission If the combiner has e.g. 700% transmission for IIT/CRT channel

and a high lIT gain of approx. 5cd(sqm luminance lavel. However the drawback in daytime is that the combiner has an out-
side transmission of only 30%. This Is to low for a cloudy/overcast day. To improve the day transmission for the CRT channel

(brightness up to 34 000cd/sqm) an optical or mechanical switch can solve the problem, compare Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 shows the problem area of day/night transmission splitting.

Nightmode 95%' " Nightmode 4%

* 0Daymode 0% Daymode 95%

,•LJ R~~elay tubel• T-.

O ~ ~Tinted Visor "

removable l

HC-Cockpit
Window(=80 - 90%)

Transmission from outside: 70%

removable, Combiner

-o

'3t Oelay tub LE FLT

,• ,= ~~3-5 ftL..~F _ 1.00 to 4 000 111

S~Optical or me-
•• chanical switch

!'.Out- Video Linei
side
World G N R T R

Fig 8 Optical paths of a combined day/night module with optical o: %echanical switch
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2.4 Lob-Tests and HC-'frlals with PAN I Demonstrator
The testing at the MBB laboratory was implemented for two state of the art Integrated Helmets. KNIGHT HELM and

MONAHC, compare fig.l and 2. The test method for the optical fiT resolution measurement shows Fig. 9. The distance
of the test target to the eye position Is approx. 7m. The test pattern is a USAF 1951 target with approx. 70% contrast.

-7m

NVG Equlpner
......................... . . .Lux e 1,5- - - - - - - - - ----------------------

0bs¶~~----------- -------

Targe6b-r

Bar Pattern

SBar Patlem
(USAF 1951)=!11

Fig. 9 Top View of the Test Set to measure the Resolution and Sensitivity of NVG's and Integrated Night Vision Helmets
as a function of Illumination level.

During extensive flight trials (May 90 to Jan. 91) the German Army compared the established Philips Night Vision
Goggles (NVG) 3rd generation tubes with the KNIGHT HELM. In the landscape of Northern Germany, the lighting conditions
under which the goggles must perform can vary over almost four decades, ,rom 0.1 mLux to almost 500 mLux, presenting
any N. with a very severe task. The German Army is expected to fly in a particularly stringent combination of circum-
stances: overc I sartght, mist and precipitation at very low altitude, two or three meters above ground level between areas
with obstacles. T: -? ambient light avallable may be only 0.3 mLux or below. The experience shows that there Is no substitte
for flight trials, e : and simulao. tests only, to completely understand an IH.

The Philips NVG is the benchmark of the IHs:
The Phlips NVG comprises two identical straight throuChi monoculars with fixed objective focus (approx, I Om to infinity)
and adjistable eyepiece focus. The objective is a 26 mm focal length, F-No.1.2 lens with a circular field of 420 and a magnifi-
cation of 1:1. The two monoculars are held together at the front on a tilting hinge for adjustment of IPD at the rear. Adjustment
of IPD will vary the FOV overlap. A torch lamp is attached to the front of the binocular channels and operates by a lip switch
to illuminate the cockpit, ref. 12. Th resolution measurement will be shown in the next chapter 2.5.

The main results of Il Including problem areas will be discussed In the next chapters.

2.5 Image Intensifier Tube - Testing I

Tests were carried out at MBB on the optical performance of the IITs: Philips 3rd gen. NVG, KNIGHT HELM and MO-
NARC. The left hand and right hand IITs were tested together with a two alteemative forced choice (2AFC) method to deter-
mine resolution. Additionally the USAF 1951 test pattern was used. The objective lenses were focussed correctly with the
7m object distance. A fixed color temperature light source from an integrated sphere was available. The illumination levels
were measured k.. the IN and In the target plane. The results are shown In fig. 10.

'X.!

I"
Q"

0.0I 0.10 1 0p00

i ~ ~~Fig. 10 Resolution tests for 3.Gon. NVG FOV 420 circ.(-), KNIGHT HELM FOV 35° cIrc. -..- )and MONARC FOV •=.
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Other Important parameters of a good lIT layout are:

o good brightness at low background Illumination (LBI) Is necessary

o Automatic Gain Control (AGC) lies between 1500 and 2900 at 102 cd/sqm

o daylight -I.ters (neutral filters) for training purpose are desirable with attenuation of 10.7 and 10-9

o 645 nm cut off filters with antifluorescent coating were used

o Image quality: snow/scintillations (S/N) and homogeneity over combiner must be good

o tube life time, (InSb sealingl), temperature range with full performance between -12' C and 420 C

2.6 CRT-Testing

A 1' tube has a 25mm diameter faceplate with a screen diameter of 19mm. The spot (pixel) size is approx. 181m at
200ftL or 251Lm at 500ftL for P43 Phosphore (gaussian profile). If one considers a future requirement for a high luminance
(approx. 10 000ftL) allowing daylight raster viewability then this will require at the present time a further sacrifice In resolution 7

with a low drive value of 24pm and a high drive value of 32Pm.

Other parameters of a CRT are:

o high brightness necessary for day flight with symbology, same brightness of the two images

o 10 grey levels with relative good brightness a;nd contrast

o high resolution image, approx. 18gm spot size or approx. 40 Lp/mm with good quality/homogeneity/
min.distortion, same for both CRTs

o high brightness (approx. 4 000 ftL) with poor resolution and reduced grey levels.

o no vignetting of image edges, low distorsion

o ghost image (double image) should be zero; coating problems at IIT/CRT-beamsplitter (reflections)

o fast Stroke (cursive) symbols written in Raster flyback / Raster display of sensor video possibility

o heed roll compensation necessary

o optimized overtap, divergence and dipvergence of the two channels

o raster scan generator shows 0.8 cycle/mrad for KNIGHT HELM and MONARC

o circular test pattern shows low distortion,

o electronic distortion compensation necessary

o high voltage isolation

J

2.7 Nose or Helmet Solution for a Second Night Vision Sensor

2.7.1 General remarks to IfT-CCD sensors for use as Nose Solution

The liT Image is converted with a CCD (Charged Coupled Device) to video standard and displayed with a CRT to the
eye. The alignment of lIT and TI channel is much easier.. Electronic Image processing for image fusion can be used as
growth potential.

A strong drawback Is the dependence of power for both channels. If HC power fails no redundancy will exist. The flight
safety/reliability decreases with this arrangement.

2.7.2 Second Sensor Installation Comparison between "C Nose Solution and Helmet Solution

There are two possibilities to install the lIT sensor:

o nose solution with IIT-CCD and TI sensors, fig. 11.

o helmet solution with liT sensors on helmet, TI sensor on HC nose, fig. 12.

The llAIT-CCD sensors are located In the HC nose below the pilots design eye point steered by HMS. This can pro-
duce problems of parallax, wrong depth perception and apparent motion. However If the liT channels are helmet mounted,
there exist problems with switching of two different visual reference polnts.

-.... .,.
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HMS
S~HMS

C RT CRT
CRT CRT

>F~CD ~ 4Ycopi lot
TI11T1IDPio
NOSE MOUNTED

PLATFORM

Fig. 11 Nose solution with IIT-CCD and IH has only 2 CRTs.

Aspecis of the Nose Solution:

free of parallax between sensors on platform, but not between sensur and eye (with di-
rect view)

operational - video signal of IIT-CCD and TI available, Image processing (sensor fusion) Is possible
advantages - sensors optimized for day-, twilight- and i lght- conditions without changing of any op-

tical modules
- lower weight on helmet

operational - platfurm slaving error in relation to the head Lino of Sight (LOS)
- additional equipment has to be mounted on an existing platform

disadvantages - less redundancy than the case with .lT only, degradod flight safety

economic and - higher costs compared to helmet solution If an existing system shall be retrofitted
program aspects

.- HMS

HMS CRT CRT

CCRT

TIC1 CRT CopilotliT lit

INOSE MOUNTEDI
PLATFORM f

Fig. 12 Helmet Solution with 2 CRT and 2 lIT sensors.

Aspects of the Helmet Solution:

- natural use of the visual aids
t - no slaving error

- no parallax between eye and liT
o: Operational - installation easier
"advantages - high redundancy

- high reliability
- high flight security
- easy hardware update

- 2 optical modules necessary (for day and night)
operational - parallax between T! and 11T
disadvantages - additional weight on helmet

- Image processing not possible! - ~~~greater helrmet complexity .:.. ,"

economic and lower costs compared to nose if areboft of an existing system should be realized
program - possible solution for differet tas of heliopters

A4 ýJ--, : :,
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3. HELMET MOUNTED SIGHT SYSTEMS

3.1 Principles Of HMS - Systems

The purpose of the HMS Is to steer either a platform with optical sensors, a landing light platform or a weapon platform
in accordance with the head motion of e.g. a helicopter crew. Fig. 13 shows the silhouettes from TIGER-HC from the side.
The measured values of the head motion angles must be of high accuracy and to be available with a minimum of time delay.

ITT H11-73- • ' •'L

Fig. 13 PAH 2 with steerable platform and HMS--system

The helmet mounted sight systems can be realized using different physical principles. In the following the important
HMSs of today are described with their main characteristics:

AC-Electromegnotic Systems (e.g. Polhemus, Ferranti, Sextant)
~based on altomating electromagnetic waves

- transmitter (3 orthogonai coils) mounted in HC-cockpit
- receiver (3 orthogonal coils) mounted on the helmet
- calculating head direction inside the Head Motion Box (HMB) according the induced voltages
- disturbances whilst changing metal surrounding
- cockpit mapping necessary

DC-Electromagnetic Systems (e.g. GEC Avionics)
- based on quasi-constant electromagnetic field
-- transmitter (3 orthogonal coils) mounted in HO-cockpit
- receiver (3 orthogonal coils) mounted on the h3lmet
- receiver is working like a magnetometer
- DC-systems are less sens Wve to metals as AC-systems

Electro Acoustic Systems (e.g. TST)
- based on ultrasonic waves

transmitter (e.g. 6 pieces) mounted on the helmet
- receiver (e.g. 6 pieces) mounted in HC--cockpit
- head direction is calculated according the propagation time of uitrasonic waves
- pulse code modulation prevents disturban-es from any ultrasonic noiseh - disturbances due to rapid change. of disperaion medium air are possible, the Influence of normal cockpit airflow

is compensated

Pattern Recognition systems (e.g. ELOP)
- receiver is a CCD camera mounted in the HO-cockpft
- transmitter is a geometrlc pattern which is painted on the helmet or a pattern of LEDs which Is mounted on the

-A helmet
- head direction Is calculated with the aid of image processing of the video image of the pattern on the helmet
- disturbances whilst sensor saturation due to direct sun light illumination
- problems in detecting the geometric pattern during night

Electro Optical Systems (e.g. Honeywell, IHADSS)
- transmitters are special units, mounted in the HO-cockpt, emitting pulsed IR-radiation
- receivers are two IR-deteclor sets mounted on each side of the helmet

b- prolems may occur if direct sunlight disturbs the detectors

*--.7A":I,, ,f, ,
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3.2 Test Procedures

3.2.1 Error Definition
An Important point for understanding and comparison of tracker errors Is an exact definition of the errors.
In Fig. 14 we have plotted the error definition. The diagram shows the statistics of measurements of a common value.

Plotted on the y-axis is the occurrence of the feed back value of the measurements. There is a distribution of the values
around a maximum of occurrence.

The maximum error is calculated by the difference between command value and feed back value plus the reproducibili-
ty, of the feed back value. This maximum error has two different error types: the systematic error and the statistic error.

The deviation between command value and measured feed beck value depends on the command value, It can not
be given as a general function, because the dependence Is specific to the HMS-allgnment. This is a systematic orror. If the
measurement system Is well known and has a good reproducibility this error could be corrected. In case of a HMS-system
this will be done 1'y cockpit--mapping and after full system development the systematic error should be nearly zero.

The most important error value Is the reproducibility (a). This value determines the minimal approachable system ac-
curacy. The tolerance values can be defined In a - or standard deviation (SD) values. Chapter 3.3.2 describes also the
circular error probability (CEP) for ax (AZ) and ao, (EL).

command value
occurrencefodbcvau

~ istribution of the values (statistic)

cy defines the reproducibility of

error depends from the command value (systematic error)

Fig. 14 Error Definition

3.2.2 Test Equipment
In fig. 15 the principle setup of the MBB accuracy test rig Is shown. The basis of the rig are two metal plates. Three

mounting screws allow a vertical adjustment and a tiling of the plates together. On thwe upper plate the stepper motor for
the azimuth movement is fixed. The whole helmot fixture Is mounted on this mo~tor. Ac'ditionally an angular steel support
Is fixed to mount a second stepper motor with vertical axis. *. his motor Is connected with a mechanical linkage which allows
the movement of the helmet in elevation.

One requirement to the test rig Is the use of non-metallic materials above the stop~ er motors to be able to test lIMS-
systems on electromagnetic basis. Motailic Influences of the test rig Itself cannot be ac ýeptedl during testing.

The movement of the helmet In azimuth and elevation is fully autemnated and conmputer controlled. The command
values can be given from a PC. A special software converts the angle values to motor steps and controls movement, veloc-
ity and acceleration of the motors. The maximal resolution of the stepper motors Is 0.01 *at a maximal velocity of 1 000/s.
The helmet movement in roll can be done manualiy in steps of 150.

The maximal angle range of the helmet movement is limited by the mechanics of the test rig to:
*- azimuth +/-1800

- elevation +250, -30*
- roll .a/- 450.

* The accuracy of tile MBB testrig has been tested and has the values of:
- 0.010 In azimuth and
- 0.050 In elevation.
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Fig. 15 MVBB Test Rig tor Helmet Mounted Tracker Evaluation

- A wooden table which can be adjusted vertically is mounted over the pilot's seat.
- The helmet Including the transmitter respectively receiver is mounted to the test rig.
- The test rig is fixed with screws on the wooden table. The test rig may be adjusted in height as well as in tilt to

the helicopter frame.

*1 t

Fig. 16 Test Rig with Helmet and HMS in a SK 117 heliqppter (TST - hsteacoustic system)
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3.2.3 Test Program
We have divided the test program Into two parts, static measurements and dynamic measurements.

3.2.3.1 Static Measurements

The HMB Is defined as th3 rmovement area of the pilots head. Inside this HMB the specified accuracy of the HMS-sys-
tern has to be verified. The dimensions of the HMB vary from helicopter to helicopter, for an example Fig. 17 shows a HMB
of 400mm x 400mm x 200mm with selected measurement points.

zf

y|

x
t i 200 mm

S~400 mm

Fig. 17 Testing Positions inside the Head Motion Box

In the static part we have measured the accuracy of the HMS-system in the centre of the HMB with an enhanced set
of anglos:

elevation angles of 0°, +200, -200 in combination with the azimuth angles:
00, +/-5*, +/-10', +/-15', +/-20*, +/-25o, +/-30*, +/-45*, +1-60°, +/-75*, +/-90',
and roll angle 0'

and the elevation angles of +100, -10* In combination with the azimuth angles:
0°, +/-15*, +/-300, +/-45-, +/--660-, +1-.900

Test procedure in the centre of HMB:

- Boresighting of the HMS-system.

- For one fixed elevation angle the complete set of azimuth angles will be commanded step by step and for each
point the HMS angle measurement values for azimuth, elevation and roll will be noted.

- This set of azimuth angles with the fixed elevation value will be measured for several (e.g. 10) times. Out of these
values we calculate the maximum of the absolute error and the reproducibility (star. 'ard deviation).

- The above mentioned measurement has been repeated with all elevation angles.

Measurements of different roll angles are carried out In steps of 150 with azimuth - eevation - 0'.

In the all other points of the HMB (compare Fig. 17) a reduced set of measurement was caried out with
elevation angles of 00, +/- 20o In combination with azimuth angles : 0, +/- 150, +/-300, +/- 600, +/- 90' .

3.2.3.2 Dynamic Measurements

Dynamic measurements are necessary to ensure that the delay between head movement and the electrical output
Is in an acceptable frame. Long delays decrease the flight safety I e.g. a steerable FLIR Is used for pibting.

For verifying the delay the test rig Including the helmet carries out periodic movements In azimuth. For this movement
the stepper motors of the test rig may realize a maximum velociy of 1000 per second. In the computer protocol the output
values can be compared with the stimuli and may be checlc'l for achievement of the maximum values and the mdximum
velocity at the zero point.

I ] II I I ' I • a I 'ii;l: ; i . . .• . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ;-
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* ~3.3 Tnt Evaluation of an Electro Acoustic lIMS-System from TST (Tolegfunlcen System Technllc)

Caclto o onvlus tnar eito (n-1) and it* abeohurl ernors (command- minus foad-beoft values)

according to the above mentioned test plan. An result we get the absolute errors as well as the reproduciblity of azimuth
(fig. 18). elevation and roll.

Ax. aaookf erpol in dere

D.M~ ft-

.0.1 T rr

redutio has to: beIplmnt

F acuat. n of thAenvleo h bsolute errorofaiuhadsnardeatnas afndcthemen valuhe ofimth anglefor all angles (searately )on

for azimuth, elevation and roll), which were measured during one scan of azimuth with constant elevation angle are shown
in fig. 19. The maximum and the minimum values are also mentioned to see the bandwidth of the error. Additionally the
circular error Probatwility ("9.9% probability) CEPO.wv It calculated. Th@k approximation formula bor CL-P0.9" is (ref. 15.)

CEP090W . o(Y3.4O8 
- 0.643p ,0.923oa)

with p a - /r and o33>aY.
This procedure is done for each measurement point.

MOB
- ýA* AZNUUTH (0 LEVATION r) CEP 99.9%(0

Rl angile min. moan max. min. moan max. min. moan max,

0* be aenor 0.01 0.12 0.22 0.02 0.25 0.s
80 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.037 0.14 0.22

+10* abe. error 0.00 0.24 0.50 0.04 0.35 1.08
SD 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.037 0.10 0.17

.Q0* &bo. error 0.01 0.29 0.54 0.01 0325 0.72
SD 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.0158 0.10 0.17

M.o0 Aba. error 0.01 0.58 1.26 0.00) 0.33 1.16
so 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.02 0.L03 0.05 0,066 0.14 0.25

-0 abe. error 0.01 0.45 0.70 0.00 0.37 0.77
So 0.02 0.04 V1.05 0.01 0.03 0.07 *0.066 0.14 0.25

Fig. 19 Mean value of the absolute errors and the Mean value of the standard deviations fo all azimuth and elevation
angle values, whicth were measured during one scan of azimuth wit constant elevation angle (olectro acoustic
system). The 99.9% circular prbabbility Is calculated in the third column.
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Fig. 20 shows the azirnuth and elevation SO mean values over all measured azimuth angles (with constant elevation

angie) and the CEPaoes as a function of the elevation angle for one point inside the HMB.
Fig. 21 shows azimuth, elevation and rol mean values of the absolute error and the SD (calculated Nks, the values In

absolute erros In azimuth. elevation and roll awe plotted as a function of one dimension of the lIMB.

A&-SO, 6430. Cca in ft

x.YX* Oflii____
X Az-490

0.6 + 04-b

010 E .*~t 00

0,05-
... . x - ---...

- .
. .. . .

-20 -10 0 10 Eloyolvp 91gw) 20

Fig. 20 Azimuth and elevation mean values of the standard deviations over all measured azimuth angles (with constant
elevation .angle) and the 99.9% circular probability assa function of the elevation angle for one point inside the HMB
(electro acoustic system).

HMB - Position
X_ -100IY'z.0 X. Y, Z.-0 x +100Iy. Z 0

Mean value of Az. 0.15, 0.120 0.090
absolute error El. 0.34* 0.250 0.330

Ro. 0.290 0.27' 0.420

Az. 0.020 0.040 0.020
Mean value of SD El. 0.020 .o3* 0.020

Ro. 1 0.020 1 0,030 0.020

Fig. 21 Mean values of absolute errors and general SD for azimuth, elevation and roll for different HMB - Positions.

ab~oeok W In dogm

0.9- X Axhko UB
+. smd 0.0. A

0.6.

0.5-

0.4-

0.3-

0
-100 0 100

X-" j#RR

F~.22 Mean values of absolute enou for azimuth, elevation and roll assa function of otem dimnension of the HMB (electr
acoustic system).
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3.3.3 Dynamic Measuremensts
For the dynamic measurements we have connected the HMS measurement values of the azimuth angle to an x-4 re-

corder, while the helmet on the testrig carries out periodic movements. In fig. 23 achievement of maximal angles can be
chbscicd. Additional the HMS output for the maximal velocity of the movement (calculated according the slope of the curve)
can be comparedi with the commanded motor velocity.

dea 20 . .

10

10

-10'
-10

-a.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.81 0.9 1 11 1.2 1,3 1.4 1.8 1.1 1.7 1:8 I'.l 2 2.12.2*23 2A4 2.5

Fig. 23 Time Plot of the dynamic measurements (electro acoustic system), max. teat rig velocity is 1001/s.

3.3.4 Additional Measuremewnts
The following additional measurements have been Included In our measurements:
o controlling the longtime stability of the electronics (2h)

* o qualitative disturbance measurements, especially for the tested HMS, 6.g.:
- AC-,DC-systema: additional metal parts between transmitter and receiver
- DC-saystems: influence of the magnetic earthfleld
- Electro Acoustic avsete s. switching on the helicopter ventilation, thermal changes In the cockpit, as e.g.

dirsect sunlight
- Optical systems, st neor saturation due to e.g. direct sun Illumination

*o Influence of runr ' ig-gines and rotors:
electric dlstLui ances

- acourlic disturbances
-helicopter vibrations

4. CONCLUSION
The helicopter flight trials and laboratory tests are canried out to gather experience of operation with state of the art

1H equipment before deciding on the final configuration. The extensive trials showed that there Is no substitute for flight trials,
e.g. laboratory and simulator tests only, to completely understand an IH for'jay and night flight capability. The difficuit human
engini~r~aing aspects have to be evaluated with functional IH models to find the necessary Improvements.

The vyorkr of this papor it; partly a result from a HMS muvasurornent campaign on U5K 117, visionic lab tests and troop
flight trials with PAH 1. Thejo programmes were launched by 'Bundesamt fOr Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung" (BWB) and
'Bundes Ministerium fOr Vertaldigung' (BMVg, German Ministry of Defence)
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AN EVALUATION OF THE PROTECTIVE INTEGRATED HOOD MASK
FOR ANVIS NIGHT VISION GOGGLE COMPATIBILITY

Mary M. Donohue-Perry

Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory

Human Engineering Division, Crew Systems Effectiveness Branch
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base OH 45433-6573, USA

Joseph T. Riegler
Loqicon Technical Services, Inc.

P.O. Box 317258
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SUMMARY

An evaluation was conducted to determine potential compatibility problems found
while using the Protective Integrated Hood Mask (PIHM) with the Aviator's Night Vision
Imaging System (ANVIS). The evaluation consisted of field tests performed at Pope AFB
using qualified C-130E crewmembers, and laboratory tests conducted at Wright-Pittersonr
AFB. Examinations of horizontal and vertical intensified fields of view, cockpit
lighting compatibility, and a subjective evaluation of fit were conducted at Pope AFB.
Visual acuity through ANVIS/PIHM, and distortion and transmissivity of the PIHM visor
were determined at WPAFB. Acuity through ANVIS with and without PIHM was assessed under
quarter moon and starlight illuminations. Acuity was tested using 20% and 90% contrast
Landolt C targets depicted in one of four orientations. Overall conclusions were thlat
potential compatibility problems of ANVIS and PIHM integration can be reduced or
eliminated with propel fit and adjustment of the ANVIS/PIHM.

INTRODUCTION

The Aircrew Eye Respiratory Protectionz System (AERPS) is designed to protect USAF
aircruw members in a potential or known chcmical environment without imposing
physiological burdens or degrading mission capability. The Protective Integrated Hood
Mask (PIHM) is the candidate subsystem of AERPS for use by aircrew members of tanker,
transport, and bomber aircraft. As shown in Figure 1, the PIHM is designed to be worn
under a standard HGU-55/P flight helmet.

.I

Figure 1. Field test subject wearing PIHM/ANVIS combination.

Prior to C-130E flight testing, the Life Support SPO (HSD/YAG) requested AAMRL/HEF
to evaluate potential compatibility constraints that may result from wearing the
Aviator's Night Vision Imaging System (ANVIS) with the PIHM. The method used to

integrate PIHM with ANVIS consists of a special helmet mounted bracket that allows ANVIS
to be positioned just in front of the PIHM visor. Integration of PIHM with ANVIS
results in the PIHM visor being located between the user's eye and the ANVIS objective
lens, and could result in limitations in aircrew visual capabilities during NVG

missions.

AAMRL/HEF conducted laboratory and field studies at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio
(WPAFB), and Pope AFB, North Carolina, respectively. The field study used qualified
C-130E pilots to evaluate the following parameters: PIHM/ANVIS intensified field of
view, cockpit lighting compatibility, and photographic and subjective evaluations of

44. 4,
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system fit. Visual acuity, distortion, and transmissivity were evaluated at WPAFB.
Results from both studies are presented in this paper along with conclusions and
recommendations for the PIHM/ANVIS integrated system.

METHODS

Subjects

Subjects for the field evaluation were five rated male C-130E crewmembers (two
pilots and three navigators) who had a minimum 100 flight hours with NVGs. The
participants for the lab evaluation were fourteen subjects who ranged in age from 21-45
years and had 20/20 or corrected Snellen acuity. All subjects received assistance in
proper PIHM and helmet fit by a life support specialist.

Apparatus

The field evaluation was conducted in a darkened hangar at Pope AFB after dusk.
Natural lighting conditions approximated quarter moon illumination. Intensified field
of view measurements were obtained for each subject tsing a 5 foot square visual field.
A light emitting diode (LED), positioned in the center of the field, was used as a
fixation point. A second LED, which moved along a vertical and horizontal scale, was
used to measure the vertical and horizontal Intensified fields of view. The cockpit
lighting interference evaluation was performed in the crewstatlon of a C-130E aircraft.
A pair of Mil-specification ANVIS third-generation night vision goggles (NVGs) were
mounted with velcro strips to an HGU-55/P with a mounting bracket developed by the
Special Mission Operational Test and Evaluation Center (SMOTEC), located at Pope AFB.

The evaluation at WPAFB was performed in the AAMRL Night Vision Operations (NVO)
laboratory. Visual acuity was measured with Landolt Cs having modulation contrasts of
90% and 20% mounted on a white foam core background. Each acuity chart consisted of
three to five Landolt Cs of the same contrast in one of four orientations: up, down,
right, or left. A moonlight simulator developed at AAMRL set to approximate quarter
moon (.00294 ft-L) and starlight (.000319 ft-L) illumination levels was used to provide
calibrated illumination on the surface of the chart. Landolt C sizes (in Snellen
notation) ranged from 20/32 to 20/',1 for quarter moon illumination, and from 20/80 to
20/300 for starlight illumination. The same mounting bracket used for the field
evaluation was also used in the laboratory to mount the ANVIS to the HGU-55/P helmet.

PROCEDURE

Field of View

Horizontal and vertical intensified fields of view were measured for each subject
first with the HGU-55/P helmet and ANVIS (baseline); and the,, with the PIHM/ANVIS
ccmbination. The field of view (FOV) measurement procedure was identical for both
baseline and the PIHM/ANVIS combination. Optimum baseline FOV was obtained by having
the subject adjust ANVIS until a 400 FOV was obtained. The procedure for mea!uLing the
FOV wds as follows. The subject was positioned in a chin rest located so that the ANVIS
objective lenses were 6 feet from the LED fixation point. After initial ANVIS
adjustment, the subject was instructed to close one eye and fixate on the center LED.
The experimenter then moved a second LED inward along a vertical or horizontal scale
beginning at a 220 FOV. The subject indicated when the LED was just visible at the edge
of the intensified field. This procedure was repeated twice for each eye in both the
vertical and horizontal dimensions. The average of the two left and right side
measurements was added together to obtain the total FOV for each eye.

Cockpit Lighting Interference

Cockpit lighting interference was evaluated for two different viewing modes: 1) viewing
through the PIHM/ANVIS and 2) viewing through the PIHM visor but underneath ANVIS.
Subjects performed the cockpit lighting evaluation seated at the pilot's station of a
C-130E cockpit. The subject was asked to set the cockpit lighting at a comfortable
ANVIS mission level. He then viewed an acuity chart positioned at eye level 20 feet from
the windscreen and indicated any reflections that were present. The sources causing the
reflections were documented. Subjects then viewed the crewstatlon through the PIHM, but
underneath ANVIS, and noted any reflections. If no interferences were noted, the test
was terminated.

Fit

Front and side view photographs were taken of each subject wearing the ANVIS both
with and without PIHM. The photographs were used to document any specific fit problems
with PIHM/ANVIS. A questionnaire was also administered to the subject which addressed
PIHM/ANVIS fit and visibility.

Visual Acuity

Visual acuity measurements were obtained for six of the laboratory subjects while
wearing the ANVIS alone (baseline) followed by measurements with the PIHM/ANVIS.
Measurements were made for 20% and 90% contrast Landolt Cs at both quarter moon and I
starlight illumination levels. Most of the measurements were completed with the ANVIS
objective lens located at a distance of 30 feet from the acuity chart. The ANVIS
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0objective lena was required to be placed at a distance of 12 feet from the acuity chart
for the low contrast letters when they were viewed under starlight luminance levels.
The subject's task was to Lead from left to right the orientation of the Landolt Ca.
Each subject viewed 23 charts of different letter sizes for both the baseline and
PIHM/ANVIS conditions. Acuity chart prsSentation order was randomized for each
condition. Visual acuity was the letter size st which at least 75% correct orientation
responses were made.

Distortion

The angular deviation of three PIHM visors was measured using a UDT light source
and a two-dimensional array. For each eye position, measurements were recorded from
-150 to +150 in 50 increments for both azimuth and elevation. The data from the two eye
positions were compared to obtain vertical and horizontal differences in angular
deviation between the two eyes. Distortion was further assessed by taking photographs
through each visor of a large grid board positioned ten feet: in front of the camera.
These photographs were visually examined for distortion.

* Transmissivity

The spectral transmission of three PIHM visors was measured for wavelengths of 380-
760 nm using a Photo Research 1980B spectral scanning radiometer. The photopic
transmissivities of several objects (both natural and man-made) that would be found
external to the crewstation were calculated. The results of these calculations were
compared to a standard Air Force clear visor (which is a neutral material) to determine
if visibility through the PIHM visor was significantly different.

RESULTS

Field of View

Horizontal and vertical intensified fields of view were measured for PIHM/ANVIS
monocular and binocular viewing. Mean and standard deviations for these measurements
are ?resented in Table 1.

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation for horizontal and vertical intensified fields of
view for monocular and binocular viewing measured at AAMRL (in degrees of visual angle).

HORIZONTAL VERTICAL

NiONOC. MONOC. BINOC.- MONOC. IMONOC. IBINOC.

lRT. Lt. Rt. Lt.

'iMEAN 36 - 36 _ 38 370 360 370

STD 2 3 2 3 2 2

The addition ot the P11|M resulted in a 10% horizoutal FOV loss for each individual
eye (compared to the ANVIS baseline 40 degree FOV), and a 5% loss for the binocjlar
view. Changes in vertical FOV from a 40 degree baseline level ranged from 7% to 10%,
These FOV reductions should not present any significant problems. Field of view data
collected at Pope AFB with C-130E crewmembers wearing PIIIM/ANVIS resulted in average
horizontal and vertical fields of view of 36.2 degrees and 36.0 degrees, respectively,
which is comparable to the laboratory data.

Cockpit Lighting Interference

There were no cockpit lighting interference problems reported when viewing through
the PIHM/ANVIS or through the PJHM under the ANVIS. One subject found lighting
interference upon entering the crewstation when the lights were at a high setting, but
these reflections were eliminated when set to normal night mission levels.

Fit

The photographs taken of each C-130E crewmember while wearing the ANVIS both with
and without the PIUM showed that the ANVIS oculars were in proper alignment for all of
the subjects. No problems were found with the mounting bracke- while wearing the PiHM.
To ensure optimal field of view, the oculars were positioned as close to the visor as
possible (approximately 10-20 rm), but they did not come in contact with the visor. The
questionnaire results showed that two subjects reported better visibility through the
PIHM/ANVIS because the "graininess in the NVGS was less." The remaining three subjects
reported that their visibility was the same for each viewing mode. Two subjects
reported restricted side-to-side head mobility while wearing the system. All subjects
reported the intensified FOV with PIHM/ANVIS appeared to be unchanged from viewing with
ANVIS without the PIHM.

Visual Acuity

The mean visual acuity measured at the quarter moon and starlight illumination
levels for the 20% and 90% contrast Landolt Cs for ANVIS and PIHM/ANVIS viewing is
displayed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Mean Snellen visual acuity for ANVIS and PIHM/ANVIS viewing under quarter soon
and starlight illumination for 20% and 90% contrast Landolt Cs.

QUARTER MOON STARLIGHT

CONTRAST 4_20% 190% 20% 90%

ANVIS 20/50 20/38 20/229 20/96

PIHM/ANVIS 20/53 20/40 20/229 20/94

There were only slight differences in visual acuity between baseline ANV'S and
PIHM/ANVIS ,iewing. These differences were not statistically significant (P > .05) for
either illumination level.

Distortion

Differences in angular deviation (in milliradians) between the right and left eye
positions were calculated to determine binocular convergence, divergence, and dipver-
gence (vertical) as a function of azimuth angle for each visor. The angular deviation
between the two eye positions was within acceptable limits for eye convergence,
divergence, and dipvergence.

Transmissivity

The photopic transmissivities (%) of yarious exterior scene objects as seen through
the PIHM visors and clear visor are listed in Table 3. The transmission of the PIHM
visors varied from 88-90%, while the transmission of the standard clear visor was 96%.
The difference in transmission between the clear visor and PIHM visors can be considered
negligible.
Table 3. Photopic Transmission (%) of various exterior scenes through PIHM and standard

clear visor.

VISOR

OBJECT SMALL PIHM MED PIHM LARGE PIHM CLEAR

Trees on Hill 90.1% 90.2% 88.'2% 95.9 %

Grass on Hill 90.1 90.3 88.3 95.9

Pavement 90.1 90.3 86.1 95.9

Blue sky 90.1 90.2 88.3 95.9

Horizon hue 90.1 90.2 88.3 95.9

Gravel on rooftop 90.1 90.3 88.3 95.9

Crass field 90.1 90.2 88.3 95.9

Cream building 90.1 90.3 88.3 95.9

Red brick building 90.2 90.3 88.3 95.9

Dark brown roof 90.2 90.3 88.3 95.9

CONCLUSIONS

This evaluation was designed to examine the compatibility of ANVIS night vision
"goggles with the PIHM system. Both field and laboratory evaluations indicated that the
integration of ANVIS w~th the PIHM did not result in any significant compatibility
problems. However, both evaluationg demonstrated the importance of following proper
PIHM donning procedures and careful adjustment of the ANVIS to ensure optimal
performance. It is recommended that proper training procedures be developed and adopted
for using PIHA in "-'ombination with ANVIS.
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The RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine
Proposed Helmet Fitting/Retention System

John V Barson and Roger J Croft
Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine

Farnborough Hamnpshire GU14 6SZ
United Kingdom

SUMMARY

The role of the protective flying helmet has rapidly expanded from being a device for protecting the
flyer from impact and noise hazards to include mounting platforms for vision enhancement devices as
well as target sighting and designation systems that requires a greater degree of helmet stability and
may result in greater physical exertion by the wearer. Many of the personnel now involved in the
operation of these various systems are not pilots and may only fly in the aircraft for specific missions.
Additionally, the requirement to wear chemical defence respirators make the fitting and refitting of
these helmets time and manpower consuming.

This paper describes a new helmet fitting/retention system developed at the RAF Institute of
Aviation Medicine that has the potential to provid a quick and effective method of rendering a good,
safe, and stable helmet fit using a minimum numb r of helmet sizes. The fitting/retention system also
provides a relatively consistent eye position for optical systems and allows rapid donning of a chemical
defence respirator. Additionally, the fitting/retention system can be used for a one-size-fits-all helmet
while retaining all the above mentioned features for personnel who are only flying on specific missions
and normally are not issued a flight helmet.

The fitting/retention system uses a simple series of straps and an occipital pusher plate to
accommodate head length. By suspending the occipital pusher plate from the upper aspect of the rear
of the helmet, anterior rotation both in flight and during a crash is prevented. The height adjustment
is provided by a specifically shaped and contoured pad in the top of the helmet which contacts the head
in such a way and over a sufficiently large area to correctly position the helmet vertically on the head
for a wide range of pupil-vertex heights.

INTRODUCTION

Since tC,- introduction of protective flying helmets early this century, there has been an ongoing
development .. 7 various systems for their fitting and retention- These systems use a variety of fitting
mechanisms including many arrangements of straps and/or pads and "high tech" materials such as
expanded foam and thermal plastic formed liners. Additionally, there have been many sizing schemes
used to determine the number and range of helmet sizes required to fit the designated population.
These systems provide a varying degree of fit from very good to very poor. The fitting technique also
often requires significant amounts of manpower and time for adjustment and maintenance,

The expansion of the protective helmet's role from impact and noise protection to include mounting I
platforms for vision enhancement devices as well as target sighting and designation systems requires
a greater degree of helmet stability than current helm st fitting/retention systems may be capable of
providing. The problems of increased weight and . Langes in the helmet's centre of gravity that often
accompany the use of these systems must be considered since they may require greater physical exertion
by the wearer causing early fatigue and perhaps decrease the length of a mission.

DESIRABLE FITTING/RETENTION CHARACTERISTICS IN FLYING HELMETS

The complexity of both current and future sighting and designation systems, as well as other vision
augmenting and data displays generates the requirement that a helmet's fitting and retention system
provide a quick and effective method of rendering a good, safe, and stable helmet fit in a minimum
number of helmet sizes. The fitting/retention system must also locm.e the helmet mounted systems at

i- the optimum eye position and allow the rapid donning ,Jf a chemical defence respirator without needing
to be adjusted. Additionally, the fitting/retention qysten' must be adjustable by the wearer and easily
"refitted by the wearer in the field where maintenance p.-rsonnul may be scarce.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RAF IAM FITTING/RETENTION SYSTEM

The fitting/retention system (Figure 1) consists of a simple series of two horizontal straps (al and
a2) and a "nnt"',red occipital pusher plate (bl) to accommodate head length. The lower of the two
horizontal straps (,,A), is continuous with the chinstrap. The upper horizontal strap (a2) is adjusted
by pulling the ends of the straps, which in this version of the helmet are located as straps on the
outside of the helmet. The occipital pusher plate is suspended by two straps (cl and c2) from the uppee
aspect of the rear of the helmet, The brow pad (dl) is constructed from open cell foam with a leather
cover. The height adjustment is provided by a specifically shaped and contoured crown pad (el) in the
top of the helmet that contacts the head in such a way and over a sufficiently large area so as to
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correctly position the helmet vertically on the head over a wide range of pupil-vertex heights.

OPERATION OF THE FITTING/RETENTION SYSTEM

The helmet is donned by placing the forehead into the helmet against the forehead pad and rotating
the helmet down over the head. The chinstrap is fastened and two fingers are hooked over the
chinstrap and pulled downward. This action pulle the lower horizontal strap bringing the lower aspect
of the occipital pusher forward against th, back of the head compressing the brow pad with the
forehead. The chinstrap is then tightened , it contacts the skin. The upper horizontal strap is
tightened by pulling the two external straps n the sides of the hem1..• The upper horizontal strap
pulls the upper aspect of the occipital pusher late forward agairst the back of the head. Additionally,
the upper horizontal strap runs around the ( Ia ,e of the ear capsule and when tightened, pulls the
'ear capsule against the side of the head. The car capsules are attached to a free sliding cross strap
system tbst aliows them to move in three dimensions while automatically locating over the ears. This
c;mpletes the donning procedure. The helmet is removed by unfastening the chinstrap and rotating
the helmet forward off the head.

FITTING/RETENTION SYSTEM MECHANISMS

A primary aim of most helmet fitting/retention systems is to centre the head in the helmet. This
is achieved by adjusting the front, rear, and sides of the helmet in or out from the head. The height
is adjusted by raising or lowering the helmet on the head. These adjustments are usually made bv
various combinations of straps, pads, or other filling materials. The weakness of centering the helmet
on the head is that variations in head length and the recess of the eyes in the head can result in very
large differences in the distance from the eye to the exit pupil plane of a helmet mounted sighting or
display system. This problem of variation in eye recess is further complicated by the centering type
fitting system's adjustment mechanisms effectively positioning the head either forward or rearward as
part of the fitting process. A result of this wide range of eye depths is that field-of-view may be
compromised. Amelioration of this problem usually requires multiple helmet sizes to fit the user
population. The number of sizes of helmet may be fairly large in order to achieve a good and stable
fit in the user population. As the number of sizes increases, the sighting or display system may require
modification to conform to the external geometry of the helmet. Both the increased number of helmet
sizes and changes to the sighting or display system necessitated by the helmet geometry can severely
tax logistics systems required to supply replacement helmets and repair parts, and may also result in
increased unit cost.

The RAF IAM fitting/retention system uses the contact point between the forehead and the brow
pad as a fixed reference position around which the rest of the helmet is located. The occipital pusher
plate presses the forehead into the brow pad of the helmet. By fixing the forehead against the brow
pad, it is possible to eliminate the eye position variable created by the forehead standoff in a centering
type helmet fitting system leaving the depth of the eye in the head as the only variable to be
considered in any optical system's adjustment mechanism. Therefore, the optical system's adjustment
mechanism can have smaller distances to travel to accommodate various individuals.

The head length adjustment is achieved by the occipital pusher plate suspended internally by two
vertical straps from the upper aspect of the rear of the helmet. The plate is brought forward by the
tightening of two horizontal straps. This forward movement of the plate compresses the brow pad foam
reducing the potential for dynamic overshoot from the open cell foam. By suspending the plate from
two vertical straps and having the chinstrap connected to the lower horizontal strap, anterior rotation
is prevented both in flight and during a crash. The action which prevents the rotation is a result of
the upward and forward rotation of the helmet during a crash causing the chinstrap to tighten on the
chin. Because the chinstrap runs around the occipital pusher plate, the tightening of the chinstrap
pulls the plate more firmly to the back of the head. With the' occipital pusher plate pulled firmly onto
the back of the head, the two vertical straps irevent the helmet from rotating forward.

The height adjustment of the helmet on the head is achieved automatically by a rectangular shaped
composite crown pad constructed of expanded polyethylene and open cell foam. The expanded
polyethylene pad is of a constant thickness over the entire length and width of the pad and is tailored
to the size and shape of the helmet shell. The open cell foam is layered on the expanded polyethylene
and is nearest the head. The open cell foam is a maximum of 6 mm thick to prevent dynamic
overshoot. The entire head facing surface of the composite pad is covered with a brushed nylon cloth.
The cor.,osite pad runs over the interior surface of the helmet impact liner from just above the brow
"pad in the front of the helmet to a point in the rear of the helmet that corresponds in height to the
top of the face aperture opening. The width of the pad in a large helmet shell is limited to 140 mm
so that it does not reduce the head breadth fitting capacity of the helmet. The pad width may be less
in smaller helmet shells.

The mechanism for the automatic height adjustment that allows a wide range of pupil-vertex
dimensions to be accommodated has not been completely defined. L- appears to be the result of a
combination of the head being pushed to the front of the helmet by the occipital pusher plate and the
contour, shape, and composition of the crown pad. The forehead is fixed on the brow pad. The crcwn
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FIGURE 1 Schematic of the RAF IAM Helmet

Fitting/ Retention System
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pad then comes into contact with the upper part of the forehead. This crown pad contact extends
superiorly over the sagittal suture region of the head. The open cell foam compresses providing a slight
cushion effect over any protuberances of the skull and fills in any resulting gaps. The expanded
polyethylene has enough elasticity to conform slightly to the longitudinal and coronal curvatures of the
head while retaining its impact protective properties. The surface area contact of the crown pad on
individuals with different head sizes varies to some degree. However, it is believed that the crown pad,
due to its contour, shape, and composition, provides a self positioning minimum area of contact
exceeding the 476 square cm of contact area in the Mark 10 RAF Aircrew Helmet. This feature of
conforming to the contours of the skull provides automatic height adjustment.

FITTING CAPABILITIES OF THE RAP 1AM FITTING/RETENTION SYSTEM

The prototype RAF IAM fitting/retention system was installed in a Mark 4B aircrew helmet.
Internal measurements were made of this helmet to assess the theoretical maximum and minimum head
length and breadth dimensi3ns that might be accommodated. A comparison of the theoretical head
dimensions accommodated by the RAW IAM fitting/retention system in the large size Mark 4B aircrew
helmet and the helmet manufactureris recommended head dimensions for accommodation in the standard
5 sizes of Mark 4B aircrew helmets is shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Comparison of the Theoretical Head Dimensions Accommodated by the RAF IAM
FittinC/Retention System in a Laree Mark 4B and the Helmet Manufacturer's Recommended
Head Dimensions for Accommodation in the Standard 5 Sizes of Mark 4B Aircnew Helmets

Helmet Type and Size Head Breadth (mm) Head Length (mm)

RAF IAM Large Mark 4B 120 to 175 188 to 222

Standard Mark 413

Small 142 to 169 180 to 199

Medium 147 to 164 186 to 205

Medium:'Broad 159 to 176 186 to 205

Medium/Long 147 to 164 199 to 218

Large 159 to 175 199 to 218

The helmet sizing scheme used for determining the w..nber of helmet sizes for the Mark 4B aircrew
helmet is based upon data from the Anthropometric Survey of 2000 Royal Air Force Aircrew, 1970/1971
(Ref 1). By using G sizes of helhets, the standard Mark 4D aircrew helmet accommodates the 1st
through the 99th percentile head breadth and length dinensions from that survey. By comparison, the
RAF IAM fitting/retention system installed in a large Mark 4B aircrew helmet using the fit ,nd
stability assessment method describe below, has the potential to fit a range of head dimensions smaller
than the 1st percentile up to the 99th percentile in head breadth and from the 5th to greater than the
99th percentile in head length using only one size of helmet.

A limited fitting evaluation was performed to assess the automatic height adjustment capability of
the RAF IAM fitting/retention system. A total of four subjects were used representing the 3rd through
the 99th percentile for pupil-verex height as found in the 2000 aircrew survey. The results of the
evaluation are shown in Table 2.

Table 2

Limited Evaluation of the RAF IAM Fitting/Retention System's Automatic
Height A1iustment for 4 Subiects Demonstrating the System's Ability to tMaintain a Near Constant Pupil to Top of Helmet Face Aperture Distance

Subiect No Pupil-Vertex Height Pupil-Top Face Aperture Distance (mm)

1 97 mm (3rd percentile) 58

2 106 mm (25th percentile) 51

3 112 mm (50th percentile) 50

4 132 mm (99th percentile) 5b
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The difference in the pupil to the top of the helmet face aperture distancet i; cight millimetres for
subjects with pupil-vertex heights that range from 97 mm (3rd percentile) to 132 mm (99th percentile).
While many helmet fitting systems can achieve a relatively consistent eye position by the manipulation
of their fitting systems, the RAP JAM fitting/retention system required no additional personnel, tools,
or procedures other than the normal donning procedure. All subjects were able to completely don and
fully adjust the helmet in less than 30 seconds.

STABILITY AND ASSESSMENT OF HELMET FIT

Since the development of the prototype, over fifty individuals in addition to those in the limited
evaluation have worn the helmet. Each person who wore the helmet was examined to determine if the
helmet provided the same level of fit and stability as the standard Mark 41 aircrew helmet. The
procedure for this evaluation is described in the Ministry of Defence Air Publication (AP) 108F-0214-
12 Chapter 1.1. The evaluation consisted of checking for movement and displacement of the helmet on
the wearer's head when external hand pressures were applied. To check for head length fit, pressure
was applied to the rear of the helmet and the forehead-brow pad region was observed for a gap
appearing indicating movement. The ear capsule seal was evaluated by applying pressure to first one
side, then the other side of the helmet and while watching for the ear seal lifting off from the side of
the head. Anterior-posterior rotation was checked by placing a hand on each side of the helmet and
attempting to rotate the helmet forward. Some scalp movement is encountered with this procedure,
however, the helmet should not slide over the scalp. Using this technique for evaluation of fit indicated
that a few individuals with small head lengths had some slight gaping in the brow pad region.
However, the vast majority achieved a good and stable fit. All individuals achieved good ear seal as
defined by the Air Publication.

It was expected that some individuals with short head lengths might have some fitting difficulty
because of the length of this dimension. The RAF IAM fitting/retention system when fitted into a large
Mark 4B helmet normally accommodates at minimum a head length of 188 mm. The small number
of individuals who had some forehead-brow pad gaping were usually found to have head lengths
significantly less than 188 mm. This observation will be more closely examined during a future
evaluation when the RAF JAM fitting/retention system is insi.alled in a medium size Mark 48 helmet.

The helmet was also evaluated on the deceleration track. The helmet was adjusted to the head
a Hybrid III dummy which was seated upright and subjected to 14 +Gx acceleration. The helmet was
filmed during the acceleration using high speed video. The helmet did not appear to move or lift from
the dummy's head during the test. With night vision goggles fitted, the degree of helmet rotation at
10 +Gx acceleration was less than that observed with a small size Mark 4A helmet on the same
headforri configuration.

CURRENT STATUS

The RAP LAM Helm,'t Fitting/Retention System has currently been installed in the large size Mark
4A, Mark 4B, and Mark J0A Aircrew Helmets, A variant of the sy.qtem is currently in a field trial of
the Type 15 Army Helicopter Passenger Helmet. The Type 15 helmet was used by both passengers and
aircrew in the Persian Gulf War for Operation Granby. A Ministry of Defence Patent Application has
been submitted for this system (Ref 2),

Future work on the RAF JAM Helmet Fitting Retention System will extend the assessment of the

system in other helmet types including those helmets used by other NATO Forces.

CONCI USIONS

The RAF IAM Helmet Fitting/Retention System has the potential to provide a quick and effective
method of producing a good, safe, and stable helmet fit in a minimum number of helmet sizes aver a
wide range of head dimensions. The fitting/retention system automatically provides a relatively
consistent eye position for helmet mounted visual display and sighting systems for a wide range of
pupil-vertex heights. It allows for the rapid donning of a chemical defence respirator and is adjustable
by the user in the field without the use of tools. Preliminary observations indicate that the retention
capability of the helmet is excellent. Additionally, the fitting/retention system can be used for a "one-
size-fits-all' helmet for personnel who are only flying on specific missions and normally are not issued
a 4 ght helmet,
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t'EPONSE BIOMECAI4IQUE DE LA TEUE AUX ACCELERATIONS+ GZ: INTERET POUR LES ETUDES EN

SIMULATEUR DE COMBAT.

A.LEGER, P. SARDOR, C. BOURSE, A. ALAIN
Laboratoire de M6docine A~roapatiale

Centre d'Esaais en Vol
F-91228 BRETIGNY SUR ORGE

ODSA/ 5TR
Centre d'EleCtroniquo de l'Armoment

F-35170 BRliE

RESUME Los airnulatours A base fixo no peuvont restituor loeffet des contraintos
biom6caniquos rdsultant des acc6l~rations, co gui. pout poser prob1lrne pour
1'interpr~tation des dtudos do visour do casgue. line 6tude en contrifugeuse sur la
r~ponso biomdcaniguo do la t~te lors d'une tAcho do vis~e a 6t6 conduite pour
diff6rontos pentes de variation d'acc6l~ration (0.3, 0.6 et 1 G.a-1). L'acc~l6ration
tormina).e en plateau 6tait dans tous los cas do + 5 Gz. Les rdsultats obtenus inontrent
quo is stabilit6 do visdo (Ecart Quadratigue Moyen) sur une cible collimatdo A l'infini
vanie de 0.80 A 0.3 G.s-' jusqu'k plus de 20 A 1 G.s-1. Les caractdristiquos do la
r~ponso biom6caniguo do la tdte ont 6t6 analys~es. Des rocossnandationz pratiques pour la
nod6liaation de l'offot do la coritrairite biom6caniguo lors des 6tudes en simulateur de
combat soot avanceos.

1. INTRODUCTION

L'6volution do l'armoment ot des systtmos conduit actuotloment & prdbvoir
l'utilisation du visour do casque comue lFun des rnoyons do dialogue du piloto avec 1e
syst~mo d'armos des avions do combat modernos. La validation do cc concept a tr~s
largemont b6ndficid des 6tudos amont rdslis6os on simulatour do combat (1) gui cunstitue
maintonant une Otapo fondamentalo pour l'optimisation de l'interfaco Homme/Syst~mo. Los
simulatours do combat A base fixe no peuvent cependant rostituor physiquoment los
contraintos doenvironnomont du combat a6rion, en particulior les acctl6rations. Loeffot
biom~caniquo do cellos-ci sur le systtmo t~to-cou cunstitue pourtant une contr Ainte
dimonsionnanto pour 1e piloto en affectant la stabilit6 do la visto ions des manoouvres
do combat.-

Los rksultats obtonius en simulation doivent donc faire l'objot d'unic analyse
critique sur co poin~t ot, on pratiquc, los ossais en vol peuvent souls amonor uno
r6ponso d~finitivo pronant en cumpto loeffet des accdl~rations. Le rocours A des essais
co~toux et souvont difficilos A mottro en oeuvre est tout a fait essentiel dana lo cadro
do la validation terminalo d'un concept, lorsgue los bases d'6tudos axnont sont bien
4tablios. Pour co gui concorno los aspects physiologiques, Il'xp6rienco montre qulil oat
habituollement difficilo d'exploiter ot d'analyser finoment lea r~sultata obtenus bora
d'ossais en vol si l'on souhaite comprondro lea rnhcaniamos gui affoctont la performance
du piloto. Ainsi, si los performances obtenues lors do tols 'issais no sont pas doembl6o
cellos requises pour la mise en oouvre correcte du syat~me, il oat parfois difficile de
faire la part do cc gui revient A l'homme ou au syat~me lui m~me. Dans cos conditions,
il est pou aisd, 6ventuellement co~teux et parfois impossible d'entroprondro des actionsj
correctricos r6ollement efficacos.

On premier objoctif des 4tudoa en contrifugouse buznaine ost d'apportor des rdponsos
pr6cises, forctment do port6o limit~e mais peu coOtousos, gui contribuoront & l'analyse
des r6sultats obtenus bora des ossais en vol. L'utilisation do r6sultats d'osaais on

contrifugeuse pour tonter d'arr.6liorer la validitd des r~sultats obtonus on aimulation doe

Pour l'utiliaation d'un visour do casque, 1e problclme du contrble on atabilit6 do
£ la t~te sous facteur do charge so pose sous plusiours aspects. L'un d'entre eux, le

contrble motour fin, concerno ossontiollomont los performances do dhsignation gui
peuvont etre attonduos d'un viseur do casque. D'assez nonibrouses itudem, r6censnent
revues et comnpl6ti~ea par WELLS et GRIFFIN (7), r6alia6es dana do conditions statiques
ont 6t6 consacr6es & cc aujet. 11 exiate 6galoment dana la litt6rature der. exemplos
d16tudos rtalis6os en vol avec ce but (2). Enf in, des risultats obtenus en centrifugouse
ont d6jA 61t6 prdsont6a par ailbeurs (3,4,5). Ila montront, entro autres, quo los
variations dlacchlkrations ainbnent des perturbations de la stabilith beaucoup plus
importantos quo lee acc6lhrations + GE 6tablioa.

L'itudo pr~sent~o avait pour objoctif do caract6riaor guantitativenient la rtponao
biom6caniquo du syatire t~te-cou en fonctton do la variation d acciliration salon l1axe
Z (4-Gz). Cos caracttnistiques 6tant identifi6es, on pout alors envisaget d appliquer los
rbsultata au probl~me do la simulation do combat.

*Now atiSEXTANT-Avioniquc, Rue Toussaint CaRo10, BP 91,33166 St Medard enialles. (Cedes
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2, METHODES

L'expdrimentation a 6t6 conduite dans la nacelle universelle de is centrifugeuse du
Laboratoire da M~decine A6rospatlale.

i 2.1 Dispositif eXper1imental

Le dispositif experimental a 6t6 dkcrit en d6tail par ailleurs (3,4). 11 est
organis6 autour d'une maquette g~om6trique du d6monstrateur "Rafale A".

Un viseur de casque 6lectro-optique THOMSON CSF permet is ddtermination de is
direction de la vxsde par rapport h une r~f6rence de z~ro 6tablie a 1'initialisation au
moyen d'un collimateur tixe t~te hajte. 1l permet de diterminer les mouvements de la
tLte avec une precision do 0,5* pour les angles et d'environ 1 mm pour les translations.
La cadence de mesure est de 20 points par seconde.

Ce viseur est montd sur un casque GUENEAU 458 modifi pour la circonstance. Le
poids total du dispositif est de 1380g. La tenue du casque est assurde par un habillage
interne adapt6 pour chaque sujet. Un masque inhalateur, d6pourvu de Is chenille
d'alimentation, complate la contention. Un 6quipement de protection anti-G est utillsO
syst4imatiquement.

Trois accdlromitres months sur un tritdre, places A proximit6 de la t~te du sujet,
permettent d'enregistrer les acc~l6rations sur les trois axes nacelles X, Y, Z.

Le dispositif d'acquisition des donn~es numnriques et analogiques utilise un
calculateur DEC LSI 11-73. Les logiciels d'exp~rimentation et d'exploitation sont dcrits
en FORTRAN IV avec des routines Macro 11. Ils fonctionnent sous un systdme
d'exploitation RT-1i SJ pour l'acquisition de donn~es et la gestion de l'exp~rimentation
et sous TSX pour l'exploitation diffdr~e.

2.2 Protocole exp6rimental

2.2.1 Sujets

Neuf sujets volontaires ont particip6 A l'exp6rimentation. Ils ont 6t6 recrut6s
parmi les parachutistes d'essais et divers personnels du Centre d'Essais en Vol. Tous
les sujots poss~daient une experience pr~alable des essais en centrifugeuse.

2.2.2 Installation du sujet - consignes d'exp6rience

Les consignes utilisaes au cours de cette exp~rimentation 6taient trbs simples. Le
sujet devait maintenir une visee casque la plus stable possible sur un point situ6 h
l'infini, mathrialisa par le r~ticule du collimateur fixe utilisa pour l'initialisation.
II s'agissait donc d'une vis6e horizontale (site et gisement nuls) effectu6c sans que la
t~te ne repose sur l'appui-t~te.

2.2.3 D&zoulcment des essais

Chaque sujet effectuait successivement trois essais. Chaque essai constituait en
une mont6e en accdl~ration jusqu'& un plateau terminal de + 5 Gz. Trois pentes de mise
en acc~ldration (d(G)/dt) 6taient explordes : 0,3, 0,6 et 1 Gs'-. Les deux premieres
conditions 6taient obtenues avec un lancement 6lectrique do la centrifugeuse. Pour la
pente a 1,0 G/s le lancement 6tait effectu6 en mode catapulte.

De fagon a 6viter un effet 116 A l'ordre de presentation des diffdrents essais, le
plan experimental 6tait organis6 selon un carr6 latin 3 X 3 avec 3 r~pdtitions (9
sujets).

Entre chaque essai, un temps de repos de quelques minutes 6tait accord6 au sujet.
Des essais pr~liminaires avaient montrO que cette procodure 6tait bien tol6r6e et
n'entrainait pas de fatigue excessive.

2.3 Acquisition et traitement des donndes

Aprbs chaque essai, les donn~es brutes de site et de gisement de la vise 6taient
affich~es & l'Ocran sous formce graphique, de fagon a contr6ler immndiattnent is qualitd
des r~sultats.

L'axploration des rdsultats a conduit & la mise en oeuvre de deux types de
traitement.

2.3.1 Rcpr6sentation graphique

Les donn~es des diff6rents sujets ont 6tO rassembles de fagon & obtenir des
graphiques comparatifs, en fonction du temps, pour les diff~rentes pentes de mise en
acceleration.

A partir de ces donnees l'Ocart quadratique moyen do vis6e en site et en gisement a
6te calcul6, A partir de 2 G jusqu'& l'arriv6e en plateau A 5 G.

A
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2.3.2 Analyse spectrale

Une analyse spectral, a &6t conduite suo les siynaux de site et de gisement obtenus

lors des ussais. Cette analyse a fait appel A une routine de transform6e do Fourier
rapide.

La stimulation appliqu6e sut le syst6mo tdte cou West ni p6riodique ni constante.
Dc fagot, A prendro en compto In facteur variation d'acc6dlratiori ot le factour niveau
d'aec61-zation dans la description du ph6nomtne une analyse spectrale A trois dimensions
a 6t6 utilisme (Temps, Frdquence, Puissance).

3. RESULTATS

Nous aborderons successivement l'examen des donn6es brutes, '16volution des Acarts
quadratiques moyens do vis6e selon les diff6rentes conditions, puls les rdsultats de
l'analyse spectrale.

3.1 Examen des donn~es brutes

Los rdsultats obtenus sent pr~sent~s sous forme graphique, pour chaque sujet et
chaque variation, aux figures 1, 2, et 3 pour la visde en site . Les trac6s on gisement
ne sent pas pr~sent~s ici. Cos r6sultats portent sur 8 sujets. L'un des sujets a dQ 6tre
6limind du traitoment en raison d'un problme d'ordre technique (d~calage do la lame
dichroique du collimateur de casque).

L'examen des donndes brutes pr6sent~es aux diffdrentes figures permet de juger
qualitativement do l'effet des differentes pentes. On note l'existence do perturbations
do la vis6e, d'allure pseudo-p~riodique.

Par rapport A la visae de r6ffrence, oil Is stabilit6 est meilleure quc 0,50 pour
l'ensemble des sujets, les perturbations sent prdsentes m~me avec les mises en
acc61eration A pente faible (0,3 G.s-f). On remarque une tr~s grande variabilit6 selon
les sujots, aussi bion dans l'amplitude que dans la forme des perturbations.

On constate, en examinant comparativement l]s trac~s, que l'apparition des
oscillations est plus tardive avec la pente la plus faible (fig. 1, 2). Ce fait pout
etre interpr~t6 comme l'existence d'un effet de souil hi6A la valeur instantan~e de G.

Pour la pente la plus forte (I G.s-', fig. 3) il existe au ddbut de chaque tracA

Ine perturbation en pic do grande amplitude (sup~rleure A 5*). Cette perturbation est
li~e au mode de d~marrage de la centrifugeuse (catapulte) qui engendre un transitoire
d'acc~ldration selon l'axe X. Ce transitoire atteint une amplitude de +0,5 A 0,6 Gx.

II existe uno trts grande variabilit6 interindividuelle quant A l'amplitude et k la
frdquence des oscillations de la vis~e pendant la mont~e en accdl~ration. Pour le sujet
n g 7 qui obtient des r~sultats m6diocres, quelles que soient les pentes, l'amplitude
maximale crate A cr~te des perturbations attelnt 40 dms 0,3G par seconde. Eile passe A
100 avec la pente A 1G/s. Les tracds des sujets 2 et 3 montrent au contraire une
stabilitA relativement bonne. Toutefois, A 1 G.s-', on observe des perturbations dent
l'amplitude crAte A crfte atteint 4 & 60.

L'arrivoe en plateau d'acc~l6ration A 5G (pour les essais 1 0,6 G.s-' et I Gs.-')
so traduit pour la plupart des sujets par un retour A une vis~e beaucoup plus stable.
Les variations observ~es ne d~passent alors pas 1* d'amplitude.

3.2 Ecart quadratique moyen

Les valeurs des 6carts quadratiques de vis~e en site et en gisement (sur 8 sujets)
pour les diffdrentes pentes, sent pr~sent~es A la figure 4. Comme i'indiquont lesSvaleurs presentdes, il existe tne forte variabilitA interindividuelle.

On constate, aussi bien en site qu'en gisement, que ces valeurs varient peu avec
les pentes A 0,3 et 0,6 G.s-'. Par centre le lanoement A 1 G.s'l- se traduit par une
augmentation plus importante de l'dcart quadratique de vis~e. Celui-ci d~passe 2r en
site, lorsque Pon s'int~resse A la moyenne sur l'ensemble des sujets. En excluant le
sujet n* 7 de ce calcul de moyenne, l'Acart quadratique de vise moyen atteint encore
1,70 (66 % des mesures entre ± 1,70 par rapport A la valeur de consigne).

3.3 Analyse spectrale

.4 Les r~sultats obtenus en sounettant leo signaux de visse & Vlanalyse spectrale se
sent rv6vl~s d6eovants, sans doute en raison d'une technique d'analyse mal adaptce.

4i En effet les spectres des puissances obtenus montrent one r~partition relativement
constante en fonction de la frdquence. Dans la plupart des cas, on observe entre 1 et
2 Hz une bande dent l'aiplitude esat seulement trbs lgbrement sup~rieure & celle du
bruit de mesure.

4. DISCUSSION

Le domaine de variation d'acc~l~ration utilis6 lors de cette Etude constitue le
premier point de cette discussion. En effet, il demeure relativement loin des
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possibilit6s des avions de combat modernes susceptible3 de recovoir un viseur de casque.
Nous aborderons onsuito le problbme de la stabilisation de I& t~tv, sous see aspects
biorn~caniques et de contr~le moteur. Le dornier point sera c-institu6 par l'application
pratiques aux etudes en simulateur de combat qui pout fitre enviaag6e & partir des
r~sultats obtenus.

4.1 Domaine de stimulation

Les variations dlacc~l6ration (d(G)/dt) utills6es pour stimuler do syst~me tate-cou
lors do l'exp6rimentation pcuvcnt apparaitre relativemont fiibles par rapport au domain&
d'un avion comine le Mirage 2000 ou 1e Rafale. Solon les donn6es obtenues au CELAR lorG
de canipagne do simulation do combat avec viseur de casque, on pout se rendre compte que
les situations 6tu e1 ' n ceritrifugeuse sont dans un c~omainc relativement r6aliste
d'utilisation duj viseur (fig 5).

En eff-t, -, r 8 vois sdlectior~n&r o~i constate quo d~ins pr~ya de 93 % des cas, 1e
viscur c, _tls avec une variation de facteur dc charge inf6rieure A 2G/S (pr~s de
48 % en fo-txur de charge constant). Par ailleurs on retrouve un certain nombre do
notion!.' d~jA 1voquccs ant6rieurement montrant uno utilisation pr6fdrentielle entro +1,5
ot, Aj G, avec des pics secondairos & +3,5, 5 et 8 G (fig 6).

Compte tenu do cos donn~er, on peut finalemont consid6rer quo le domaino couvertf
par l'6tude an centrifugeuse (do 0,3 i 1 Gs-' avez; un plateau A 5G) s'applique
relativement bien A une situat~ion plus op~rationnellc, rdalis6e en simulation de combat.

4.2 Aspects fondainentaux des mdcanismes do stabilisatioki

Pcoiativement peu d'6tudcs ont 6,.6 consacr6cs & l'offet de,~ perturbations dynamiques
ur la slabilisation en position de la tete, Parmi celle-ci, 116tude pilote r~alis~e par

VIVIP-11 et P.ý.RTHOZ (6) amwne O..-s donnees intdre'rsontes pcur nutro propos. Les auteurs so
sont paitaculihrement in'-. 'mss6 A la dvramique' d~i systbroe t~tt-cou on r~ponse A des
petites pertutbations dc rorce aprliqu&l dans le pl~n sajittal do la t~te.

Les auteurs c*.t ainsi. '.1 or, _ýr qu'c. lode s' nusoldal au c-ts~ous do 2 Hz, lorsque
le sujet resiste d'une maniere~tv A ý,i force tpPli~nu&6, l.a ýeponse de la t~to montre
une distorsion trbs impor-ante p~r rapport ik 1: .3tim lati( dlentrfie. En revanche, au
dessus de 2 Hz la r~pcnse de~vienl- prosqv. *1 n~aire Pt le r6sultats sugg~rent quo
l'ensornble t~tf,-cou me comportte conune un systome qu;is_-Vn~aire du second ordre Lvoc 2
dcgr6s do libort6. Cetto etude met en evidence cue L'on no pout me baser sur des donn~cs
statiqu,.s (par- exemple la for'- nale ddv-' oee p~ar le, muscles du cou) pour pr~di~re
le comnportemý_nt dynamique OF- e. En 4L des Zorces relativoment faibles variant
dens 1e temps peuvent indi .eplaceme' tfito non nt~gligeable.

En basso fz6guence, i'annulation con! :e 's i, liemonts d-. ',. t~to nest obtonue
qu't7.n dessous ue 0,4 Hz, dens les conditi ns exp-,rimr.,ales utilis6es par les auteurs.

Ces donn6cs :.jnt 4 rapprocher dcs obacrvation,_ tffcctu6cf; lors dcs csccais on
cent rifu'ieuse.

L'6tude on contrifugouso amznen A consid6rer lappli~cation do forces melon l'axe Z
du systbme tU;te-cou, variant dans un domaine do temps (5 A 12 s) largement sup6rieur A&
celui utilis6 par VIVIANI.

En revanche les foices appliquC-es ont uno amplitude beaucoup, plu~s grande (fonction
de la L~sultante des forces d'inertie appliqu~es au contre de gravit6 do la t~te). Dans
le cr., do VC-tude en centrifugeuse, la force A prendro on compte, est Ia modification du
poi1,ý ciJe la tfite 6quip~o (soit pr&s do 7,5 kg) en fonction de llacc6l16ration r6sultante
(5 m..ximum). Coci correspond done approximativoment A uno force do 300 N, tr~s
st erieuro 9t cellos envisag6o plus haut (15 N au maximum).

Los valeu!.., do sortie consid6r6os dans il6tude en centrifugetiso sont los variations
k ~angulairem do la ligne do vis~e, sur une cible situ6e A l'infini. L16tude pr6c6dente4

consid~re en fait le d~placement total de I tate en r6ponse A la stimulation. Sur un
plan fondaznental, il aurait donc fallu prendre en compte la mosure des translations do
la tate af in do mettro en 6vidence uno r~ponso harmoniquoment l~i.~ a la stimulation.
Cott . r~pok' i no constitue copendant pas l'essentiel du problome du viseur do casque,
puisqulelle n'intorviont pas sur la direction do !a vis6e, lorsque cello- ci s'offectuo
A l'infini.

La variable do sortie ut~ilis6a en centrifugouse pronds ainsi une dimension pli
"op~rationnelle" (maintien de la capacitfi do d6signatiori avec r6tro-ato-iule uo
bioi,.,canique. on pout alors consid6rer quo lleffet 1iA A la r~tro-action visuelle, qui
no contribuait pas significativement aux r6sultats obtenus par VIVIANI et BERTHOZ, est
sans aucun doute pr6doeiinant dans l'6tude en centrifugeuse.

Ceci est- clairemont d6montr6 par leas r6sultats issus d'une 6tude compl6ment~ire
effectu6o ult~rieurement. Trois conditions do vision ont 6t6 alors utilis~es
R~troacti-t visuelle (mat6rialisation do la position do Ia tate), vision sans
r6troact-.n, sans vision (maintien do la vis6e stable sur une cible imaginaire). Le
comportoment oscilJ.atoire do Ia t6te oat on off et li6a A la condition de r~troaction
visuelle alora qua les deux autres conditions conduisent 4 des r6ponses plus directes
par rapport h I& stimulation.
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r&.u1,1; 616monts montrent la difficult.6 existante dans Ia transposition dirocte des

l'hypothbse quo l1amplitude maximale des forces observ~es en centrifuqeuse modifie
fortement les caract6ristiquos do r6ponse du syst~me t6te-cou.

Cortainos simnilitudes peuvent cependant 6tre relevdes, en partin'ulier pour ce gui
concernc la~ r6ponso observ6e avec Vlacc~l~ration + Gx en d~but de cataptiltege. Dans
cotto condition, avec une fr~cluence initiale do stimulation 6lev~e, la r~ponse du
syst~me est, selon toute vi-aiseirblance, tr~p. li~e & 116tat de tension de la musculature
du cou et non AL uno comnande d~oppositian au d6placement. Les variations
Interindividuelles dans l'amplitude do la rdponse peuvont elors fitre attribufs aux
caract~ristiques des parambtres visco~lastiques du syst~me. On pout alors retrouver une
analyse des m6canismos identique A cello propos6e par VIVIANI et BERTHOZ.

Dans le contexte fonctionncl do la coordination de l'oeil et do la tate, il est
logique dc consid~ror quo, sous loffet de forces extdrioures, la t~te n'assure lu 'une
stabilisation grossi~re alors quo l'oeil est responsable des ajustements fins conduisant
& llobtantion d'una vision notte. Coin consid~rations s'insbrent d'une marnibre coh~ronto
avec les donn~es fondamentalas disponibles sur ce aujot. Ceci ambne A envisager que los
m~canismos do stabilisation de la t~te, en pr~sence de perturbations varia'nt dans le
temps, no soient pas naturellement bien adept~s au maintian d~une position pr~cise fixe
dans Ilespaco. Dans cop' conditions llutilisation d'un visour do casque qui, par
principe, supprime Ia possibilit6 d'aJustement fin par le mouvament de l'oeil, lie pout
conduiro a une ddsignation pr~cisa lorsque l'acc~l~ration varie. En revenche, dana de~s
conditions statiques, lorsguo las forces appliqudes no changent pas dans le temps, los
m~canismas do stabilisation do la t~te retrourent lour efficacit6. Une degradation do la
performance pout alors &trc attribu6a A un effet direct des forces sur l'offoctour,
coest-a-dire unL saturation des possibilit~s m~caniques du syst~me ost~oarticulaire at
musculaire du cou. Il faut romarquer ici qua cette situation n'a pas 6t6 rencontr~e dans
le domaine d'acc6lt~ration 6tudi6 ( jusgulh i-5 GZ ) et pour l'6quipoment dea t~te utilisd.

4.3 Application pratique & la simulation do vol

comma l;indique lansamblo des r6sultats obtenus, il faut s'attondro A une
d6gradation notable dos possibilit~s de d~signation par un systbme port6 par la tate,
lors des variationa dlacc6lC-ration. Il faut remarquer ici quo lea essais ant 6t6
offectu~s avac la t~te en position do r~f~renco (vis~e honizontale) at qu'uno vis~e sur
un point excontr6 amnien g~ndralement une d~gradation suppl~mentaira (6).

11 semblerait donc judicioux d~introduire cotta notion dans lea 6tudos men~es on
simulateur da combat. L'utilisation d'un signal doa bruit surajout6 aux mosuras provanant
du visaur da casque, fonction do G et do d(G)/dt, constitue une solution possible.

Los r6sultats obtenus avoc lanalyso dea fr~qucnco no permettent pas d'idantifiar
pr~cis~mant las caract~ristiques do fr~quenco. La technique d'analy-se at la faible dur~e
des expftim'rntat ions sont de toute dvidenco mal adapt~es A ce propos. 11 ast cependant
possible de proposer des recommendations ddfinissant approximativement ICS
cLLac'tfristiquco- d'un tel bruiL

- bando 6troite en basso fr~quence (F < 10 Hz) avec une dominanta entre 1 at 2 Hz.

- 116nargie do signal pourrait 6tre 6valo~e par one interpolation r6alis6e A partir
dos valeurs d'6cart quadratigue mayan. obtanues pour las diff~rents d(G)/dt 6tudi~s.

- application A partir d'un souil ci acc~l~ration de +2 Gz, sans tonir compto de
leffet lil & G qui apparait relativemont pau important.

Hors du domaine cia l'tude (d(G)/dt > 1G/s) il est difficile d'6valuer l16volution
quo devrait suivre ce bruit. Une extrapolation prudente pout, sans trop da risques, C-tro
effectu~e jusgo'& 2 G/s.

Tout laisse cependent pansor qua V'sxnplitude des r~ponses cie la tc-te augmento d'une
mani~re trbin importanto avec la fr~quence de la petturbation d'antr~e.

Dans ces conditions, la solution la plus simple pour les mesures r~alis~es avea des
d(G)/dt 6lev~s pourraiant 6tra d'affectey syst~matiguement une condition
d' impossibilitb.

Cos consid~rations doivent C-tre temp~r~es par des fecteurs li~s a la simulation
r~alis6e. En effet, l'addition d~un bruit sur le signal proveannt do viseur de casque
constitue un 616mant ext~rieur au piloto, non corr6lA avec ses propres Impressions. De
plus, il no faut pas n~gliger les bruits r~sultant des conditions de simulation elles
mgmas, qui rendent la vis~e plus impr~cise gu'en r~alith. Ce sont, par example, les
patites erreurs r~sultant d'une correction do parallaxe imparfaite ou loa retards
dynamiques introduits par le systbme dea calcul. Ces petits d~fauts de simulation
n~existent en principe pain en situation r~elle. Ces diff~rents facteurs devreient donc:
aussi contribuer A la mod~lisation d'un signal d'erreur destin6A& prendre en compte

l'effet des acc~l~rations.
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5. CONCLUSION

La stabilit6 de Ia vis~e effectu6e au moyen dlun viseur de casque se r6vhle tr~s
significativement affect6e par les variations d'accdl6ration + Gz. En site, 1'6cart
quadratique moyen sur 8 suJets atteint 0,80 das 0,3 G.s'- et ddpasse 2 degrds A 1 G.s-1 .
L'identification des perturbations de vis6e dans le domaine fr6quentiel s'est avdr6e
difficile, en raison des conditions exp6rimentales et des variations interindividuelles.

Sur le plan pratique, on pout supposer que le rdalisme des 4tudes menkes en
simulateur de combat pourrait btre amilior6 en surajoutant un bruit (fonction de 0 et
d(G)/dt) aux mesures viseur.
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% Utilisation UTILISATION DU VISEUR DE CASQUE
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Figure 5 t

Pourcentage d'utilisation du viseur de casque en fonction des niveaux d'acciliration.
Ces donndes sont issues de 8 vole efi'ectuis en simulateur de combat au CELAX.
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Figure 6

Pourcentage d'utilisation du viseur de casque en fonction des variations d'accli6ration.
Ces donnu.es sont issues do 8 vols effectuis en simulateur de combat an CELAI.
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A KINEMATIC MODEL FOR PREDICTING THE EFFECTS OF HELMET MOUNTED SYSTEMS
1
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SUMMARY QHB head angular acceleration about Y-axis of head
anatomical coordinate system (rad/sec1 )

A statistical study was made using head kinematic ROO rate of sled acceleration onset (m/sece

response data from a set of 79 human -X impact
acceleration tests conducted at the Naval Riodynam- TRQDUCT_1I•N
ics Laboratory. Five volunteer subjects were
tested successively in three configurations: (a) no Current aviator helmet developments, which incorpo-
helmet, (b) helmet only, and (c) helmet with rate a variety of helmet mounted protective and
weights. The peak acceleration levels ranged from weapons related systems including night vision
3g to 10g. Three kinematic responses, the X and Z goggles, may compromise aircrew safety. As part of
components of the linear acceleration and the Y axis a long-term program to develop criteria for protect-
angular acceleration, were analyzed. These acceler- ing aircrew from the potentially harmful effects of
ation curves were fitted with polynomial splines impact acceleration, the Naval Biodynamics Laborato-
using least squares techniques. The fitted peaks ry (NAVBIODYNLAB) is studying human head and
and times to peak were then regressed against sled neck response to whole-body acceleration to develop
acceleration, initial head orientation and head/neck predictive models for neck injury.
anthropomeL.itc par..meters. Statistical measures of
goodness of fit were highly significant. The The regression model reported here can be used to
regression equations were used to simulate the simulate the effects of changes in acceleration
effects of varying individual parameters (such as profile, mass distribution properties of the head,
total head mass, peak sled acceleration, neck length, and varying neck morphology on human head/neck
etc.). kinematics. Such models allow study of the individ-

ual effect,, of varying parameters (such as head
The results demonstrate an analytical approach for mass) whose experimental measurement might coin-
extrapolating human head/neck kinematics to levels promise the safety of the volunteers and would
and types of exposure where injury would be require excessive amounts of data. In particular,
expected. Future applications of this modeling this paper describes a predictive regression model
technique include analysis of the effects of mass for unhelmeted and helmeted human head kinematics
distribution parameters on head/neck dynamic for the -X vector direction.
response to +Z vertical impact acceleration.

METHLODOLOGY
LIST OF SY14DOLS

(1) Database. The data used in this analysis were
AAX X-component of head linear acceptation in obtained from 79 -Gx impact acceleration experi-

the sled coordinate system (m/sec) ments involving five human research volunteers
AAZ Z-component of head linear acce ration in (HRVs) [Table 1.].

the sled coordinate system (m/sec
DOP duration of peak sled acceleration (msec) Table 1. Test Matrix of Peak Sled Acceleration
ESV endstroke sled velocity (m/sec) by Helmet Configuration
HM total head maps. Includes head, mouth

instrumentation, and helmet configuration
mass (kg) Conditions j ID

HO helmet only configuration M166 8iss _119 H172 s17s
HW helmet with weights configuration NH 3g 1 1 2 1 1
IDAX initial X-component of head jinear displace- 1

ment In the sled coordinate system (m) HO 3g 1 1 I 1
IDAZ initial Z-component of head linear displace- 1W 3g 1 1 1 1 1

ment in the sled coordinate system (m)
INT intercept of a regression line NH 5g 1 1 1 1 1
IPHB initial head angular displacement about HO 5g 1 1 1 1 1

Y-axis of head anatomical coordinate system
(rad) HW 5g 1 1 1_1__

NC neck circumference (cm) NH 7g 1 1 1 1 1 INL nieck length (cm)HO71 
1 - 1

NH no helmet configuration
PSA peak sled acceleration (m/sec) HW 7g - 1 1 1

NH 8g 1 2 1 1 1

HO 8g 1 2 2 - 1
HW 8g - 2 2 --

Ti e imterpre tieiiom Ad opiioue it tkii Fork ire ti, sailors' ud do mot

meceenrily reflect tie policy aid vie.w of tie hie or otler lovermeem agelcies. NH 9g 1 1 1 1 1

2 fluteer nblecte were recrited, eeluted, aid employed it accoru uce vii HO 9g 1 1 1 1

proced.res specified is tie Departmsmt of DPefeae Directive 3:16.1 ad Secretary of HW 9g - -- -

ticiIm liutractina 3100,9 leries. Theme iimtrmciio0 meet or exceed prevailihi NH 10g 3 3 2 1 3
altio nl ui itieritiolml ltUdard l for tt prtiectioe of klalm rmijects. SeS 4R or EO m al L conrrivl

V 1 + .
JO_ 4W.... !. + :!+........
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All experiments were conducted at the The identified head/neck anthropometry parameters
NAVBIODYNLAB. The experimental and instrumenta- are head mass, neck length, and neck circumfer-
tion details have been extensively reported else- ence. Head length and circumference are measured

where [1-51. The HRVs were instrumented tW as indicated in Figures 2 and 3. Neck circumfer.-
measure head and neck displacement and linear end ence is measured as in Figure 4. However, neck
angular acceleration. They were seated with full length is computed as the difference between (TI-
torso restraint and the head and neck were allowed top of head) and head height as indicated in
to move freely. Each volunteer was tested succes- Figures 5 and 6.
sively in three configurations: (a) no mass addition;
(b) helmet and weight-carrier; (c) helmet, weight-
carrier, and two pairs of .213 kg weights mounted
symmetrically, mid-sagittally high in front. A
progression of Increasing sled accelerations from 3g
to 10g was completed for each configuratinn.

Figure 1 illustrates typical acceleration ti'ie traces
for 5g to 10g. The identified parameter,' include
peak sled acceleration (PSA), endstroke slea veloci-
ty (ESV), rate of acceleration onset (ROO), and
duration of peak acceleration (DOP) [Table 2].

LFigure 2. Figure 3.

0: 0 \.0 .0. - 01 0.200.. .2

Figure 1. Typical sled acceleration pro-

files. .Figure 4.

Table 2. Range of Sled Acceleration Parameters

PSA m/sect 28.9 - 98.7
SESV m/sec 5.5 - 13.8 !

! ROO m/seec 519 - 2679 -

SDOP meec 128 - 104.2

The selected initial position parameters are the Figure 5. Figure 6.

initial head linear displacements TDAX and IDAZ and
the initial head angular displacement IPHB [Table 3].
These positions are measured with respect to the Head mass for the un-instrumented HRVs were
origin of the sled coordinate system. All tests were estimated using the formula [61:
run in the nominal neck-up, chin-up (NUCU) condi-
tion with IPHB expected to be close to zero radians. HM = .21618 HC - .12184 HL - 5.5936
Within-subject ranges for the position parameters
were much narrower than the overall range of where:,,•'variation. HM = head mass Cxg)

HC = head circumference (cm)
Table 3, Range of Initial Head Linear and HL = head length (cm)
Angular Displacements

The measurements for -each HRV are listed in Table
4.

Variable Units Range

IDAX meters -1.332 - -1.243

IDAZ meters 1.503 - 1.567
IPHB radians -. 34d - -. 025

i 1l IVl l
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Table 4. Selected Head and Neck Anthropomecric ference) to obtain a prediction model for peak
Data on Five Volunteer Subjects values for each curve. Several SASS regression

__ __programs (STEPWISE, RSQUARE, RVG) were used inr the parameter selection process. A simulation
Subject Head Head Head Mass model was developed by adding appropriate normal-Length Circuss. (kg)Calt (ca) ly distributed errors to the prediction model. Thepredicted curves are obtained by fitting the pre-

H166 1 20.1 56.5 4.172 dicted peak values with cubic splines. Estimated

H168 21.1 58,9 4.569 upper and lower confidence bands for each curve
H169 19.5 5?.0 4.353 were generated by simulating the predicted curve

100 times and determining the upper and lower
H172 19.6 57.8 4.513 boundaries.

HI'S 19.5 56.6 4.266

Subject T-1/Top Head Neck Neck
of Head Height Length Circus. The regression models for the peak vabies and

(cm) (cm) (cm) (c,) times to peak for the three kinematic parameters
1t166 27.3 13.4 13.4 36.3 are listed in Appendix I. Figures 8 - 10 illustratethe estimated confidence bands for the three

H168 26.4 13.9 12.5 39.0 kinematic curves for test LX5460. Figures 11 - 13

H169 26.7 13.2 1.S5 38.0 illustrate the effect of varying only the acceleration
profile parameters. PSA and ESV were the parame-

H ad172 27.9 12.8 15.1 36.9 ters perturbed in the simulations since they were
4 14.9 37.2 the sole acceleration profile parameters appearing in

the various regression models. As expected, peak
The added head mass for each subject for each magnitudes increase and times to peak decrease
configuration is shown in Table 5. The added mass with increased PSA and ESV for all three kinematic
in the unhelmeted case consists of the mouth mount, responses.
T-plate and connecting straps. The shifts in the X
and Z components of the center-of-gravity (c.g.) Figures 14 - 15 illustrate the effect on AAZ of
are with respect to the c.g. taken from cadaver varying added head mass from 0.0 kg to 3.0 kg at
data [11]. The shift in the Y component of the c.g. 8g and 16g respectively. Figures 16 - 17 illustrate
is negligible, due to the lateral symmetry of the the same effect on angular acceleration, QHB. There
total head mass. is no statistically significant effect on AAX due to

head mass. These effects are small. The decrease
Table 5. Added Head Mass and Shift in c.g. for in perk head acceleration is only 7 m/sl and 60
Each Subject for Each Configuration rad/s for each additional kg of added mass. The

effects of the input acceleration (PSA) are much
greater than these small effects as illustrated in

sibject It c.f. dilt i0 c.. skifrt I c11, skirt Figures 18 - 21.
(Wg) (ci) (lkg (cm) (it) (cm}

il6 01493 1.0, -0., 0.98 1.0, -0.1 1.830 1.9, 1.0 Figure 18 shows that a ig increase in PSA almost
list 0.477 1.1, -0.$ 0.19 1,0, -0.1 1.84 2.10, 1.0 cancels the effect of a 2 kg increase in added mass.

These opposing effects are illu.trated in Figure 19H1lt 0.474 .1,, -0.7 0911, !.0, 0.1 1,817 1.9, ! I which shows that a .5g increase in PSA cancels the

8:.1i 0.481 1.0, -0.8 i'O 1.0, -0.1 1.817 1 .1, 0 . opposing effect of a I kg addition to head mass.
These effects for head linear acceleration also hold

4iii 0.! II, -0.7 0,111 1.2 -0.2 0.14 2.0, 1 I2 truc for angular accclcration [Figurca 20 - 21].

Regarding neck anthropometry, peak magnitudes of
(2) Analysis. To smooth the data, the head linear head acceleration decrease with increasing neck
and angular acceleration curves (AAX, AAZ, and circumference and increasing neck length. Because
QHB) were fitted with polynomial splines using least of the narrow range of neck anthropometry repre-
squares techniques [7, 8, 9]. For each curve, the sented by the five subjects, no general conclusions
times to peak and peak amplitudes for the first five can be drawn. However, these two neck anthropom-
peaks were determined from the fitted curve etry parameters do contribute significantly to thI
[Figure 7), predictive model adding from 6 to 10 percent of R

in some cases [10].

.3- Ske hItitite, he., s/$fAIS, leleue Col.

oee 0.04000-.....1ooo o~4 oo• 0.1 OS 020 024 0.26 •

Figure 7. The five chosen peaks foi QHB.

These computed values were then regressed against
the four sled parameters (PSA, ESV, ROO, DOP), tha
inifial head orientation in the X-Z plane (IDAX, IDAZ,
.PIIB) and several functions of three anthropometric
parameters (head mass, neck length, neck circum-

Soi: # ... . ..A
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Figure 8. AAX simulation of 8g test. Figure 12. Effect of PSA and ESV on
AAZ.
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Figure 9. AAZ simulation of 8g test. Figure 13. Effect of PSA and ESV on
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Figure 10. QHB simulation of 8g test. Figure 14. Effect of added mass on AAZ
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Figure 16. Effect of added mass on QHB r-igure 20. Relative effects of PSA and
at 8g. added head mass on QHB (10g, 0kg base.' level).
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,Figure 17. Effect of added mass on QHB VQr- 21. Combinations of PSA andat 16g. added head mass yielding equivalent QHB

!~DISCUSSION ANDQCONCUSiON

'. • The results of this study provide an analytical ap-

proach to extrapolating helmeted human volunteer
S~head/neck kinematics to levels where injury might. be expeted. A single analytic model describes both

F 1. Ehelmeted and unhelmeted kinematics with total head

S~mass being the sole head inertial parameter re-
quired. Based on this model, added head mass

"0 Treduces peak head linear and angular acceleration
- for -Gr . This reduces the increase in the estimated

*.00 0.04 o." .12, Q.1. 0.2Q *.24 0.2 forces and torques at the occipital condylet 15] due
•" <•')to this added mass. Analysis of these interacting

effects requires more detailed models.
Figure 18. Relative effect of PSA and
added head mass on AAZ (10g, hkg base Future models will incorporate all the various head
.s glevel)h inertial parameters (center of gravity, moments,

etc.) among the independent regression variables.The influence of neck anthropometry on head
kinematics will also be incorporated, uaing a greater

range of data.
"__iThe basis for this model developmiea t is the +Z

vertical helmeted test series presentital underway at
_eNA BIODYNLAB, Twelve subjects are being tested

-• under nine different mass addition treatments at
i:_i• • , , , • ... le'vels ranging from 3 to Sg's. The range. of accel-

aderation profile, head mass distribution, and neck
) ianthropometry parameters covered by ogr it series

will yield a definitive regression model for human
+Z helmeted head kinematics. This model can be
used to analytically validate anthropomorphic manig

o.o o.o4 o., 0.12,Q.16 o. o.r kine, to check blomeclanical models of human re-

td.(....•°'= 0., ponse to +Z impact acceleration with various helmet
- lmounted devices, and to help establish tolerance

Relre 19. '5,mbinations of PSA and limits for inertial loading due to such Iystems.

vadded head mase yielding equivalent AWs.

0 ,.e.l rnin ro| toS. Terag.o ccl
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APPENDIX I: Regression Tables _

AAX TABLE

INT PSA ESv NC NL, NI, NO

P1 21424 .87 -262 -465951 3384003 -8169785

P2 -1.54 7.04

P3 -176 466

P4 -27563 -,71 612667 -4523065 11092403
P5 -. 70 1;1 1

TNT PSA ESV NC NL NO NO
TI 5.38 -. 0020 -. 1348 -L14 820_ -19699
T2 .15 -. 0031 2

T3 .08 -. 0004 .2671
T4 -. 0007 .5862 6

T5 .45 -. 0091 .5638 -58 294 ,

AAZ TABLE

INT SV MAX HI i M NC NI, NL I
P1 -156 -8 6 401

P2 -2 -66 39 -172

P3 -1450 -5 108 39 4 23647 -86626

P4 6 -117 -7 -1986 7162

P5 11 -1

INT PSA ESV IDAX IPHB HM NL
T1 -. 0003 -,.0996- -. 0245
T2 .1789 -. 0042

T3 .1826 -. 0037
T4 .1309 -. 002 .0206 .3387

T5 .0185 1.3635

QHB TABLE
I INT PSA ESV IDAX IDAZ IPHB HM NC NL NO NL 3

P1 590152 12 -3383 -59 4481 -12776351 93057989 -225326898

P2 -3282 -14 66 1945 46

P3 -2514 -10 -427 1182 180 41

P4 1220 -5 _ 984 -178 20

P5 -1828, 8 1176 191 ,

INT ESV IDAX IDAZ HM NC NOi

TI .3268 -. 0033 -. 0999 -. 1949

T2 .2034 -. 0056 , "

T3 .2457 -. 0065 _

T4 -. 0081 .6825 18

T6 .1946 -. 0049 .0201 18
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The Effects Upon Visual Performance of Varying Binocular Overlap

G. K. Edgar, K.T. Carr, M. Williams, J. Page and A.L. Clarke.

Human Factors Dept., Sowerby Research Centre, British Aerospace PLC,
FPC 267, PO Box 5, Filton, Bristol, BS 12 7QW, England.

Summary. overlap on visual performance. Kruk
and Longbridge f'ound evidence of a

In a helmet mounted display there is a degradation in the detection of motion at
trade-off between the binocular overlap the edges of a 25 deg overlaln field. A
of the images presented to each eye and study by Melzer and Moffitt suggested
the total field of view. It is therefore that the binocular overlap should be at
desirable to see whether decreasing the least 50%, providing this gives an angu-
binocular overlap (and thus making pos- lar overlap of at least 20 deg. Landau
sible a larger total FOV) adversely measured performance on a visual
affects performance. This paper reports recognition task to assess the effects of
the results of four experiments examin- binocular overlaps ranging from 17 to

Sing the effects of different binocular 47 deg. They found that performance
overlaps upon performance on a visual was markedly worse for a small binocu-
search task, and the factors that may lar overlap.
explain any differences in the results
obtained with different overlap condi- The experiments reported in this paper
tions. The results indicated that perfor- examine performance on a visual search
mance was poorer in all non-100% task with different degrees of binocular
overlap conditions, and suggested that overlap, and examine possible explana-
this decrement in performance could be tions for the differences in performance
explained by the presence of depth that were found in different conditions.
boundaries introduced by a disparity
between the images presented to each Experiment 1.
eye.

The effects of display binocular over-
Introduction. lap on visual search times: overlap

varied by adjusting eyepieces and
The optimum field-of-view (FOV) for a image.
binocular HMD will be, to a certain
extent, task dependent. For some tasks, Methods.
such as visual search, a wide FOV is
likely to improve performance. A visual search task was used in which
Currently however, the optical corn- the subjects were asked to locate a V in
ponents needed to provide a wide bino- an array of Xs. This task was chosen as
cular FOV would be too large and the visual task as it is a relatively sim-
heavy for practical applications in the pie task, and requires visual processing
military cockpit. However, it may be over the whole search field. An exam-
possible to increase the total FOV pie of the search field is presented in
without increasing the bulk of the opti- Figure 2. The search field was

•I cal components by reducing the binocu- presented binocularly with varying
lar overlap from 100% to a level which, amounts of overlap between the images

I, while giving an increased FOV, does presented to each eye. The images to
not significantly detract from the pilot's be presented to each eye were displayed
performance on visual tasks. The on Barco "Calibrator" monitors. The
trade-off between FOV and binocular luminance of the lighl portions of the
overlap is illustrated in Figure 1. display was 40 cd m' and the lumi-

nance of the dark regions was 3 cd mi.
A number of studies have examined the Apparent viewing distance was 0.6m.
effects of different degrees of binocular Subjects viewed the images dichopti-

- L
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cally via a lens and fibre-optic system. the screen was cleared and the subject
In this experiment, the degree of overlap then had to report in which quadrant the
was altered by changing both the angle V had appeared. This allowed a check
of the eyepieces and the position of the of the response accuracy of the subjects.
imagery. Thus, with different overlaps, In all the experiments reported in this
the available FOV also changed paper there were almost no errors in the
(although any extra FOV was not report of which quadrant the V was
used).This condition therefore mimics located. Any errors that occurred were
potential HMD optical arrangements, usually due to the fact that the V was
The size of the search field remained located very close to a boundary
constant across all conditions. The between two quadrants, and the subject
method of changing the overlap is illus- had presumably misjudged where the
trated in Figure 3. Before each condi- boundary was. The time taken to locate
tion, subjects were presented with a the V, and the quadrant in which the
calibration display consisting of subject reported the V to be, were
coloured vertical lines. The subjects recorded. Eight subjects were tested
were instructed to adjust the eyepieces once(20 trials) in each condition.
until the images presented to the two
eyes were fused and only one set of Results.
lines was visible. The lines were moved
over the display for different conditions, The median search times for all four

, requiring the subjects to diverge the conditions are shown in Figure 4. A
eyepieces by different amounts to allow log transformation, followed by an
the fusion of the images. The angle of analysis of variance, was applied to the
the eyepieces was only changed in this data. The analysis revealed a significant
first experiment; in the following three (p < 0.05) difference between the 100%
experiments the eyepieces were set up at overlap condition and all non- 100%
the start of the experiment and then overlap conditions. There were no
remained in the same position for all significant differences between the other
conditions (as described in the Methods conditions.
for Experiment 2). All subjects were
tested for, and found to have, normal All subjects were able to fuse the two
stereo vision, images in all conditions. There were no

reports of diplopia.
Four conditions were tested and these
were as follows: Discussion.

Overlap Search field FOV The results suggest that there is a
(appx.) significant advantage in having 100%

overlap for a visual search task. How-
0% 15.5 deg 70 deg ever, the method of varying the overlap

in this experiment meant that, in all
17% 15.5 deg 67 deg non-100% overlap conditions, the sub-

jects were looking through the eyepieces
50% 15.5 deg 62 deg off-axis. This may have resulted in a

certain amount of distortion of the
100% 15.5 deg 35 deg image, which may have affected the

results independently of the effect of
The different conditions were presented binocular overlap. Image quality is obvi-
in a balanced order to control for possi- ously an important consideration in the
ble order effects. There were twenty design of any HMD. Unfortunately,
trials in each run. Subjects were with the eyepeices used in these experi-
instructed to look for a V positioned ments there was a certain amount of dis-
randomly in the array and to press a tortion around the edges, which, as men-
button as soon as the V was located. tioned above, may have had an effect on
As soon as the subject had responded performance. However, all the follow-

q"I
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ing experiments were designed so that The median search times for all four
any distortion of the image would affect conditions are shown in Figure 6. A
all conditions equally. The next experi- log transfornmation, followed by an
ment was designed to address the possi- analysis of variance, was applied to the
bility that the poorer performance in the data. The analysis revealed a significant
non-100% overlap conditions was due to (p < 0.05) difference between the 100%
differences in the optical set-up between overlap condition and all non-100%
conditions. overlap conditions. The only other

significant difference was between the
Experiment 2. 0% and 17% overlap conditions.

The effects of display binocular over- All subjects were able to fuse the two
lap on visual search times: overlap images in all conditions. There were no
varied by adjusting image only. reports of diplopia.

Although the results of Experiment I Discussion.
suggested that performance on a visual
search task was poorer for all non-100% The results of this experiment suggest
overlap conditions, this may have that the poorer performance in the non-
resulted from the change in the optical 100% overlap conditions found in
configuration used to adjust the binocu- Experiment 1 were not due to the
lar overlap. Therefore, in this experi- changes in the optical arrangement.
ment, the overlap was changed by
adjusting only the image; the optical Thus the results of Experiments 1 and 2
set-up remainopd the same in all condi- suggest either that having a 100% over-
tions. lap is inherently better, or that there are

factors associated with non-100% over-
Methods. lap that adversely affect performance.

The effect at this stage appears to be an
The methods used were almost identical all-or-nothing effect, as performance in
to those used in experiment 1. The only all three non-100% conditions was
difference was that the binocular overlap degraded. However, performance in the
was varied by changing the position of 17% overlap condition was degraded to
the image only (as illustrated in Figure a lesser extent than pcrformance in the
5). Thus, the optical arrangement and other non-100% overlap conditions
the total FOV was the same in all con- (although still significantly worse than
ditions. The effects of the same four 100% overlap). The reason for this
binocular overlaps used in Experiment 1 difference is unclear. A number of sub-
were investigated. Thus the four condi- jects commented on the salience of the
tions tested were: boundaries between the overlapping and

non-overlapping regions of the display.
Overlap Search field FOV It is possible that the two narrowly
(appx.) spaced boundaries in the 17% overlap

condition might be less disruptive than
0% 15.5 deg 35 deg the more widely spaced boundaries in

the 50% overlap condition.'I' 17% 15,5 deg 35 deg
There appear to be two main reasons

50% 15.5 deg 35 deg why the subjects might be aware of the
boundaries between the overlapping and

100% 1>.5 deg 35 deg non-overlapping regions. Some subjects
noticed that the overlapping portion of

All other details of the method were the the display appeared to be slightly
same as those in Experiment. 1. brighter than the non-overlapping por-

tion. Also, many subjects reported that
Results. the overlapping portion of the display

":I i ,•.i• '_
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often appeared to be at a slightly difference in the perceived brightness of
different depth to the non-overlapping the overlapping part of the display that
portion. could be eliminated by adjusting the

luminance of this portion
The following two experiments wert
designed to see whether or not these Fc ar subjects were tested, and each sub-
factors might account for the poorer per- ject repeated the three conditions four
formance of subjects on the visual times (20 trials in each condition). The
search task when the display was over- different conditions were presented in a
lapped by less than 100%. balanced order to control for possible

order effects.
Experiment 3.

Results.
Brightness matching of overlapping
and non-overlapping portions of the The mean brightness matches made by
display. all four subjects are shown in Figure 7.

None of the brightness matches made by
This experiment was designed to see any of the subjects was significantly
whether the perceived mismatch in different to the (unchanged) brightness
brightness between the different regions of the rest of the display. The median
of the display affected performance in times taken to locate the target V in
the non-100% overlap conditions. Sub- each of the three conditions are shown
jects were thus able to adjust the bright- in Figure 8. A log transformation, fol-
ness of the overlapping portion of the lowed by an analysis of variance, was
display until no brightness difference applied to the data. The analysis
was evident, revealed a significant (p < 0.05)

difference between the results of condi-
Methods. tion a and conditions b and c , but

no significant difference between condi-
The search task and methods were tions b and c. That is, performance
identical to those described in Experi- was similar in each of the two 50%
ment 2, apart from the matching of the overlap conditions but performance in
brightness of the overlapping region of both these conditions was poorer than
the display. Three conditions were that in the 100% overlap condition.
tested. These were:

All subjects were able to fuse the two
a) 100% overlap, images in all conditions. There were no

reports of diplopia.
b) 50% overlap - no brightness match-
ing.

Discussion.
c) 50% overlap - brightness matching.

The variability of the brightness matches
Conditions a and b were identical to and the fact that none of the matches
those in Experiment 2. In condition c, was significantly different from the ori-
before beginning the search task, sub- ginal value suggests that a brightness
jects were asked to adjust (using a difference i- iuni-ik,-.ly to be responsible
method-of-adjustment procedure) the for the subjects poorer performance in
brightness of the overlapping portion of the non-100% overlap conditions. The
the display until there appeared to be no subject's performance on the visual
difference in brightness between the search task also suggests that a per-
overlapping and non-overlapping ceived brightness difference is not
regions. The luminance of the match affecting performance; performance in
made by each of the subjects was the matched brightness condition was no
recorded as this gave an indication as to better than that in the unmatched condi-
whether or not there was actually a tion and worse than that in the 100%
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overlap condition. It is possible that the conditions is due to the presence of
observed differences between the over- these depth differences. Unfortunately,
lapping and non overlapping regions of it is virtually impossible to be certain
the display (i.e. perceived differences in that there is no disparity between the
brightness and depth) may both have two images. Even if the apparatus
arisen as a result of a disparity between could be set up and calibrated in the
the two images. A disparity between laboratory in such a way that all dispar-
the two images may give a4qimpression ity between the two images was elim-
of aepth and some studies '' have sug- inated, it is quite possible that in a pro-
gested that a difference in the perceived duction HMD such fine adjustments
depth of two surfaces may also lead to a would not be possible. Also, it is possi-
difference in perceived lightness. It ble that the two images in a HMD
should be stressed that lightness (the might become slightly misaligned during
apparent reflectance of a surface: use. Finally, even if the images within
independent of ambient illumination) is a HMD could be aligned perfectly, there
distinct from brightness (the amount of is always the possibility of a change in
light perceived to be coming from a sur- the vergence angle of the eyes of the
face: dependent upon both reflectance pilot using the display. This, in itself,
and ambient illumination). It is possi- would introduce a disparity between the
ble, therefore that, as a result of a per- images. There is a considerable amount
ceived depth difference between parts of of evidence to suggest that, in the pres-
the display, the subjects were reporting ence of reduced stimulation (in bright,
a difference in perceived lightness and low contrast, fields or in darkness), ver-
not brightness. If this was the case, gence and accommodation tend to lapse
then it is perhaps hardly surprising that towars a b intermediate resting
in Experiment 3 the attempts to match state ... It has also been suggested
the brightness of the different regions that stress can affect vergence".
had no obvious effect on performance.

Thus, given the difficulty of eliminating
The next experiment thus investigates all disparities (and the resultant depth
the second factor that may have caused boundaries) from the display it is desir-
the poorer performance in the non-100% able to try and ascertain just what the
overlap conditions; the difference in per- effect of these disparities (independent
ceived depth between the overlapping of binocular overlap) might be. There-
and non-overlapping regions reported by fore, in the following experiment, rather
some subjects. than attempting to eliminate the depth

boundaries in the non-100% overlap
Experiment 4. condition and seeing if performance

improved, boundaries were introduced
The effect of introducing depth boun- into the 100% overlap condition (by
daries into a 100% overlap display. introducing a known disparity) to see if

performance worsened.
Differences in perceived depth between
the overlapping and non-overlapping Methods.
regions of the display can arise as a
result of a slight disparity between the The experiment was set up as for the
two images. This depth difference is 100% overlap condition in experiment 3
particularly evident at the boundaries of 2, except that the middle portion of the
the two regions, and it is these 'depth image presented to one eye was shifted
boundaries' that a number of subjects sideways (as illustrated in Figure 9).
commented on. If these boundaries This introduced a binocular disparity
could be eliminated from the non-100% into the centre portion of the display
overlap conditions by eliminating any when presented dichoptically, giving it
possible disparity between the two the appearance of being at a slightly
images, it would be possible to see different depth to the surround regions.
whether the poorer performance in these Thus, this mimicked in the 100% over-i!I

I!
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lap condition, the effect of the depth significant difference between the 50%-

boundaries which may have been overlap condition (data from Experiment
present in the non-100% overlap condi- 3) and any of the non-zero-disparity
tions. The size of the region shifted conditions.
sideways was such that the depth boun-
daries would be expected to occur in the All subjects were able to fuse the two
same place as those observed in the images in all conditions. There were no
50%-overlap condition, to allow com- reports of diplopia.
parison of the two. It should be noted
that, in this experiment, although there Discussion.
may also have been some disparity
between the two images as a result of The results of Experiment 4 show a
(for example) misalignment of the optics clear effect of introducing a disparity
(or vergence changes) this will appear into one portion of one image of a bino-
as a displacement in depth of the whole cular display. The magnitude of the
search field; boundaries within the resulting decrement in performance is
search field will only arise as a result of sufficient to account for the difference
the disparity deliberately introduced into in performance between the 100% and
one of the images. Thus it was possible non-100% overlap conditions found in
to study the effects of depth boundaries previous experiments. It is possible,
introduced as the result of a known however, that other factors may also
disparity, play a part. These results merely sug-

gest that the effects of a disparity
The effects of three different disparities between two images could account
were tested. These disparities were: entirely for the difference between the

overlapping and non-overlapping condi-
a) 0.093 deg. tions - but does not entirely rule out

other factors.
b) 0.'86 deg.

General Discussion.
c) 0.279 deg.

The experiments discussed above exam-
Four subjects were tested. These were ined the effects of different degrees of
the same four subjects that took part in binocular overlap within the central 15.5
Experiment 3. Each subject repeated deg of the visual field, and addressed
each of the conditions three times. some of the possible causes for the
There were 20 trials in each run. The poorer performance of most subjects in
subjects were also tested at zero dispar- the non-100% overlap conditions. The
ity to ensure that their results in this most likely cause of these decrements
condition were similar to those obtained seems to be the possibility of depth
in the 100% overlap condition tested in boundaries occurring within the display
Experiment 3. The different conditions as a result of a disparity between the
were presented in a balanced order to two images. Although it is possible that
control for possible order effects, other factors may also contribute to the

observed decrements in performance,
Results. these studies have demonstrated that

introducing a disparity into the *wo
The results for all four subjects are images can adversely affect search per-
shown in Figure 10. A log transforma- formance and furthermore, that introduc-
tion, followed by an analysis of vari- ing a retinal disparity into one region of
ance, was applied to the data. The the display can reduce performance in
analysis revealed a significant difference the 100% overlap condition to a similar
(p < 0.05) in performance between the level to that observed in the non-100%
zero disparity condition and the two overlap conditions.
larger disparity conditions (0.186 deg.
and 0.279 deg.). There was no There are two parameters in the experi-

°'7 : .-..
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mental design in these experiments that tion during the experiment. It should be
may be different to the set-up in a pro- noted, however, that, in Experiment 4
duction HMD. The first is that a rela- where the disparity between the two
tively small search field (15.5 deg) was images was being investigated, any
used in these experiments. This is change in eye vergence, although it may
almost certainly smaller than the likely have produced a binocular disparity over
FOV for a production HMD. The rea- the whole disp!ay, would not have
son for this small search field is that it affected the additional disparity intro-
allowed the subjects to view the display duced into part of the display - and it is
through the centre of the optics, thus the effect of this disparity th3t wa s
giving minimum distortion of the search being studied.
field. Also, the effects that were being
studied (the effect of brightness and
disparity differences) might be expected Although the search field used in this
to be greater within the central visual task was relatively small, it is likely that
field, and this is adequately covered by the presence of depth boundaries could
the display used. Presumably the effect affect search performance in larger
of these boundaries would be less evi- displays and with larger degrees of
dent the further away from the central binocular overlap, aithough perhaps to a
visual field they occured, but in any task lesser degree, Presumably, the effects of
that required a search of the whole field, depth boundaries introduced by a dispar-
such boundaries might be expected to ity between the images presented to
impair performance. each eye could explain the poorer per-

formance in all overlap conditions less
The second difference is that the display than 100% but greater than 0%. The
was presented at an apparent distance of 0% condition, however, cannot be
0.6m. Current head-up displays (HUDs) explained in this way, and the results of
are infinity collimated, and it seems Experiments I and 2 suggested that per-
likely that HMDs may be set up in a formance in this condition was as bad as
similar way (although, given that there that in the other non-100% overlap con-
are sometimes accomodation problems ditions, and significantly worse than the
with HUDs the collimation of HMDs 100% overlap condition. However, in
.;hould be carefuily considered). The the 0% overlap condition the boundary
reason for setting the display up in this between the two halves of the image,
way is that one of the factors the experi- although perhaps not arising as a result
ments were designed to investigate was of a perceived difference in depth, was
the boundaries that may be introduced quite noticeable and there was also a
by a disparity between the two images. tendency, noted by some subjects, to
As discussed earlier, one way in which attempt to fuse points lying on either
a disparity might be introduced into the side of the boundary. Although, the
image in a HMD would be by a shift in border in this condition may be notice-
the vergence angle of the eyes of the able for different reasons to those that
person using the display. A number of cause the decrements in the other non-
studies have suggested that, even if a 100% overlap conditions, the salience of
display is collimated to infinity there this boundary might still affect perfor-
may be a tendency for vergence and mance. For a HMD, having zero over-
accommodation to la se towards an lap would probably be unwise because,
intermediate value , particularly if the boundary is visible at all, it will
in the absence of stimulation (although fall across the centre of the display,
there is some evidence that accommoda- where it might be expected to have the
tion may drift towards a resting level in greatest effect on performance.
a prolonged search task 2). T'e average
resting position is approximately 0.6m. In conclusion, it seems that in a binocu-
Thus 0.6m was chosen as the viewing lar display, such as those proposed for
distance as it was hoped that this would HMDs, any disparity between the two
minimise any changes in accommoda- images might lead to a difference in
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perceived deptr. between overlapping 7. Cogan D.G. (1937) "Accommodation
and non-overlapping regionis of the and the autonomic nervous system",
display. This depth difference may Archives of' Ophthalmology, 18 ; 739-
lead, not only to a decrement in perfor- 766.
mance on a search task, but also to
differences in perceived lightness 8. Morgan M.W. (1946) "A new theory
between different portions of the for the control of accommodation",
display. American Journal of Opometry, 23;

99-110.
The stimuli used in these experiments
were relatively simple and were very 9. Siebeck (1953) "The antagonistic
effective at revealing some of the prob. innervation of the ciliary muscle and the
lems that have been discussed in this rest position of accommodation", The
paper. Whether the same problems Optician, 11 Dec; 535-40.
would be evident with more complex
displays, such as those that might be 10. Owens D.A. and Leibowitz H.W.
used in production HMDs, remains to (1976) "Oculomotor adjustments in
be seen. However, the problems dis- darkness and the specific distance ten-
cussed above jhould certainly be dency", Pet ception and Psychophysics,
addressed in the design of any HMD. 20 ; 159-167.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the trade-off between binocular overlap and field-of-view.
The broken circle illustrates the view presented to one eye. the solid circle the view
presented to the other eye. The upper diagram illustrates the field of view resulting
from a large (almost 100%) binocular overlap. The lower diagram illustrates the rela-
tively larger field-of-view that can be obtained by reducing the degree of binocular
overlap.
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Fig. 2. An example of the search field used in all four experiments. The subjects task

was to locate the single V target in an array of this nature. J
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Fig. 3. Method of changing binocular overlap by adjusting the eyepieces.
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Fig. 5. Method of changing binocular overlap by adjusting only the images. Optical
arrangement remained the same in all conditions.
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Fig. 6. Median search times (mean of eight subjects) for four different binocular over-
S~laps in Experiment 2.
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Fig. 7. Mean brightness matches made by all four subjects in Experiment 3. Luri-

nalce values ap for the matched portion of the image before 2uperim.tion. 40.cd

m'" was the brigh~pess of the non-o~vedapped portion of the display. Thus a match
value of 40 cd mn" indicates that the subject did not perceive any difference in bright-
ness between the O4yerlpIs andl non-overlapping Y(.podons of fth display. Any v~alue
less than 40 cdl in* indi-atmes that the subject perceived the overlap=e pill_ on of the
display as brighter than the non-overlappedl; a value greater thin 40 cd i- indicates
that the subject perceived the overlapped portion to be dimmer than the non-
overlapped portion.
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Fig. 8. Median search times (mean of four subjects) in Experiment 3. a. 100% over-
lap. b. 50% overlap - no brightness matching. c. 50% overlap - brightness match-
ing.

Image to left eye Image to right eye
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X XX X XX X XX X XX X 3 :XXIXXXXXX XX XX XXXX

XXXXXX XXX XX X X XX X XXXXXXXXXX X:XXX XX
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Fig. 9. Images presented in Experiment 4. The aray of Xs between the broken lines
wvas shifted to one side to give a binocular disparity between that portion of the two
Images.
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Fig. 10. Median search times (mean of four subjects) in Experiment 4. a. Zero dispar-
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overlap condition (data from Experiment 3.) to allow comparison between overlap and
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RESTRICTION DU CHAMP BE VISION: INFLUENCE SUR LA COORDINATION
OEIL-TETE PEN DANT L'ORIENTATION

VERS UNE CIBLE EXCENTREE
Patrick SANDOR, Alain LEGER

LAMAS CEV F-91228 Brdtigny sur Orge (France)

RESUIME: La vision en ':hamp visuel limitt devient de plus en ZLMETHQ=E
plus frtquente avec l'emploi de syst~mes optroniques montds
surlecasqe. Les cons~guences de la restriction du champ de 2.1 Dispositif exp6rimental
vision su es caract6ristiques de la coordination oeil-tete ont
Wt 4tudi~es pendant une tAche d'oricntation vers une cible Laplate-fornie expA-rimentalc est identique A Celle ddcrite an-

ponctuelle cxcentrde. Trois teilles de champ binoculaires sont t6rieuremcnt (SANDOR et LEGER, 1990):
testtes (20*, 7Q0 et Champ libre). Une cible ponctuelle rouge (1/40 environ) est projetde par un
Unc cible ponctuelle est projette sur un dcran circuloire d..ns systtme Laser HtIiunm-N0on sur un 6cran h6misph~rique de
un plan horizontal peassant par les yeux du sujet. Cette cible est 1 ,80m de diam~tre. La sujet est assis sur on sitige fixe et est
pr6senthe avec 3 diff6rentes excentricites : 450, 67'et 850. Las fermement maintenu par un harnais thorecique. Sa tete est au
tests sont merits scion deux modes: prdvisible et semi-pr~visi- centre de 1'i6cran hdmisphdrique. La cible est pro Wte sur
ble, oii seule la lathralitt (A gauche ou A droite) est indiqu~e. 1P6cran dens Ie plan horizontal pass.n pa sy uxd siujet.
La non prtvisibilit6 rallonge les latences d'acquisition. Elie
s'accompagne d'one augmentation do nombre de seccades de Dispositif de tete : 11 comprend lea syst~nie de mesure et de.
regard. La vitesse moyenne do regard mais aussi les vitesses restriction do champ de vision :
Crete pendant lea saccades semblent etre maintenues conatan- La sujet porte one coquille plestique adapt~e au crAne par do
tes au moyen d'un ajustement ccntino des viiesses oeil et t~te. tisso chardon. Au sommet est fixd on potentiom~tre reli6 au
La limitation do l'amplitode des saccades oculaires lite A la siege par on m~canisme de cardans. Seoul le mouvement de
restriction de vision n'est pas compenste par une utilisation de rotation de la tete autoor de ]'axe vertical est mesurd. Las
tout le champ disponible. Soul l'h~mi-champ visuel ipsi-iat~ral mouvements oculaires horizontaux sont mesurds par Electro-
au d~placement est en g~ndral utilis6. Oculo-Graphie classique.
En conclusion, les r~sultats montrent que la restriction dui Un dispositif de restriction visuelle hinoculaire est install6 sur
champ de vision modifie les coinportements moteura impli- des lunettes d'essais; troi4 tailles de champ soot test~es (200,700
qu&s dens la coordination oeil-tete, soitout lorsque l'emplece- et Champ libre ofi le sujet ne porte pas de lunettes),
ment de Ia cible nWest pas pr6visible. La conneissance des mdca-
nismes mis enjeu pout 6ventuellement contribuer A l'optimisa- 2.2 rotuook
tion de l'emploi des dispositifs optroniques mont~s sur cesque.

Sujets:-
1. INTRODUCI'ON

8 sujets ont particip6 A l'ext~ience. Un sujet, myope, est
La gdn~ralisation de l'emploi des aides A Ia vision port~s sor Ie corrigd par Ie port de lenti les corn~ennes souples depuis
casque, et des interfaces flomme-Mechine fond~s stir des dis- plusicurs ann~es. Tous let eutres ont one acuitt visuelle 10/ 10.
positifs optroniques coordonnts aux syst~mcs d'armcs va en- cheximntl
trainer pour les personnels one situation de travail en condi- Tceejrmnae
tion de vision avec un champ limit6. Cette limitation du champ Isatdu
de vision aiii~ii des perturbations importantes de I'origanisa- 11sai 'ne tOfcich diclonch~e de precision de pointage do
tion des moovements ocil-tete et sollicite tortement la plstici- regard. Ile sojet reqoit on signal prlparatoire, verbal, apportant
tt des sous-syst~mes impliqu~s dens Ia coordination oei.1-tese one inomto real ednt de ]a condition exp~ri-
(GAUTHIER et coil., 1987). mentale, puts tin signal de r~ponse visuel et auditif, qoi indique

au sojet de pointer son regard le plus rapidement possible.
L'orientetion do regard vets tine cible, mettant en jeu simulta-
ni~ment on mouvement des yeux, de la W~e et quelquefois Conditions exp-6rlnentales:
mmeti de toot Ie corps eat on comporsemens banal. Les mod6-Deion
let clessiqoes de l'orientation visuelle proposent que Ie con- ,eu cnitions exp6rimentales sont propostes, portent sor
tr6le do moovement soit guid6 par l'erreur r~tinienne entre le 'information prtalable contenue dens le signal pr~paretoire;
position de l'image stir Ia r~tine p6roih6rique et Ia fov~a. Plus - Condition pridietive: le message verbal informe Ie sojet
rdcernment, certains auteors (B ECK ER et coil,, 1981; GU~r de la lat~relitd (Gauche oti Droite) et de I'excentricit6- de Ia
TON et VOLLE, 1987) ont propost I'existence d'un contr6le poisiton d1e la cible quand sera d~clencht le signal de r~ponse
pr6programmt do moovement, arguant, en particiilier, du uiva suvre.3valeurs d'excentricit6 seulenment sont possibles,
probltme de l'orientation vers one. cible non visible, car trop treinemt pr, 6leemosent par le sujtais. rsd tacs '
excentrde aui moment de l'initietion do moovement. La litmita- - Coln diet~ non prbldmctve Ix messa gevrblninom
tion de champ visoel am~ne one situation exp~rimentale sus- -Cniinnnp~itv:l esg eblWnom
ceptible d'intervenir directement dens Ia stratd~ie de pointage ~ue sor be lat~ralit6. Aucune indication d'excentricitt W'est
vers one cible invisible ao d~part, dont Ia position es plusot 00 onn~e, parmi les trois possibles.

momsconue.Checune des 3 teilles de champ visuel fait l'objet d'une session

Les th~ories do l'attention visuelle (BUNDESEN, 1990) mnoo- eprmne
trent qouune information pr~aleble sur Ia localisation d'une osgsexrietes
cible permet au sojet d'augmenter s~lectivemens son niveau Cninseprmnae
d'attention sor tout 6l6ment situ6 dens Ia zone d&sig~n~e. De ceFnpsto nsae esjtrgredvn o n E og
fait, l'information prdalable de localisation de Ia cibl Ic mtE oiiniiill uetrgredvn u n E og
deaugmenter la pr~cision do geste et diminue la latence d'ext- qui indique Ia position 00. La signal prdparatoire est envoyd.
cution. Inversement, one information prdalable incorrecte Deis on d~lai variable aldetoiremens entre 2 et 4 s, Ie signal de
d~grade la performance do sujet. r~ponse, associans extinction de baLED centrale et Bip sonore,

indiqoe eau suij~t d'cx~cuter Ia tAche de pointage.
Dana on article prdc~dent (SAND'OR et LEGER, 1990), a 6t6
mis en Evidence I effet, sur one tAche de poursoite d'une cible Cheque sujet effectue 6 sessions expdrimentales. Cheque ses-
ponctuelle au moovement rr~visible, de 3 amplitudes (200, 700 sion voit la succession al~atoire do poinseges sclon 2 lattralit~s
et champ plein) de champ visuel. (Gauche ou droite) Ct 3 excentriciths (45', 670, 85'): chaque

configuration 6tant rdp~tdc 4 fois, one session coni, rrte 24
LA pr~sente ttude avait pour objectif do tester lea effets desesas
memes valeurs d'amplitude do champ de vision dens oine tAche
d'onentation vers one cible lat~ralement excentr~e.
*Now at SEXTANI Avionique, Rue Toussent Castros, BP 9 1,
33~166 St Medard en Jallcs, Cedtx.



1BE~MLTAX~t6ristiques de la coordinatiorn oeil-t~te sont peu inodifi~es. L~e
regard passe cependant rarement hors du champ disponihic,

3.1 Influence de I'inforination prdalable sur les lalen- mais le d~lai d'acquisition de la cible est Idg~rement raccourci.

3.2.2 En mode non-pr~dictlt
L'ensemble des rdsultats concernant le mouvement de la tete
et de l'oeil est caracthrise par une grande variabilit46 inter et L'absence de pr6visibilith de la cible, associ6e A la restriction
intra-individuelle. Toutefois, certaines caracteristiques peu- visuelle, transforme profonddinent les stratA-gics ddploydes par
vent atre expos~es La condition champ visuel complet est ici les suijets. Ua figureS lmontre un exemple d'orientation vers un
prise comme condition de reference. cible excentrde A 85*, quand le sujet dispose de 200 do champ.

Le regard inontre une succession trts rapide de saccades entre-
Les diff~rents tracts pr~sentent, en fonction du temnps, le d'd- coupdes de plateaux tr~s brefde 80 A t2Oms. Chez ce sujet, seul
placement de la tete (t) par rapport AL la piece d'exporiencc, de le champ octilaire ipsi-lattral au d~placement vers la cible est
l'oeij (o)par rapport aul crAne, et par construction ocil + tate, utilis6 pendant les saccades. Ce point est frequent dans notre

du regard (r) par rapport A la pilce. experimentation, mais non systhinatique. Le regard reste dans
le champ de visibilith, sit~t que son d~placement excade 20*. La

Ua figure 1 prisente un exeinple d'orientation en mode pr~dic- vitesse moyenne du regard, caract6risee par lapente globale du
tif. Que la cible soit peu excentrde (figure 1a) ou tr~s excentr~e tract, reproduit les variation du d6placement de la tdte. Tou-
(figure I1b), le positionnemirent du regard est quasi direct. Uine tefois, la vitesse pic pendant chaque saccade oculaire, semble
saccade oculaire initie le mouvement du regard 200 ins environ rester dans le m~ine domaine, cc qui indique que la vitesse
apr~s le signal de r~ponse (qui coincide avec le debut du tract). oculaire maximale pendant la saccade est en rapport avec ia
Le mouveinent de la tate d~bute 50 mns apr~s celui des yeux. 11 vitesse de la t~te. Le M~ai d'aicquisition de la cible d~passe I1s.
se produit alors une immnobilisation rapide de l'oeil, dont la po-

sitton~ ~ ~ ~ ~M 6nru npaeu(lsapy sur Ia figure 1b), tandis L'exemple de ce sujet est caract~ris6 par un nombre tr~s
que le regard (sommatio oei +ae reste mobile et conserve important de saccades oculaires. Les autres sujets prisentent
une vitesse quasi stable (crctrse par la pente du tract). les mames caractdristiques, mais exhcutent momns die saccades
Quand Ic regard arrive aux abords de la position m~moris~e de (5 au maximum).
Ia ciblt, as stabilisation est assurte par le rdflexe vestibuloocu-
laire (VOR), jusqu'A l'iiniobilisation de Ia t8te. Quand le champ visuel augmente, les sujets peuvent atre carac-

tdrns~s scion qu ils utilisent ou non le champ disponible. Sur Ia
La variabilit6 interindividuelle des strategies d'orientation est figure 6a (champig disponible 700) le sujet procede comme s'il
accrue en cas d'incertitude de Ia position attendue de Ia cible. n avait que 200 de disponible. Sur la figure 6b, cet autre sujet
La figure 2 montre, chez deux sujets diff~rents, Ia strat~gic utilise au contraire une part plus iinportante du champ dispo.
adoptde pour atteindre une cible situ~e 4t 67". Lun (figure 2A) nible; aucun des sujets dans cette condition non predictive
proc~de par saccades deregard successives siinilaires en durdc, utilise tout Ie champ disponihle. 12 d~lai d'acquisition reste
amp~litude et vitesse inaxiinale. La vitesse de Ia rotation de tOte tr~s sup~rieur A celui observe en condition champ libre.
est basse (500s) et presque constante. 1e tract oculaire mon-
tre un retour de I'oeil A la position 00 entre chaque saccade; ce La figure 7 pr~sente tin tract oil Ie sujet a inanqu6 sa cible. C'est
retour seinble IAL aussi conduit par Ie VOR. Le plateau observe on exeinple de comporteinent de recherche, associant sacca-

entr Ia2Em Ct3 Cne accae d reardestpostionrite At 450, des et p~riodes d'arr~t du regard, couplant les inouveinents de
qui eat tine des trois position poasibles de Ia cbe; Ia derni~re l'oeil et de Ia tete par un inceanisine apparenth aui VOR.
saccades est directye sur Ia cible Al 67*. L~e depart des motive-
mrents oculaires et cdphaliques sont simultan~s, 300 ins apr~s le DISCUSSIO
signal de r~ponse. L'autre sujct proc~dc diff6rcininnt. Son
regard va directeinent en psition 67r, position intermtdiaire 12 type de tract observE en condition predictive (figure 1) a 6th
parini celle propos~e. Sur Ia figure 2b, I orientation est directe le plus souvent d~crit dans le cas d'orientation vers des cibles
vers 67". Une unique saccade oculaire de 4 A 5"vient parfaire peu excentr~es (<400) (BIZZI et coil,, 1981; ROUCOUX et
Ie positionneinent du regard. Quand ce maine sudjet (figure 2c) coil., 1981). 12 contr6le final do inooveinent est assurE par Ie
procde versuone cible non predictive situteA445 il lad~passe VOR. 12 plateau observE dans le inouveinent oculaire (figure
et execute une saccade oculaire centrip~te trts precise de 200 1b) correspond A une phbase de inobilite du regard, porte, par le
environ. Chez cc sujet, les latences au d~inarrage sont de mouvement do t~te. L'explication du contrdle de cette phlase
250 nis pour l'oeil et 300 ins pour le tate, 12 plateau du est controvers~e, certains auteurs pensent A une suppression,

movient du regard dure 40 ins avant Ia saccade de correc- d'autres A une inhibition du VOR. 12 contr6le initial n'est pas
tion Ap~s inmbiliatin d reard sur Ia cible, IA encore, Ic base sur I'erreur r~tinienne, !a cible Etant invisible aui depart.

VOR assure, Ic cntr6le final dupointage pendant que Ia La rapiditE de positionneinent du regard aux abords de Ia cible
rotation de Ia tate s'ach~ve. repose sur une pr~programmation Iu inouvement (BECKER

et coil., 1981). La precision et l'absence d'hypoin~trie des
3.2 Influence de la restriction du champ de v.isionJ ar saccades successives ohservtes figure 2a peuvent ate rappro-
la coordination ocil-tate clides de teurs observations.

11 apparalt IA Agalement une grande diversitE de comporte- Les modifications de Ia coordination oeil tate observdes en
ment entre les sujets, en particulier darn Ic noinbre des sacca- condition non predictive dependent du choix: strat~giquc du
des oculaires produites. Toutefois, il seinble que chaque sujet sujet. 12 tracE observe en figure 2b conforte ]'opinion souvent
se tienne A une strategic particuli~re et en change peu. admise de l'hypoinetrie (10% environ) de la preminire saccade

d'orientation, suivie par une saccade de correction (PRA.
3.2.1 Eni mode pridictif BLANC et coil., 1978). Dants le protocole suivi, Ia position de

Ia cible ne peut avoir que trois valeurs. La prdprogramination
Suriafi ure3 eat prdsentE un exeinple deIa strat~gie employ~e du mooveinent seinble probable. La saccade oculaire de cor-

r aptptt des sujets pour les trois diff~rentes excentricitts rection, de grande amplitude et en sens oppose AL Ia premnire
(figure3a :45";figure b:6 67;figure 3c:85*) quand ils dis- saccade, observde figure 2c est pr~ced~e par on long platcau de
posent d'onchain de vision tr~s 6troit (200). Les traits en poin- la position du regard. Celte durde pourrait refl~ter tin teop
Wtid indiquent Ie d6placement des limnites do champ visuel dis- minimal pour lea in~canismnes de prise d'information et de it,
ponible. IIest reconstruit& Aartir dotracE deIa tete, augmentd cision, en particulier lies au changeinent dl'hMiisph~re c~r6-
et diininu6 de Ia valeur de Ia restriction appiiqu~e (ici 100). II brat (KAPOULA et ROBINSON, 1986). Ces auteurs ont inon-
apparalt claireinent que, dans lea premi~res 30 ins apr~s Ie trE l'existence d'un contr6le precis de l'amplitude de Ia sac-

dbtd ouvement, Ic regard eat dirigE hors du champ do cade, , pendat du sen et de l'ainplItude: Une saccade centri-
vision disponible, oliii itreste pendant 200 ins environ. Quand le pte est dautant plus pr~cise qu'elle est large. Pour une sacca-
regard arr ive aux alentaurs de Ia posit ion de la cible, il repass de centrifuge Ia precision est maximale pour des saccades de 6"
AlI int~rieur du champ disponible. A ce moment le sujet execute d anlitude envir onen deo la saccade est hyprmetrique, au-
one ou deux saccades oculaires visuellement guiddes. deli hypoin~trique. Ls sccades de correction visuellement

guid~es ndcessitent ausi l'annulation des saccades pripro.
Quand le champ disponible a Eargit A 700 (figure 4), les carac- graiam~es, d'oit tine augmentation des latences. Toutefois en
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condition tiatc lihre, la controverse demneure quant au contr6le BIBLIOGRAPHIL
des saccades dc regard. Pour ROUCOUX et coll. (1981), Ie
controle vers une cibic situde hors du domaine du champ oco-
lomoteur est basit sur P'hyoth~se de la suppression du VOR 1. ANDRE-DESHAYS C, BERTIHOZ A, REVEL M, 1989:
pendant Ia saccade. Cette hypoth~se est tr~s unanimement ac- Eye-Head coupling in I tumans 1. Simultaneous recording of
cept~e aujourd'hui, et les dtudes leg plus r~centes sur les as. isolated motor units in dorsal neck muscles and horizontal eye
pects neuronaux dc la coordination oeil-tte la confirment movements. Exp Brain Res 69:399-406
(PARE et GUITTON, 1990)). Nos r~sultats montrent cepen-
dant limportance de la tkche assign&e sur le mode du cantr6le 2. ANDRE-DESHAYS C, REVEL M, BERTHOZ A, 1991:
du d~placement do regard. Cet aspect Elargit les observations Eye-Head coupling in Humans 11. Phasics components.
de BECKER (t989 ,qui souligne ]'importance des conditions Ertp Brain Res 84:359-66
dc d~clenchement ý'one saccade sur ses caract~ristiq~ues. Dans
nos conditions expi~rimentales,le VOR demeureactif pendant 3.1BECKER W, 1989 : Metrics, in : RH WURTZ & ME
la saccade quand l'echampvisuel est riduit, et d'autant plusque GOLDBERG (Eds), 'The neurobiology of saccadic eye move-

11 aarat dne ue.com I l souligne STEIMAN et coll. 4. BECKER W, KING WM, FUCHS AF, JURGENS R, JO-
(4), 1'4tude des mouvements de coordination oeil-t~te met HANSON G.. KORNHUBER HH, 1981: Accuracy of goat-

dn s m~canismes oil l'influence de l'aspects cognitif de Ia directed saccades and mechanisms of error correction. in: AF
tceest primordial. Cc point semble prendre encore plus FUCHS & W BECKER (Eds), Progress in Ocolomotor Re-

d'importance en r~duisant le champ de vision. 11 semble exister search vol 12, ELSE VIER, North Holland, pp 29-37
dans notre 6tude au momns deux types de sujets: Les uns ont un
comportement de scanninf rapide, avcc persistance de l'effet 5. BUNDESEN C, 1990: A theory of visual attention.
moddrateur de VOR sor I amplitudc~ de ]a saccade. Chez ces Psychological Review, 97:523-47
derniers, I'utiiisation. pr~fUrentielle de l'h6mi-charnp orbitaire
ipsi-Iatdral au sens de la saccade est A rapprocher des observa- 6. GAUTHIER GM, OBRECHT G3, PEDRONO C, VFR-
tion de couplage de Ia commande nerveusc des muscles oculo- CHER J1_ STARK 1, 1987: Adaptative optimization of cye-
moteurs et des muscles rotateurs de la t~te (ANDRE-DES- head coordination with degfaded' prheat vision, in : JK
HAYS et coil, 1989, 1991). Au contraire les sujets ayant tin O'Regan & A Levy-Schoen (Ed). EYE MOVEMENTS:
comnportemcnt bas6 sor le e<pari>> sur Ia position de la cibte, ont "From Physiology to Cognition". Elsevier Science Publishers
un comportement plus vr~fl~chi>>. Sur Ie plan des m~canismes BV. pp : 201-10
neurophysiologiques inipliqu~s, cette dualit6 dans Ie mode de
commande des mouvements d'orientation do regard a 6t 7. GUITTON D., VOLLE M., 1987 : Gaze Control in Hu-
; roposdes par PAILLARD (1987) et plus r~cemment par mans : Eye-Head Coordination During Orienting Movements

IRO DESEILLIGNY (1989). Deux zones c~r6bralcs to Targets Within and Beyond the Oculomotor Kange.
seraient impl iqudes, les champrs oculornoteurs frontaux (Fron- J. Neurophysiol. 58:427-59
tal eye field FEF) et le Superior Colticolus (SC). L'activation
des champs frontaux scratent essentietlement sous influence 8. KAPOU.LA Z, ROBINSON DA 1986; Saccadic undershoot
de la stimulation fov6ale, tandis que l'activation colliculaire is not inevitabie: Saccades can be accurate.
scrait sous influence de Ia r~tine p~riphdrique. La restriction Vision Res 26:735-43
do champ de vision, outre Ia &ene dans Ia prise d'information
qu'e~le entraine dans l'acquisition des informations visuelles, 9. PAILLA.RD J, 1987 : Cognitive versus sensorimotor enco-
serait one entrave au m~canisme m,6me de l'orientation do ding of spatial information. In P ELLEN & C THINUS-
regard. Cet aspect a At 6voqu6 r6cemnment par SIVAK et Mc BL C (Ed) "Cgiie Pt ocesses and Spatial Orientation in
KENZIE (1990), dans l'6tudc du pointage do bras en condition Animal and Man"1. artinos Nijhoff Publishers BV, Dordrecht,
de restriction visuelie. Netherlands, pp :43-77

ASPECT PAIQ1JES 10. PARE M, GUI'ITON D, 1990: Gaze-related activity of
brainstem ormnpause neurons during combined eye-head gaze

La restriction du champ de vision 6tant one condition opera- shifts in the alert cat. Exp Brain Res 83:735-43
tionnelle fr6qoenment rencontr6e, i'une des demandes ma-
jeures des utitisateurs, en dehors do contenu informationnet 11. PIERROT-DESSEILLIGNY C, 1989: Contr6le cortical
qui peut etre apport6 par les diff~rents visuels, est l'agrandisse- des saccades. Revue Neurologique (Paris) 145 :596-604
ment du champ visue dis onible. En dehors des probl~mes de
co~lt que Ia satisfaction d one idlle demande entralne, il appa- 12. PRABLANCC, MASSED, ECHALLIER iF, 1978: Error-
rait intdressant de constater )a tr8s grande diversit6 avec correcting mechanisms in large saccades.
laquelte les su ets ri~agisscnt aux variation de taille do champ. Vision Research 18:557-60
Si on ne se prloccupe que de I'utilisation do chiamp 6ventuel-
lementaccro, itsemble que les sujets n'utilisent pas de mani~re 13. ROIJCOUXACROMMELINK M, GUERITJKM, MUL-
optimale le champ propos6. TIoutefois, Ie dernier point soule- DERS M, 1981 : Two Modes of Eye-Head Coordination and

vEquant A i'irnportance do champ visuel p~riphi~rique dans ies the role of the vestibulo-Ocular Reflex in These Two Strate-
mn canismes m8mes do contr6le de I'orientation dti regard, gics. in: AF FUCHS & W BECKER (Eds.) Progress in Oculo-I montre l'importance du coritenu informationnel coocernant Ia motor Research. ELSEVIER North Holland, pp. 309-15
cible d6sign~e. Ouand cec(onteno est appauvri (situation ten-
due, charge de travail 6Iev~e), l'obligation d'agir en champ 14. SANDOR P, LEGER A, 1990: Performance de tracking
visucl tr~s r~duit ceut tirendre one importance que I'usage en et influence do champ de vision.
condition 4cddtenduce> ne laisse pas pr6dire. AGARD CONFERENCE Proceedings 00478

15. 51 VAXK B, Mc KENZIE CL, 1990: Integration of visual

modifie profond6ment les coordinations oeil-titte tTOses enjuO The contributions of peripheral and central vision.

restriction do champ devso oii rfn~etlssr-Neuroipsychologia 28:1095-116
t~gies d'orientatinn employ~es. Mtme en champ tri~s restreint,
leg sujets n'emploient pas toute l'intE ralit6 du champ disponi- 16. STEINMAN RM, KOWLER E, COLLEWIJN H 1990:
hie. L'largissement do champ A 70* s'accompagne chez la New directions for oculomotor research.

lupart des sujets d'one augmentation mod6r~e do champ ocu- Vision Research 30:1845-64
romtu.La restriction do champ devision pourrait agir sur

dewc niveaux, P'un par la limitation de I information visuelle,
'autre par l'action directe sur ics m6canismes do contrdle de
':orientation do regard.
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Figure 2: Orientation vers une cible mernonisee sans information prdalable de position

(Ligende identique a figure 1)
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FIGURE 3 Exemples de coordination ocil-t6te en mode pr6dictif
et 200 de champ de vision disponible pour 3 diff6rentes excenticitds
dc cible (fig 1a .450; fig 3b : 670; fig 3c : 85°)
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et 200 de champ de vision disponible.
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FIGURE 6a: Exemple de coordination oeil-tete en mode non

prddictif et 70' de champ de vision disponible. Le sujet n'utilise

qu'une partie du champ disponilIle
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FIGURE 6b • Exemple de coordination oeil-tte en mode non

prddictif et 70' de champ de vision disponible. Le sujet utilise t

plus largement Ic champ disponible.
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FIGURE 7: Exemple de coordination oeil-tdte en mode non

prddictifet champ de vision complet. Le sujet proc~de A une
s6rie de saccades oculaires. On note que le mouvement de la

tete est tr~s faible tant que le regard n'est pas encore pos6 sur

la cible.
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The Effect of Field-of-View Size on Performance of a
Simulated Air-to-Ground Night Attack
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SUMMARY lines, decrease the angular resolution
(number of raster lines per degree) of

Five experienced fighter pilots flew the image seen by the operator.
a simulated, night attack, pop-up bomb Increasing the FOV size of the HMD will
delivery, with a flight simulator that also increase its weignt. Decreased
had a head-mounted display. The mission angular resolution, decreased FOV size,
was conducted with an aircraft-fixed and increased weight are all consider-u
forward looking infrared senso;" (FLIR) or to adversely affect performance.
a bead-steered FLIR. With the !.ead-
steered FLIR. the sensor image was viewed The inter-relationship between these
on a helmet-mounted display, whereas the three variables is inescapable in the
aircraft-fixed FLIR was presented or a design of an operational FLIR-based night
HUD. With both types of sensor, the FOV vision system. To quantify the effect of
with which the subjects could see 'ne one of the variables (FOV size), an
outside world was varied from 20 to 80 experiment was conducted in the
degrees. The purpose of the experiment laboratory in which the other two
was to explore the mechanisms by which variables (weight and angular resolution)
field-of-view (FOV) size may affect were held constant. The manipulation of
performance, and to provide data for the FOV size was accomplished by producing an
determination of the minimum FOV size for image of constant angular resolution and
helmet-mounted displays (HMDs). With a electronically masking it to the
head-steered sensor, subjects acquired appropriate size. The experiment measured
the targets earlier in the mission (7.88 performance at a typical mission for
sec after pop-up vs 13.

8
c. sec), and which the night vision system may be

released their bomb at a higher altitude used; a low-level bomb delivery. For
(108/! vs 902 ft). Increasing the size of purposes of comparison, the experiment
the FOV also resulted in earlier target also investigated the effect of varying
acquisition (7.05 sec with an 80 dec the FOV of the currently used arrangement
head-steered FOV, 9.55 sec with a 20 deg of a panel-mounted display and aircraft-
FOV), and higher altitude releases (1175 fixed FLIR.
ft vs 843 ft). It is explained Low early
target acquisition allowed subj.4cts to The effect of FOV size on performance
modify their flight paths and so position with HMDs has been addressed previously.
their aircraft for higher releases. Using using a simple target-finding task (Ref.
the times tu find targets as the 1) and with simple simulations of air-to-
criterion. HMD FOVs of 20 and 30 degrees air tasks (Refs. 2. 3. 4). Performance
were significantly worse (p<O.C5) than at a more complex air-to-ground
FOVs of 40. 60 or 80 degrees, simulation has also been investigated

(Ref. 5). However, the purpose of that
study was to test the efficacy of a
simulator, and FOVs were used which were

INTRODUCTION much larger than those which are feasible
for use on a flight-worthy HMD. The

One aid to flying at night is a Forward effect of realistic FOV sizes on
Looking Infrared sensor (FLIR). With performance at the sort of mission for
current systems, objects outside the which the systems will be used. has never
cockpit are imaged by the FLIR and viewed been reported.
inside the cockpit on a panel-mounted
display. A night vision system currently 2 METHOD
under development utilizes a head-ste, red
FLIR, with the images viewed on a helmet- 2.1 Subjects
mounted display (HMD). This arrangement
provides a more natural method for pilots The experiment was conductea with five
to view the flight environment. A concern USAF F-16 pilots (mean flight time 2350
with the proposed new arrangement is the houts). All pilots had flown air-to-
effect on performance of the size of the ground missions, and. in addition, one
field-of-view (FOV) with which the pilot had flown with a prototype head-steered
can see the outside world. FLIR and HMD system.

The issue of FOV size can be considered 2.2 Apparatus
to consist of three variables (angular
resolution. FOV size and weight) which The study was conducted in the Visually
combine in the following manner: Coupled Airborne Systems Simulator
Increasing the FOV of the HMD will. for a (VCASS). The facility consists of a
FLIR image with a fixed number of raster binocular HMD. an electromagnetic helmet
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IJ •h-4it was switched to the Continuous]y

I I I Computed Release Point (CCRP) mode. In
this mode, a vertical line indicated the

HEAD POSITION Adirection in which the aircraft had to be
SENSOR steered to intercept the target. and a

Target Designation (TD) box indicated the
0 Clocation of the target in azimuth and

IMAGE --- elevation. If the off-axis angle to the
GENERATOR target exceeded the symbology area of the

L HUD (20 deg). the TD box pegged at the
appropriate boundary, and a line extended
from the center of the HUD to the TD box.
As part of the experiment, there was a

deliberate offset between the indicated
and actual location of the target.

At 3.5 nm from the indicated location of
the target, the subjects were supposed to
"pop" (climb rapidly to above 500 ft) to

an altitude of 2300 ft. acquire the
buildings visually, and aim and release
their weapon at the correct target. To
release the bomb. subjects first switched
the HUD from CCRP mode to Continuously

RUDDER Computed Impact Point (CCIP) mode. They
then maneuvered the aircraft to overlay

AERO MODEL the CCIP pipper over the target, and
pressed the bomb release switch. The
subjects ended the trial when they were

Figure 1. Diagram of the components of on a heading of 180 degrees and had flown
the Visually Coupled Airbcrne Systems 2.0 nm from where they dropped their
Simulator (VCASS). The throttle, stick bomb.
and rudder were located in a mock-up of
an aircraft cockpit. Subjects were instructed that if

they executed a "pop" but were unable to
position sensor and a digital image deliver the weapon, they were to descend
generator (Figure 1). The maximum FOV of
the VCASS HMD is 120 degrees horizontally
by 80 degrees vertically. Subjects wore o
the HMD. wnich occluded their view of the 10 DELIVERY
outside world. Instead. they saw
computer-generated images (virtual
images) appropriate to thei-z sitting 45GTR
inside the cockpit of a fighter aircraft.
while flying over a gaming area 174
nautical miles (nm) square. The helmet
position sensor updated the image
generator, so that the scene on the HMD
was appropriate to where the pilot was LEASE 5'AGL
pointing his head. The cockpit had a HUD, LNIM•90AGL
with symbology subtending 20 degrees M
horizontally and vertically. In the
aircraft-fixed sensor conditions, the _
subject could only see out of the cockpit V
by looking through the HUD, the FOV ofj APEX230W
which was the same as the aircraft-fixed AGL
FIR. In the head-steered FIR PULLDOWN AM0CNOTS
conditions, the subject could see outside 2NM I900'AGL 20'AGL EGRESS
the aircraft in all directions, except 4.5G.
those obscured by the cockpit. Subjects
used real controls (throttle, stick and 

'_M 15o 0MB

rudder) to fly the simulated aircraft.
The images on the simulator were updated
at 10 Hz. AcrIO3.5NM

4 NM 3. 4.5G. TUR
2.. Procedure N

The experimental task was a 10 degree- 5dive bomb-delivery. The parameters of the -SNM 2 IOKNOGS S
maneuver are shown in Figure 2. The ' G INOIOATEDTARGET
target was one specified building among a
group of four buildings. The buildings 00A141. TARGET
were not visible until the aircraft was
within two rm of their position, or the
aircraft -;as above 500 ft. Subjects were
allowed a total of 30 seconds above 500
ft before they were struck by a missile(a message informed the subject they had Figure 2. Parameters of the 10 deg-dive
been struck. but the trial continued), bomb-delivery used in the experiment.
The approximate location of the target Subjects started 6 nautical miles (nm)
was indicated on the aircraft HUD, when south of an indicated target.
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below 500 ft and attempt ore more pass. 3 RESULTS
at or below 500 ft. before ending the
trial. Reasons for failure to deliver the The experiment produced more data than
weapon on the first paes included being can be presented in this paper.
unable to find the target, and not Sufficient results will be presented to
attempting to dive at the target, because attempt to explain how subjects responded
doing so would have required too steep a during the experiment and. based on this.
dive angle. The trial ended if the tentative recommendations will be made on
subject flew into the ground. minimum FOV requirements. Further

analysis of the data will be presented in
The independent variables were FOV size future reports.
(20.30.40.60.80 degrees in diameter).
head-steered vs aircraft-fixed FIR. Only the data from the first passes from
actual target location (N.S.E.W). and sessions 3 and 4 will be presented in
indicated target location (5 bearings at this paper. The dependent variables
each of 3 ranges; see Figures 2 and 3). included aircraft position and

orientation, bombing performance, pilot
2.4 Experimental design head movement and times at which the

pilot performed certain maneuvers.
Each subject completed four sessions, one Figure 4 shows idealized altitude
session per day. The first session profiles for head-steered and aircraft-
consisted of a briefing and a minimum of fixed trials with illustrations of some
15 practice trials, with exposure to the of the dependent variables. Target
range of FOVs. indicated target locations sighting was indicated by the subject
and sensor types. Subsequent sessions pressing a button on the control stick.
consisted of 15 head-steered or aircraft-
fixed trials, followed by 15 aircraft- Figure 5 shows altitude profiles foi
fixed or head-steered trials. The order subject 3. using a 40 degree FOV with a
of head-steered and aircraft-fixed trials head-steered and aircraft-fixed sensor.
was alternated across sessions. Odd- The target had a medium offset (number 10
numbered subjects began with head-steered from Figure 3) and the data were
trials and even-numbered subjects began collected in session 4. The head-steered
with aircraft-steered trials. The manner profile illustrates the following: (1) a
in which the FOVs were matched with 4.5 g turn to the right at about 18
target positions is shown in Figure 3. seconds, followed by an above 3 g pull-
For each subject, the order of FOVs. up; (2) a large head movement at about 27
indicated targets and actual targets seconds, which resulted in a target
remained the same for each ret of 15 sighting at 30 seconds; (3) tracking of
trials and across sessions 2.3 and 4. the target by the head. between 32 and 48

WAD.STEERE OR IRCRAFTlJXED

FOY

20 20 40 80 80

1 £111 7 12 23 134 1413 10155

2 2 12 7 13 3 84 14 15 10 : I1 1 6 TARET

5U65T. 3813 14 4 5 1015611 1 212

4 14 4 5 15 10,11 1 6 7 12 2 8 13 3

5 15 5 10 6 11 1 2 7 12 3 E 13 9 4 14

N

Figure 3. Diagram of the experimental design and the arrangement of the actual
and indicated targets. Each subject was presented with the FOVs in a different
random order. The indicated targets were matched with the FOVS as shown. Actual
target positions were randomized for each subject.
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Figure 4. Idealized altitude profiles for
both types of sensor, with illustrations Figure 5. Altitude profiles for two
of some of the dependent variables. trials with a 40 deg FOV head-steered

(upper) and aircraft-fixed (lower)
seconds, as the pilot rolled the aircraft sensor. Subject 3. session 4.
around his head. switched to CCIP. and
lined up the BUD with the target (zero offset bearing (see Figure 3). Thus,
degrees head angle means the pilot's head within a subject. bearing was confounded

was pointing straight ahead); (4) a with FOV. This was accounted for by
greater than 6 g pull-up at about 51 dropping subjecL from the model. The
seconds, following bomb release at 47 variance due to subject was reallocated
seconds. Figures 6. 7 and 8 show the mean to the interactions involving bearing x
data for the 5 subjects, across 2 FOV, which were uninterpretable. The P-
sessions, for each FOV. type of sensor Values ot 6 dependent variables are shown
and target offset range. in Tablc 1. The main effects and inter-

actions of target offset bearing will be
The data were subjected to analysis of presented in future reports. The results
variance using a general linear model. of post-hoc analyses of variance of the
The model partitioned out the variance time-to-sight data are shown in Table 2.
due to sensor. FOV. target offset range
and target offset bearing, and the 4 DISCUSSION
interactions between these main effects.
It should be noted that each subject Each mission consisted of four phases:
experienced each FOV at 3 different ingress, target acquisition, aiming and
target offset ranges, but only one target egress. In the first phase, ingress,

P-Vslucs

Degrees of Time to Switch to Maneuve Release I Track CCIP

Source Freedom Find CCII Time Altitude Time Altitude

Sensor 1 0.0001 0.0001" 0.9365 0.000 1* 0.0001 0.0001,• * * * ** * 0

FOV 4 0.0001 0.0001 0.0012 0.0004! 0.0026 0.0018"

SxF 4 0.2478 0.8077 0.8116 0.1740 0.1465 0.0163*

Range 2 0.0001" 0.0022' * 0.0001 0.1266 0.0001 0.2996

S R 2 0.0001 0.0393 0.1033 0.2116 0.9994 0.7365

F•R 8 0.0318 0.4712 0.6207 0.6384 0.5076 0.3862

SxFxR 8 0.3890 0.8140 0.7248 0.4948 0.9013 0.5831

Table I. Values from a fixed-effects general liner model analysis of variancP
* =P<0.05. **=P<0.001.

-,,

'+ ' %-"
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subjects relied almost entirely on their HEAD-STEERED ARCRAFT-F
instruments. They were required to
maintain a constant heading and altitude '2
while increasing speed to 540 knots. At 10
3.5 nm from the target, they turned right
30 degrees and immediately went into a 15 -
degree climb. All of this could be .. TRACK
accomplished by referring to the HUD. * TIE E 7 0--o-
Performance in the ingress phase was
consistent and did not appear to be
affected by the type of sensor, FOV or 2

target offset. The egress phase commenced
after the subjects released the bomb. or
if no bomb release occurred, after they TIE
passed the targets. During egress, the (,)26
subjects were required to get below 500
ft and turn to the correct heading. 24-
Performance in this phase also appeared MANEUVER

to be unaffected by type of sensor. FOV 21IME
or target. * - ... .

In the second phase, acquiring the
target, the buildings became visible if 16- t i
they fell within the FOV of the sensor. , SWICGH
and the aircraft was above 500 ft. In the "" TOcGP
aircraft-fixed trials this occurred 12
infrequently during the ascent, and
usually only with the largest FOVs. -
Mostly, the target was acquired at. or *.TARGET OrFSERANGE
shortly after, the apex. With the bead- SIGHTED -,

steered sensor, subjects usually found
the target earlier, before the apex. The --- E '00
mean times to find the target are shown 2
in Figure 6. The changes in the time to
find the target. caused by type of sensor J-.--' .--------.

and FOV. reflect the contributions of 20 30 W0 a 20 30 40 0 so
these two variables to this phase. The OV FOV
mean time to find the target across all
the head-steered trials (7.88 sec) was
43% less than the mean of the aircraft- Figure 6. Mean data for 5 subject from
fixed trials (13.88 sec). The mean time session 3 and 4.
to find targets with an 80 degree FOV in
the head-steered trials (7.05 sec) was Specifically, the aiming phase may be
26% less than with a 20 degree FOV (9.55 subdivided into two parts. In the first
ssee). The mean time to find targets with part, the subject attempted to place the
an 80 degree FOV in the aircraft-fixed target within the FOV of the HUD. In the
trials (12.40 sec) was 18% less than with second part, the CCIP pipper was placed
a 20 degree FOV (15.20 see). precisely over the target. The former

part required gross aircraft movements,
With a head-steered sensor, subjects used whereas the latter part required more
head movements to search the terrain for precise control inputs. In the latter
cues about the target location. Once they part, lags introduced by the simulation
acquired the target, they also used head caused subjects to reduce their response
movements to track the target as they speed. This probably contributed to
rolled the aircraft around their head. longer tracking times (Figure 6) and
Although their view outside the cockpit lower release altitudes (Figure 7) than
provided information about spatial would have occurred with a real bomb
orientation and target location, they release.
still needed to monitor the aircraft
instruments. The competing demands of A simple hypothesis to expain the effects
monitoring the HUD and the target suggest of sensor type and FPV size on release
that the superimposition of some HUD altitude is that early sighting of the
information onto the FOV of the HMD might target allowed earlier (and therefore
aid performance at some phases of the higher) bomb release. If this were the
task. case, the differences in the times at

which the bombs were released (the
Following target acquisition, the subject maneuver times, Figure 6) would correlate
went to the aiming phase. The end of the with the release altitudes. A mean pitch
aiming phase was miarked by bomb release, axis angle at release of -6 degrees and a
which occurred at lower altitudes with speed of 500 knots corresponds to a
the aircraft-fixed sensor and with vertical velocity of 88 ft/sec. The
smaller FOVs (Figure 7). In a real difference between mean maneuver time
delivery, low bomb release would increase with an aircraft-fixed sensor (21.4 sac)
the possibility of fragmentation damage and a head-steered sensor (21.1 sac) is
to the aircraft. The minimum release not only too small, but in the wrong
altitude was stipulated as 900 ft. The direction, to explain the difference in
desired altitude was 1500 ft. Both of mean release altitudes between the two
these minima were violated. The reason sensors (902 ft and 1084 ft).
for these violations probably had to do Furthermore, the effects of FOV size and
with the nature of the aiming task and target offset produce different effects
the update rate of the simulation, on the two dependent variables.
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To understand what happened, it is correspond to a maximum angular error of
necessary to consider the geometry of an about 1.5 degrees. It is likely that the
air-to-ground attack. In order to misalignment was less than this. Other
successfully drop a bomb on a target, it sources contributed to bomb error.
is necessary for the aircraft to including timing differences between the
intersect, and point down, a line sloping two computers (this was constant across
up from the target. (The "line" is all conditions).
actually 3 dimensional, and describes the
surface of a funnel with the target at Two issues emerged from the experiment
the base). The slope of the line depends concerning the minimum FOV size for HMDs.
on the ballistic properties of the bomb The first is that it was possible to
and the required bomb impact angle. The perform the task irrespective of FOV
further away from the target the aircraft size. The second is that a clear effect
can intercept the line. the higher it of FOV size was to alter how long it took
will be. to find the target. Target sighting led

to a chain of events which culminated in
With an aircrrft-fixed sensor, it is easy higher release altitudes with larger
to understand the prerequisite conditions FOVs. Based on target sighting times. 20
before a subject switched from CCRP to and 30 degree FOVs seem to stand out as
CCIP. Subjects only switched to CCIP being significantly worse than the larger
after the target and the HUD were FOVs when there was a large target
simultaneously visible within the FOV. offset (Table 2).
otherwise, they lost what little
information they had about target HEAD-STEERED AIRCRAFT-FIXED
location provided by the CCRP TD box. It
is likely that the impetus to switch was OFFSET RANGE
similar with a head-steered sensor. "M/\M
Switch to CCIP therefore indicates the
achievement of a certain angular -
relationship between the target and the /,
direction in which the aircraft is
pointing, or in other words, an - / ,
approximate intersection of the line.I 2'0

Following the switch to CCIP. the ,
subjects used the pipper to precisely ALTf•UDE
intercept the line. If the pipper was (Wn)) ALTI-...

between the aircraft and the target, the 160 ATCCP 4
aircraft was too low. If the target was
between the aircraft and the pipper, then 'o
the aircraft was too high. The times to
make the precise intersection (track oyAjrLTi
times) were similar across FOV and type .AT REA••'-
of censor, which further supports the , f
hypothesis that the switch LU CCIF .
occurred only after an approximate ""
intersection of the line. Figure 7 shows
the moan altitudes at which the switch
occurred. There was an increase in ".
altitude with increasing FOV. and the . . . . 40 w W

switch occurred higher with a head- FOV(dog,") FOV(degrrn)
steered sensor than with an aircraft-
fixed sensor. Apparently. the advantage
of a head-steered sensor and a large FOV Figure 7. Mean altitude data for 5
was that they allowed subjects to see the subjects from sessions 3 and 4.
target earlier and make the necessary
control inputs to intersect the line HEAD-nERED AMCRAFTJIXEO
further from the target.

In this simulat )n, a high release may
have been disadvantageous to bomb
accuracy because of alignment errors in 400
the apparatus. The HUD symbology and the s
target and terrain information were some
generated by different computers. The two ( 3t W ,
sets of images were fused on the VCASS .
HMD. Any angular misalignment between the * "
two images meant that what the subject .W

aimed at through the HUD. and what the 8< / to'
aircraft aimed at. were different. The
effect of an angular misalignment ID I
increased with increasing altitude. 0 30 4 i80 0 30 40 60
Therefore, the increasing bomb error with WV WoV
increasing FOI in Figure 8 may be (dog) (dg-&
explained by the increasing release
altitudes wita increasing FOV in Figure Figure 8. Mean bomb error data for 5
7. The sizes of the bomb errors subjects from sessions 3 and 4.

1:•i' :"?•;i•
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R~sum6
L'introduction d'une prdsentation binoculaire dans los visuels do casque no pout pas
souloment 6tre consid6r6e comme un simple r66quilibrage des stimulations visuelles entre
les deux yeux compte-tenu des propridtds sp6cifiques de la vision binoculaire chez
l'homme. Un nouveau support d'aide a la repr6sentation de l'environnement par le piloto
est disponible. Le b6n6fi.ce potentiel do viseurs binoculaires repose sur la
transposition des capacit6s de traitement visuel aux conditions de gdn~ration et de
restitution des images dans le visuel de casque. Los diffdrents problmes soulevds par
ce transfert sent envisagds ; certains n6cessitent des investigations exp6rimentales
notamment pour ddterminer la toldrance A la sollicitation partielle de la binocularitd
et aux contraintes de i'environnement a6ronautique. Au vu de cas difficult~s, la part de
la binocularitd dans un visuel pout 6tre envisagdc diffdremment dans la pr6sentation
d'images issues du monde rtel par des capteurs ou de symbologie, dans le cadre d'un vol
effectif ou de la simulation.

INTRODUCTION
Les conditions d'6volution dans un contexte adronautique favorisent tout
particulidrement la v~sion comme source d'information. Sa pr6pond6rance sur los autres
modalitds sansorielles smamplifie au fur et A mesure quo la prise do conscience
intdresse un environnoment plus distant du piloto : pronant une large part dans
l'orientation spatiale, elle constitue l'1ldmont majeur de la perception du cadre
g~ographique et de l'appr6ciation de la conjoncture tactique. Les informations
visuelles, initialement scind6es en leurs composantes 6lementaires fonction de la
sensibilit6 des capteurs oculaires, constituent un flux affdrent an continu qui alimente
et enrichit une repr6sentation interne de la situation. L'addquation de cette
reprdsentation avec loenvironnement r~el d~pend d'une part d'un recueil adapt6 des
affdrences m•ais t!ylement d'un moddie dlintegration coherent avec la situation. Ce
modble sd•labore progressivement avac l'apprentissage de la tache de pilotage ; la
presentation de l'information sous la forme la plus accessible au syst6me visucl en
tenant compte de ses caract~ristiques physiologiques peut pr~tendre optimiser le flux
d'affdrences. De ce fait, le visuel do casque ropr6sente un support de choix pour
rdaliser une aide au pilote dans sa representation de la situation.

Le visuel de casque s'est progressivement imposd comme une ndcessit& opdrationnelle
dans l'6quipement du pilote. Le b~n~fice imm~diat attendu en est double i) dans sa
fonction visour de casque, c'est faciliter la communica-ion homme-systdme ii) dans sa
fonction support de visualisation, clest rendre l'information disponible quelle que soit
la position du regard.

Les premibres mises au point technologiques uvt conduit A l'laboration de visuels
monoculaires. Ceux-ci se sont avdr6s d~licats d'emploi notamment parce que, du fait do
la rivalitd entre les deux yeux stimulds si diffdremment, l'image support d'information
a tendance A Otre neutralisde occasionnellement. La solution est alors suggdr~e dans
lintroduction de visuels binoculaires.

Au vu des considerations sur la representation de la situation, la r~ponse nest
pas aussi imm6diate car la vision binoculaire joue un r6le qui lui est prepre tout
particulidrement dans la vision du relief. Los deux images trbs lg~rement difx~rentes
issues des deux yeux constituent des afflrences dent ia comparaison donts. une
information sur los distances dans l'espace analys6.

La simple prdsentation de deux images strictement identiques aux deux yeux dans un
visuel de casque tenterait de s'affranchir des capacitds d'analyse binoculaire dans
cette perception des distances. Caest manquer l'apport d'une information potentielle
dans lintegration de la situation. Cc manque est d'autant plus prdjudiciable que la
perception de relief d'origine binoculaire est issue d'un traitement trds primitif et
immediat. A linverse, les 616ments monoculaires de l'appr~ciation du relief reposent Isutr un traitement de Ilinformation visuelle beaucoup plus 6labor6 o4 l'apprentissage de
l'interprstation des formes joue un grand r6le.

Par contre, choisir d'exploiter la binocularit6 dans un visuel do casque suppose de
pr6sentar de. stimulations visuelles adapt6es h sa mise en oeuvre. La n~gliqence de sos
sp6cificites ou une mauvaise sollicitation risqursaicnt de ciAer plus de problbmes qu'il
Wnen serait rosolu.

En effet, las capteurs oculaires ont un certain nombre de carascristiyueo en
localisation, champ visuel et mobilit6 de solte que dans la partie traitement de
linformation, las possibilites d'nnalyse du signal visuel (et la sp~cialisition
fonctionnelle binoculaire) sont li6es aux caract~ristiques de ces capteurs. C'est
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pourquoi l'aptitude binoculaire virifie tout d'abord loexistence des conditions
nicessaires au niveau des capteurs pour acquirir une information exploitable (propri6tis
optiques comparables, position des yeux, motricit6 binoculaire), mais aussi la
risultante du traitement par la perception de profondeur dans des tests visuels
binoculaires.

De grandes perturbations sont introduites dans cette chaine de prise et traitement
de 1 information quand on passe de la vision binoculaire de i1homme A la mise en oeuvre
de la binocularitd dans un visuel de casque.
Dans le cas de la vision habituelle, un certain nombre d'6liments sent fixes : l'cart
entre les canteurs, le champ visuel (sachant qu'il y a large recouvrement des champs
monoculaires dans un grand champ binoculaire) ; d'autres sont adaptis A• environnement
au cours du temps : la vergence et lIaccommodation. Ces derniers paramitres sont
variables pour ajuster les conditions de prise de vue et permettre au traitement d'etre
pleinement efficace.
Dans le cas du visuel, sont fixes : le champ visuel (avec cette diffirence qu'il est
nettement riduit avec le risque d'une transition centrale entre binoculaire et
monoculaire en cas de recouvrement partiel), la mise au point (A l'infini) et la
convergence des capteurs (toujours envisag6e nulle en conditions rielles)
6ventuellement modifii : l'icart entre les capteurs.
Les conditions de prise de vue et leur adaptation au cours du temps sont 6minemment
diff6rentes dans les deux configurations ce qui peut donner naissance A des ditficultis
dlinterpritation des stimulations binoculaires.

Pour tenter d'apporter des 6liments de riponse A l'intdrit de disposer d'un visuel
de casque binoculaire dans laide & la reprisentation de l'environnement, une
description est faite des avantages offerts par llutilisation de la vision binoculaire
dans les conditions physiologiques, puis les composantes de la vision binoculaire qui
peuvent entrer en jeu dans les diffirents types de visuels de casque sont envisagies
avant d'aborder les problimes associis aux sollicitations plus ou moins partielles de la
binocularitd dans les visuels. Dans ces conditions, un certain nombre do propositions
peuvent itre digag6es.

1- APPORT DE LA VISION BINOCULAIRE

1.1- Sur les grandes fonctions visuelles

La prise en compte par les deux capteurs oculaires d'un mime stimulus visuel
amiliore la perception risultante. En ce sens, la visualisation binoculaire, en se
rapprochant des conditions usuelles de mise en oeuvre du systime visuel, est sup6rieure
& la visualisation monoculaire.

Cette amilioration a 6t6 mise en dvidence au niveau des seuils de perception oti le
seuil lumineux absolu eSt abaiss6, la fonction de sensibilit6 au contraste augmentie en
rapport constant sur toute litendue der fr6qucnccs spatiales et lacuit6 visuelle
accrue (Rif.l, 2, 3, 4). Le binifice de la binoculariti se manifeste encore au niveau de
stimulus supra-liminaire avec par exemple une riduction du temps de presentation
nicessaire A !a reconnaissance de formes ou encore le raccourcissement du temps de
riponse (Rif.5).

Lensemblo de ces amiliorations est expliqu6 par la sommation des probabilitia de
ditection et d'analyse du signal visuel reau par chacun des deux yeux, mais 6galement
par uno sommation neuronale au niveau des structures dlintigration des informations
binoculaires qui augmente la sensibiliti du systime coupli par rapport A l'exploitation
individuelle des capteurs. Ces effets ne saexpriment que dans la mesure oi les
structures codant le mime type d'information sont simultaniment stimulies dans les deux
rdtines (identiti de localisation, d'orientation, contenu friquentiel diffirant de moins
d'une demie octave, dicroissance de l'effet avec lintroduction d'un dilai croissant
entre les stimulations didiies & chaque oeil...).

Outre llamilioration des capacitis fonctionnelles du systime visuel, la vision
binoculaire assure une augmentation du domaine spatial d'investigation. De part et
d'autre de la zone centrale du champ visuel binoculaire off les deux champs monoculaires
se superposent, les zones piriphiriques temporales explories silectivement par l'oeil
homolatirAl sont prises en compte. Ces derniires assurent un gain de champ visuel de 25
A 400 selon les auteurs (Rif.6,7,8). NManmoins, l'utilisation de la binocularit6 permet
toujours une extension du champ visuel total. La sommation des traitements peut
s'effectu~r dans la zone de recouvrement des champs visuels monoculaites. L'information
est recueillie de fagon monoculaire dans lea croissants p6riphiriques.

1.2- Spicificiti binoculaire pour la perception du relief

La localisation des deux capteurs oculaires dans un plan horizontal frontal, avec
un dicalage liU a 1cart inter-pupillaire, a pour consiquence une ligire diffirence des
deux images ritiniennes. Cette diffirence est exploitie par le systime visuel pour en
diduire des informations strictement binoculaires diterminantes pour la perception du
relief.

La dualiti des capteurs a deux grandes consiquences : la stiricpsie et la
distorsion binoculaire.

1.2.1- La stiriopsie
Les deux axes de visie oculaire convergent au niveau du point de fixation. Les

iliments de llespace situis AL la mime distance de l'observateur que le point de fixation
ont des images ritiniennes en correspondance d'un oeil & lautre. Par contre, les
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d16ments de lespace situ6s A des distances diff6rentes donnent naissance h une
disparitd horizontale entre leurs images r6tiniennes dont )Aintensitd est fonction de la
distance en profondeur par rapport au point de fixation, et le sens d~pendant de la
localisation en avant ou en arri&re du point de fixation. Les 616ments en avant du point
de fixation gdnorent des disparit~s crois~es tandis que les 616ments on arrifre g6nbrent
des disparit~s directes. La disparit6 horizontale donne directement naissance A la
sensation do distance en profondeur par rapport A l1166ment de disparit6 nulle : le
point de fixation.

L'appariement des 61iments d'une r6tine A lautro ne peut sleffectuer que Sur ure
certaine gamme de disparit~s horizontales qui d6termine i) iaire do fusion si lon
considare la perception r6sultante d'un objet unique, et ii) laire de st6r6opsic plus
6tendue en consid6rant la possibilit6 de localisation en distance. Pour des disparit~s
horizontales supdrieures, les 61dments ne peuvent plus 6tie fusionn6s ni localis6s en
avant ou en arribre du plan de r6fdrence par un traitement binoculaire et dans les
conditions naturelles do mise en oeuvre du systfme visuel une des deux images est
neutralisee pour ne plus garder qu'une information monoculaire. L'utilisation de la
vision binoculairc en pr6sentation de l'information doit n6cessairement se limiter au
domaine des disparitds oet la fusion est acquise.

L'intdr6t principal de la vision binoculaire est de permettre le traitement de tras
faibles disparit~s horizontales, jusqu'A 10 secondes d'arc (soit 0,4mm & une distance de
im). L'analyse se faisant & partir de l'interprdtation d'un 6cart angulaire, la
precision en profondeur est d'autant plus grande que le point de convergence est
rapprochd de lobservateur. En pratique, cela se traduit par un domaine d'efficacit6 de
la vision binoculaire infdrieur & 500m ; et m~me en tenant compte du poids relatif des
indices binoculaires et monoculaires (C' : interposition, perspective gdom6trique,
parallaxe de mouvement, effet des ombres, etc...) du relief, le domaine de pr6ponderance
de la vision binoculaire serait plus proche de la centaine de m~tres (Rdf.9). Toujours
par relation gdom6trique, le pouvoir do r6solution en profondeur par st6r6oscopie est
directoment ddpendant do l1cart entre les capteurs rdtiniens, soit en moyenne 6,5cm.

Nbe de la ceomparaison de deux images rdtiniennes, la perception stdrdoscopique no
peut concerner quo la zone de llespace ott les deux champs visuels monoculaires se
recouvrent. En fait, les remarquables performances sont obtenues en vision centrale et
l'efficacit6 diminue avec llexcentricitd (Rdf.10, 11) de telle sorte que la transition
entre information binoculaire et monoculaire en champ visuel pdriphdrique s'effectue
sans g&ne dans la perception.

Eldment du stimulus trds prdcocement identifi6 par le systtmne visuel, la disparit6
horizontale rdtinienne est analys6e en paralldle pour les diffdrents constituants d'une
image. C'est un avantage qui assure une quasi stabilitd du temps de traitement
ind6pendamment du nombre d'6ldments compris dans la stimulation (R6f.12).

1.2.2- La distorsion binoeculaire
Elle provient du fait que la scdne est captde par les deux youx A partir de deux

points de vue diffdrents, le contenu des images nest donc pas strictement identique.
Germ diff6rence de contenu soexprimc au travers de tUuiu piincipdles caractoristiques
- L'image d'un objet n'a pas toujours le mdme contenu spectral en frdquences spatiales
d'une projection rdtinienne A lautre. C'est ainsi que lexpdrience princeps do
BLAKEMORE (R6f.13) permet de gkndrer une sensation de rotation en profondeur du plan
rdsultant do la prdsentation aux doux yeux d'une surface plane compcse do reseaux
sinusoidaux de fr6quences spatiales ldgdrement diffdrentes. Dans le monde rdel, cotte
diff6rence est d'autant plus grande que leobjet est rapprochd et qu'il ne prdsente pas
de symdtrie do r6volution.
- M&me en labsence de point de fixation, done d'6ldment de rdfdrence A dispariti nulle
entre les deux r6tines, les images des objets de loespace prdsentent une disparit6
r6tinienno horizontale d'autant plus grande qu'ils sent proches des capteurs. Ii ne
slagit plus do disparit6 absolue faisant rdf6rence au point de fixation comme dans le
cas de la st6rdopsie, mais de disparitds relatives, composantes communes des modalitds
binoculaires. II faut cependant prendre en considdration que le pouvoir de rksolution en
profondeur se ddgrade avec i'61oignement en profondeur du point de fixation (Rdf.ll), la
perception de relief 6manant de cette analyse de disparit6 horizontale relative reste
ndcessairement rdduite.
- Enfin, 1linterposition des objets donne des faces cachdes diffdrentes entre les deux
images rdtiniennes cc qui est A rapprocher, sous contrainte temporelle, de la parallaxe
do mouvement, 16ment monoculaire d'apprdciation du relief particulibrement efficace.

Si la majorit6 des travaux sur la vision binoculaire porte sur l'analyse faite par
le systdme visuel do la disparit6 rdtiniennc horizontale, rares sont ceux qui abordent
l'influence de la distorsion binoculaire dont les caractdristiques peuvent s'avdrer
d6terminantes dans 1'exploitation d'un visuel de casque.

2- MCDE D'UTILISATION DE LA BINOCULARITE DANS LES VISUELS DE CASQUE

Qu'iI s'agisse de la simple amdlioration des performances visuelles monoculaires
par une mise en jeu bilatdrale ou de propridtas spdcifiquement binoculaires, il apparait
quo l'tat des capteurs et les conditions de prise de vue constituent un 6lment
essentiel pour leobtention d'un traitement de l'information de nature binoculaire.
Aussi, les diff6rentes configurations de visuels de casque sont-elles envisagesA
partir des modalitds de restitution des images issues de capteurs du monde environnant.
Ii s'agit bien il des diffdrentes formes des stimulus soumis aux capteurs oculaires A
partir desquelles l'exploitation de la binocularit6 est plus ou momns compldto.

!,A•- i•
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2.1- Visual monoculaixe
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Ce cas est obtanu si l'±rna%,a provenant do i'environnomcnt ets issue dimn unique
capteur puis scind6t on deux sous-images dont it contcnu nost identique quo dans is
portion cantrale du champ do vision. Les zones pdriph6riguos de 1 image captee sont
sdrcss6os de fagon monoculaire, qua i'attribution soit homoiatdraio ou controlatkrale
scion its dispnsitifs. La principal avantaga ost it gain en champ do vision do i'ordrc
de 50% an syant is possibiiit6 de gardcr la m~ma r6solution de i'imaga ot en am6iiorant
is misc en oeuvre des factaurs monocuisiras de id5vaiuation 3D (R6f.15). II n'en reste
pas momns quo its inconvdnients lids A l'unicit6 du capteur sont roconduits Cans it
dossine de ia sdcurit4 commo dans calui de is mist an oeuvra de is binocuiarit6. Enfin,
trait commun & tous its dispositifs & recouvramont partiel, ies zones latdraics
monocuisires engendrent une rivaiitd ocuisiro paraccntraie at une instabilitd
oculomotrice. Ce phdnom&ne est mieux cormnu sous it tarme do luning.

2.3- Visual binoculaire

Deux captours sont mis on oeuvre, ils ddlivrent chacun une image dddi46C A un coii.
Une nouvelle subdivision do cotta cattgoria de vi'suals ast A prandre en compte au vu des
divarses composantas do is vision binoculaire.

2.3.1- Les images proviennant da capteurs dont las axes do prisa Ca Vue sont
parailldis.

La redondance des capteurs assure is sdcuritt Ca is source imago tout an conservant
6ventuoilamcnt un large champ Ca vision. Cetto solution ost an outre dotdt d'une
certaine faciiitd de mist en oouvra puisque ia position Ce l'axa de prise de vue ost
fixe at pr~ddtarminde.

Copondant, Ilanaiogia avac is vision binoculaire an conditions normalas so limito AL
i'existanica Ca 2 points do vue diffdrents do is scant. 11 n'axiste pas da plan de
rtfdrenca puisque its axes sont paraiibias, pm-s d'616ment do disparitt nuila entra its
doux images pormattant i'interprdtation de disparitds rdtinitnnes absoluts, d'ofr
exploitation des informcazons binoculairas limit6a & ls distorsion binoculaira. on na
peut qualifier ces dispositifs da sttrdoscopiquos puisqu'il no sollicitent qua
parti~elioment is btnocuilarit6 at notammant pas is st6rdopsie.

2.3.2- Los images proviannant da captaurs dont las axes Ce prise do vue
convergent an un point da iaspaca

Ca dispositif rassembla ]'ensembia des conditions ndcessaires A i'oxploitation de
is totai~it6 des possibiiit~s d'analyst de is vision binoculaire. En offot,
i'interprdtstaon des I acteurs banocuisiras peut se faire compte-tenu do i'6ldment da
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disparitd nulle entre les doux images : le point de con.ergonce des axes de visde dos
capteurs. La perception tridimcnsionnelle de l'environnoment s'6labore A partir do ce
rep6re spatial par une localisation en avant ou en arri~re selon la disparit6
horizontale entre les deux images. On constatc en effet que les deux modalitds do
disparit6s horizontales sent restitudes tandis qu'un systbmo A capteurs paralliles West
susceptible do g6n6rer que des disparitds relatives do type crois6.

Cola 6tant, le choix du lieu do convergence des axes do vis6e des captcurs apparait
d6termi.nant pour une repr6sentation 3D appropri6e. Slil est fait en faveur d'une
distance fixe, il s'agit d'un compromis a priori tenant compte des donn6es sur la t~che
principale de pilotage ; si l'option est prise de l'assujottir A la position du regard
du pilote, les conditions sent optimales pour l'utilisation do la binocularit4 mais cola
sous-entend un ddtecteur de la position des youx en plus du d6tecteur do la position de
la t~te.

Llexploitation attendue de la st6r6opsie est conditionnde par la superposition des
champs do vision monoculaires. Pour (viter la transition en viion centrale d'une
restitution st6rdoscopique A une restitution monoculaire -ce qui est contraire aux
conditions habituelles de mise en oeuvre du syst~me visuel- un recouvrement total des
champs do vision est prdconisa.

3- PROBLEMES LIES A L'UTILISATION DE LA BINOCULARITE

Les difftrentes conditions do visuels b:.-oculaires ou binoculaires recouvrent de
nc4rd)toLex modes do sollicitation do la vision binooulaire dent aucun n'a vraiment do
cottespondance avoc la mise on jeu en conditions habituelles. Solon la perturbation dans
la chaine d'acquisition des donndes visuelles peuvent naitre des problmes de traitement
visuel gui diffdrent en fonction du profit attendu d'un visuel d6di6 aux deux youx.

3.1- Si le but est uniquement do no pas Atre g~n6 par une stimulation strictement
mKnocula\te, on se limito A l'apport do la binocularit6 dans lamdlioration des grandes
tonctions v)suelles. 11 faut alors disposer d'images aussi peu diffdrentes quo possible
l'une do l'autre pout faciliter leur fusion et 6viter l'interprdtation d'6ventuelles
diffdzences en terme do perception 3D. Dans ces conditions, le problme est
essentoellement circonscrit & la restitution de limage. Des travaux ont d~jA 6t6
entrepris dans cc domaine. Quelques exemples en sent donnes.

3.1.1- En laboratoire - dtude de !a tol~rance aux disparit6s de distorsion
dans la zestitution do l'image

Ces disparitds sent indvitables et directement d6pendantes des systbmes optiques,
l'identitt absolue entre ls syst~mos dddids aux deux yeux n'•tant pas technologiquement
realisable. En cons~quence, llintensit6 des disparit6s parasites est d'autant plus
grande quo le chamnp de vision est plus Atendu. Elles ont pour origine potentielle : un
manque d'alignement des deux dispositifs de projection, un grossissement diffdrent, une
rotation relative par rapport au centre d'une imaye (R6f.16). si les repercussions do
ces distorsions de l'image concernent aussi bien les dispositifs bi-oculaires quo
binoculaires, les limites de tol6rance no peuvent btre 6tablies qu'en r6f6rence A d-s
images d'origine identiques pour 6viter toute interference entre distorsion"ib.,oculaire" et distorsion dans la restitution de l'irage.

A partir de ses travaux et d'une revue de la litt~rature, SELF (R~f.17) a d6fini
ces limites tenant compte de critbres de confort, de laeffet cumulatif de l'inconfort au
cours de la visualisation prolong~e et de la variabilitd interindividuolle. Coest ainsi
que ion pout admettre jusqu'A 3,4 minutes d'arc de disparit6 verticale ou horizontalc
divergente et 8,6 minutes d'arc de disparit6 convergente. Les limites de rotation ot de
grossissement sent directement d~duites de ces toldrances verticales et horizontales
qu'elles engendrent et dont lintensit6 ddpend du champ de vision. A noter que la
perception st~r6oscopique nest pas sensiblement affect6e par une disparit6 verticale
inf~rieure A 25 minutes (R~f.18) done bien au delh des limites de tol~rances aux
disparit~s de restitution de l'image.

3.1.2- En pratique : 6tude de la rivalit6 oeulaire dans llutilisation do
visuels da casque

L'int(rit d'une stimulation des deux capteurs visuels pour tirer profit de la
redondance des aff~rences, sans mdme avoir recours aux caractdristiques sp~cifiquement
binoculaires est mis en 6vidence dans une exp6rimentation effectute sur avions d'armes
(R~f.19). Les pilotes ont effectu6 des vols sur FI6 6quip~s soit de visuels de casgues
monoculaires soit de visuels bi-oculaires dent les deux images 6taient semblables. Bien
qugon retrouve une tr~s grande suseeptibilit6 individuelle, la grande majorit6 des
pilotes rapporte une plus grande facilit6 d'exdcution do leur t~che de pilotage avec le
dispositif bi-oculaire, la prise dinformation 6tant pergue comme plus naturelle et
moins sujette A fluctuation. A

Cette 6tude subjective pout 8tre Atayde de donn6es objectives par des mesures
quantifi6es de la triade pupille-accommodation-vergence effectuaes lobs de lutilisation
de visuels monoculaires ou bi-oculaires par MOFFITT (R~f.14). Un Aquilibre en accord
avec la distance de collimation est observ6 on stimulation bi-oculaire tandis qu'il A
existe une d~viation en vergence de l'oeil non stimul6 en configuration de visuel
monoculaire. Cette ddviation est conditionnde par la position de dark-vergence mesur~epar ailleurs pour le suJet. Elle a pour consdquence une tendance A la convergence de
l'oeil stimul6 et un niveau d'accommodation correspondant ; il saensuit un d~centrage de
l'oeil par rapport A l'image et une perte de nettet6 de l'image particulibrement
perceptible avec I& symbologie et major~e par b1occultation de locil libre parfois
r6alis~e par l'op~rateur pour se concentrer sur l'information monoculaire.
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Dans de moindres proportions, la rivalit6 oculaire est encore un problbme dans les
dispositifs dent )e recouvrement des deux champs de vision West que partial. Le luning
pout 6tre restreint par divers artifices tels l'estompage progressif de l'image dans sa
portion marginale binoculaire, l'insertion d'une zone d~pourvue d'information sur la
zone correspondantE sur l'autre oeil ou encore l'attribution croisAe des champs lat6raux
monoculaires (Rdf.15).

Dans cc type d'utilisation de la binocularit6, la duplication des capteurs est
plut6t une g~ne qui majore les diff6rences entre les deux images. L'aventage est limit6
A l'augmentation potentielle du champ de vision.

3.2- Si le but est d'exploiter la sp~cificit6 binoculaire, les diffArences entre
les deux images prennent toute leur valeur pour la perception 3D. Le probl~me est alors
de r~soufre le hiatus entre vision binoculaire dans des conditions physi~logiques et
vision binoculaire avec interposition d'un systfme optique. L'analyse concerne tout A la
fois le niveau de la prise de vue ot celui de la restitution des images.

Pour l'cnsemble des visuols binoculaires, loeffet "binoculaire" peut 6tre exacerb6,
i.e. les diff6rences ertre les deux images monoculaires majordes, en 6cartant les
capteurs. En cr6ant ces conditions d'"hyper-relief", le domaine d'efficacit6 de la
vision binoculaire West plus limitd aux quelques centaines do m~tres habituels mais est
adapt6 A l'6chelle des grandeurs a~ronautiques.

3.2.1- Quo peut-on tirer de lexploitation exclusive de la distorsion?
Les connaissance actuelles ne permettent pas de pr6dire le b6n~fice sur la

perception 3D quo Vaon peut attendre de dispositifs o0i la distorsion binoculaire est le
soul 616ment diff~rentiel d'une image A l'autre. Si loption devait Atre d6finitivement
faite d'un visuel do casque a double prises de vue paralloles, ces 6tudes devraient dtro
men6es at d~termineraient l'apport attendu dans la representation tridimensionnelle de
V'espace.

3.2.2- Si les axes de vis6e des capteurs convergent en un point de l'espace,
il faut que les disparitds entre les images solent suffisantes pour avoir une
signification pour le traitoment binoculaire.

C'est typiquement !e cas d'un dcart entre les capteurs sup~rieur a l'1carh inter-
pupillaire. Les differences entre les images sent ainsi plus grandes mais elles doivent
rester tol6rables pour une fusion perceptive par llop6rateur. Ii apparait alors
n6cessaire do d6terminec: Les composantes de l'image qui conditionnent la mise en ceuvre
adaptde de la binocularit6. Les consdquences en sent imm6diates quel quo soit le type
d'image utilis6 dans la visualisation. Pour des images de simulation ou pour 2a
symbologie, elles conditionnent la synth~se des stimulations visuelles I pour des imaqeo
issues du monde r~el par l'intermddiaire de capteurs, cles vdrifienc ]a pr6sence des
61&ents ctfficaces a la binocularit6 dans la stimulation ou orientent les d6veloppements
tuchnologiquos pour qu'ils y soient introduits.

Une 6tude mende avec des stimulations de synth~se au contenu en fr~quenees
spatiales tr~s s~lectif a ainsi mis en 6vidunce la d6pendance des capacit6s de fusion
binoculaire au contenu fr6quentiel spatial de stimulations st6rdoscopiques (R~f.20)
Lors de la pr6sentation d'une disparit6 horizontale donn6e entre les stimulations
haploscopiques, la fusion pout s'exercer selon deux modalit6s : la premibre ne met on
jeu quo des processus neuronaux et assure une fusion d'embl~e paur une gamie
relativement limit6e de disparit~s ; la seconde intervient pour des disparit6s
sup6rieures jusqu'& ce quo soit atteint le scuil de fusion maximale, elle fait
intervenir des mouvements de vergence rdflexes (convergence ou divergence selon le type
de disparit6) ot requiert d'autant plus de temps pour acc6der a la fusion quo la
disparitA en cause est importante. Les deux composantes de la fusion binoculaire
soexercent sur do plus grandes 6tendues de disparit6s horizontales lorsque la
stimulation est constitude de basses frdquences spatiales. La prdsence simultan6e dans
la stimulation de frdquences spatiales associees A des domaines de fusion tr~s
diff~rents permet de se rapprecher des capacit6s do fusion autoris~es par la fr6quenco
la plus basse quiil s'agisse de la fusion neuionale ou de la mise on jeu de
l'oculomotricit6 r6flexe. Ce dernier r6sultat est int6ressant pour la fusion des images
v6hiculant de l'information qui sent toujours oes stimulations visuelles A contenu
frdquentiel complexe. la gamme des disparit6s disponibles dans des visualisations
st6r6oscopiques dent la fusion binoculaire est imR9rative, West pas r6duite A celle
associ6e aux hautes frdquences spatiales ; les baseos frdquences constituent l'161 ment
d6terminant pour la sollicitation optimale des capacit6s de fusion binoculaire.

La variabilit6 inter-individualle dans le traitement des stimulations d6di6es aux
deux yeux existe A tolls les niveaux ce qui pose en cons6quence le probl~me de l'aptitude
a lutilisation de ces divers visuals de casque. Les m6thodes d'6valuation des
caract6ristiques binoculaires des personnels navigants ne semblent pas pouvoir
constituer un 616ment de r~ponse. En effet, elles v~rifient l'existence dWun sans
st~rdoscopique, d6terminent la position anatomique r~sultant de l'6quilibre oculomoteur
ot la rdsistance de la fusion A une contrainte en disparit6 exerc~e de fagon croissante.
11 nest en aucun endroit pris en compte les caract6ristiques psycho-physiques des
stimulations employ6es qui cependant influent sur leas capacitts de traitement de la
vision binoculaire comme c'est le cas pour la composition en fr~quences spatiales. La
fusion nest pas non plus 6valudc sur un mode actif par la d6termination de l'&tendue
des disparltds horizontales qui peuvent donner lieu a une fusion sensorielle lots de
lour presentation haploscopique. Do nouveaux tests de la vision binoculaire devraient
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6tedvlp~ tmsa oeuvregqui prn en n compte ces parsm~tres et assurent une

I,'intdrt-t en a d~j&k 4t4 montrd par la d6tormination des capacit6s de fusion de
sujets md~r~ment hdttropnoriques pour des stimulations au contonu fr6quentiel variable.I
I, en r~sulto uIno cat6gorisation des sujets non plus sur leur degr4 d~h~tkrophorie mais
sur leurs capacitds d'utilisation de leur vision binoculairo donnant lieu A on domaine
do fusion comparable ou non A celui d'une population de r6ftronco (R~f.22).

3.2.3- Le b6ndf ice do la. binocularit6 pout-il 6tro maintenu ind6pendammeont de
la localisation du point do convergence des capteurs en concordance avec le paint de

* fixation? C'est A dire pout-on s'affranchir de l'adaptation en continu de Ia fonction

En co gui concerno l' accommnodation, il no dovrait pas y avoir do probl~mo car los
dsacces oation-verguene sont do grande dimension. Dana ce domaine do l'espaco

l'ac~commodation vanie Pau. Coci eat congruent avec los profondeurs de champs des
systbmos optiques 4galon'ent do grando dimension.

Le probl~me do la convergence des axes do vis6o est tout autre puisqu'il
conditionno directomont la valour do la disparit6 horizontale absolue cr64o par le
systboo do prise do vue. Cotto question non r~solue eat d~terminante pour l'utiliaation
de visuels compla~tement binoculaires.

3.2.4- L'±ntorpr~tation des diaparitta r6aiste-t-ello au bruit aironautique?
Lorsque l'infonpation oat obtonue AL partir d'un captour, celul-ci ost sownis & des

contraintes donn~es do Il'nvironnomont. Los of fets qui en d~coulent pour l'image sent
tranamis identiquos aux deux restitutions d'un dispositif bi-oculaire. En prenant
l'oxemplc d'uno vibration appliqu~e au capteur, la fusion binoculaire s'effoctue sur des
stimulations ayant la m8me fr6quonce do vibration, sur la mamo amplitude, toujours en
phase. Los donn~es obtenuos our la tol6rance aux disparit~s do distorsion dans la
restitution de 1t image sont transposables.

Quand los captours sont dupliqu6s, los contraintes locales pouvont varier do lPun A
lautre. Lo traitomont binoculaire doit continuer d'extrairo l'information do relief en
noutralisant le bruit major6 du signal visual. En conservaftt l'exemple do la vibration
des capteurs, quelle tol~rance a-t-on borogue la fr~q'tenco do vibration, l'azplitude
diff&rent, avec ou sans d~phasage d'un oe~i. & l'autro? Do nouvollos donn6os
oxpdrimontalcs sont ici n6cessaires pour d~torminor Ia capacit6 do traitemont
binoculairo on fonctiun do cos fluctuations dynamiques des stimulations appari~ea.

3.2.5- Pond~ration entre los factours monoculairos et binoculaires.
La sensation resultant du traitemont do l'information binoculairo est one

perception do distance relative par rapport au point do convergence des capteurs. Elle
so d~veloppe ches 1'homme par l'interpr~tation des disparit~s horizontales lides A
l'6cartement physiologique des capteurs oculaires. Lo bhn6f ice quo Von pout attondro
d'une pr6sontation st6r6oscopigue do l'inforzsation issue du mondo r~el est fortement
d6pondanto des donn6es quantitativos on distance qluo l'on pout extraire do la disparit6
horizontale produite. La transition d'uno perception do profondour dana des conditions
do prise do vue modifi~es sous-entond one forte interaction entre factours monoculairos
3D ot binocularit6 pour l'intorpr~tation g6n6rale des formes en relief et l'eatimations
do la distance absolue du point do fixation.
Des r6sultats exp~rimontaux manquent concernant la perception des distatices a partir do
dispositif a binoculaires exacerbant los disparit~s horizontales.

4- SYNTHESE ET PROPOSITIONS

4.1- Visual do casque et t&cho do pilotage.

Los objoctifs attendus des visuols doivont 8-tro clairomont dtfinis on fonction do
la t~cho.

Dana 1e cadre do la restitution d'imagerio issue du mondo r~el, loexploitationI
maximalo do la binocularitb nWest obtenue quo par los visuols binoculairos convergonts A
recouvrement complet do champs do vision monoculaires. Le corollairo on eat one porte en
champ total d'oi tine diminution des indices monocolairos 3D et des tl6monts los plus
pdriphdriquea utilos & l1oriontation spatialo. En contre partie, il existo un gain on
r6solotion en distance. En attendant qluo los dispositif a do visuels do casque sciont
plus compl~toment adapt~s aux donndes do la physiologic visuollo pour permottro
l'utilisation des proprit&ts do la vision centrale ot do la vision p6riph6riquo, un
choix oct A op6rer dana cotto alternative. Il repose exclusivemont sur la ticho
principale do pilote pour la priorit6 quo Von donne aux 6l6ments do l'information.
Faot-il neutraliser l'information binoculaire our la porcoption dec distances ot
privil~gier l'extenaion lat~rale des champs do vision 15our favorisor l'intorpr6tation
des 6l6monts p~riph6riqoos? Ou l'invorso?

4.2- Cas do la simulation.

La simulation of fro un contoxto particulier p'ow w, % i el do casque binoculaire.
on s'affranchit do tous los probl~mes do contr'Lc des captuu'>s -t des fluctuations dams
leur mise on oeuvre. On am6liore la repr6c 2itatliol do i'esp-(:' simul4. V example do
Ilint6rfit do la st~rtoscopio ost donnh par I dvaluation des dit;s -.a~s ot 1. rialisation
d'uno tiche do pilotage prenant on compt -la perception 3D do' *environ-eaont dams ia
cadre d'uno simulation do ravitaillomon t. eii vol (Rdf.23). Urnc ;isparais.ai des donnies
r~sultant do moyens do visualisations :nonocuiairerE, hi-ocul-3ý I t t b1inoculairos no
montro pas do diff6ronco pour loosti'U.-:ion do la distane . Icoort do phases do



ravitaillement en vol autoanatigue. Par contre, lors de l'exhcution de la t~che de
pilotage, la performance eat significativement am~lior~e en visualisation
st~rdoscopique, I& jonction avec le panier de ravitaillement se faisant a la distance
appropri~e, tandis qu'en visualisation monoculaire ou bi-oculaire on assiste
syst6miatiquement A un rapprochement abusif du ravitailleur. A noter qr~e cette
ani~lioration objective de Ia performance n'ent pas ressentie pr~r les pilotes qui.
rapportent une relative inhabilet4 due au changement impos6 dana leur proc6dure
habituelle de ravitaillement. Si la perception dea distances est ani~lior~e, le contr8le
de l'horizontalitA de l'avion est alt6r6 cc qui eat A rapporter A la restriction de
chamip attach~e aux dispositif a st6r~oscopiques.

4.3- Cas de la symbologie.

Outre l'utilisation dea caracteristiques de I& vision binoculaire pour la
perception du monde ext~rieur, l'introduction d'une disparit6 horizontale entre les
composants homoloques de la symbologie d~di6s A chaque oeil of fre un nonvel 6lament de
codage de 11information, et ce d~s qu'il exists une zone de recouvrement des champs de
vision monoculaires aussi r~diuite soit-elle. Le traitement en parall&le de I& diaparit6
lihrizontale favoriae le d6lai de la prise dlinformation et la s6lection d'un paramitre
de ls symbologie. Ce type de codage eat donc part icu 1i~rement adapt6 awc situations
d'alerte dana 1'interf.ace honsne-syst~me. 11 ne ý:este qu'& tenir compte des
ci-ract~ristiques psycho-physique du stimulus a'~lectionn4 pour ladaptation de ls
d-'.sparit6 horizontale wax capacit6s de fusion AL respecter.

CONCLUSION

La vision binoculaire constitue un 6l6ment directement disponible 6.e ls perception
de l~environnement pour contribuer A l'4laboration de la repr6sentation
tridimensionnelle interne de la situation. Le couplage du visual de casque A la position
de la tate le fasit apparaitre consle support privil~gi6 pour la misc en oeuvre de ces
capacit6s binoculaires dana Ie cadre a6ronautique oti ls representation de
1'environnement a d'sutant plus d'irnportance que ls r~action du pilote doit atre adapt~e2
dana chaque dimension avec une contrainte temporelle maximale.

Si lea propri~t~s de la vision binoculaire ne devaient paa 6tre utilis~es dans un
futur visuel, mieux vaudrait ne pas multiplier lea problhmes d'interface hoirme-
visualisation en dupliquant lea capteurs, mais au contraire lutter au mieux contre lea
disparit6s parasites entre lea images d~di~es A chacun des deuic yeux pour 6viter quelles
ne donnent lieu & interpr6tation en termes d'information binoculaire. A l'inverse, pour
esp~rer disposer des avantages potentiels d'un visuel binoculaire, lensemble des
propri~t~s d'analyse de 1a binocularit6 doit pouvoir s'exprimer. Cela sous-entend
1'6laboration d'un visuel "totalement" binoculaire ofA I& convergence des axes de vis~e
des capteurs eat un 616ment essentiel. Sea limites dlutilisation sont fournies psl- la
capacit6 de transposition de is chaine d'acquisition des donn6es visuelles pour Is
conservation d'un traitem-ýnt de l'information st6r~oscopique. En tout 6tat de cause,
l'6quivalence eritre visual de casque binoculsire et deux: yeuy stimul6s par deux sources
images ne peut fitre 6tsblie aussi facilement.
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DESIGN OF HELICOPTER NIGHT PILOTAGE SENSORS:
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ABSTRACT

The Army requirement to fly helicopters at low Larger FOV or better resolution will lessen
level at night led to the development and workload and improve confidence; however, the
fielding of night vision pilotage sensors. These ability to resolve scene detail of 0.6 cy/mrad is
sensors have included image intensifiers (I 2) essential and should not be traded for increased
operating in the near infrared as well as 8 to 12 FOV. Further, a pilotage system which provides
micron thermal imagers. The design of current both thermal and 12 imagery will significantly
pilotage sensors w"s driven by available enhance system capability to support a variety
technology. There were no clear data for of flight tasks under a wide range of
optimum pilotage sensor design, to enable the environments. We also conclude that solid state
designer to trade off sensor field of view (FOV) cameras with detector dwell time equal to the
and resolution or to predict the performance standard video field rate are not suitable for use
increase which could be obtained by increasing in helicopter pilotage systems. The long dwell
sensitivity. The Center for Night Vision and time leads to image blur due to the head and
Electro-Optics (CCNVEO) is establishing design scene motion associated with many pilotage
criteria for night pilotage sensors. Our program tasks.
includes flight experiments to define sensor
characteristics which optimize flight tasks as
well as assessments of the performance of
fielded systems. We conclude that terrain flight
can be accomplished with reasonable pilot
workload using a head-tracked sensor with 40
degree FOV and 0.6 cycles per milliradian
(cy/mrad) resolution.
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redriwn sufficiently quickly, tey wil roll with Mte 'plane. If one frame, to a maximum of five frames. The display fame
the cues ae sailent (and they should beif thay are to srve ra was approxilmately 7 Hz, so lags were between zero and
their warning function) then they will tend to override the 700 ms, in tepsof 140 me. For half the flying time, the plot
real world Information, and suggest to thu pilot that no roll was bed to continue the milsion as best he could, under te
has as yet taken place. It is clear that a significant system lag five experImenter-Imposed lag dines, During thI remainder
would be polaerlly da ous AMo d ovnsequently unscceptable, of the tri&l, the pilot had the option of cancelling the lag. It
An experiment was conducted to determine the maximum Increased during this period In steps of one frame, at the
permissible lag for such a system. It formed part of a series rate of one step per 80 frames. At any polnL the pilot could
of experiments, addressing the Issue of obstacle cuiNg more press a sWck-mounted switch, to reset the lag to zero. The
widely (2). lag magnitude at which the pilot reset was monitored.

Appatus Re11s1
A wooden static cockpit mock-up was used, built around a The mean point of lag resetting lay between 2 and 3 frames.
Tornado ejection seat, with Tornado stick and thronte. These This result corresponded well with pilots' subjective reports
controls were linked, via potentiometers and A-to-I of the level at which they found lag to be damaging to their
convelers, to a po computeir. This controlled a fight model, performance. Tne finditn suggests tiat lags should be kept
and was In turn linked via ethernet with an Ids wo(kstatlon, below 300 ms. However, an examination of the flight data
which dealt with Image generation. The Images were displayed (Figure 1) suggested that even more stringent timing will be
by projection frm a Barco video projector, directed at a required An analysis of variance on th error scores, under
scrý.an on the wall in iront of tte cockpit. The background the six levels of lag (0- 5 frames) revealed a highly significant
view was derived from a terrain data base, drawn as a effect (pc<.001). Indivdual comparisons, by the Neunan-Keuls
patchwork of 200m squares, with sun angle shading. This, test, showed that even the luiest lag duration (140 ms)
and all other components of the display, was presented in produced significantly (p<0.05) worse performance than In
monochrome green. Superimposed upon It "outside world, the no-lag condition.
a head-up display was also prjected. Thus, the HUD was not
a physical entity, but tie symbology, t~ was In the standard 3
RAF fast-jet format, was projected to subtend the normal
angle from U, pliors position. Also combined with the data
base were a series of obsttions, such as pow lines, pylons
and cooling towers, whicth were computer generated graphics,
located in the terrain by the experimenter, in advance of the
experiment. Finally, a set of styllsed obstacle symbols was W ZOO V
avaiable, aid the approprta cue could be superimposed upon
an obstacle, as it appeared In the light path.

The experimental sbjW were eight test pilots, experienced
with last jets, familiar with the concept of obstacle cueing, 10
and with some experience of FUR, ca1 hNdOW ard head-down
displays. V

M0d 1 I 2 3 4 5
Apredefned courwsewas set pin the database, with obstacles Frames of L
plaed along Itsle h. The course was defined by a series of 1
waypoints, each being representod on the display by a large FIgure 1 Lag-Induced height errors.
X, as the Pilot cam withn vi"a range. They thus appeared
to be superimposed upon th scene, just as the obstade cues Cotnui
were. Pilbts a-qufld the corrm heading belween waypoints With ilh non-HMD tIclhnologydected It has olviously been
by mewa of a Irack index. an Ulpiwd an• rowhead, just possible to gain some Indicialon oel eWl of lag whlch will
below ti heading tape at the top of the HUD. Plots were be tolerable In a hemet mounte system, &to* it was not
intructed to Mow t oumrse at a speed of appruo ately possible with ft epmenl avallatle to determine fs precise
350 kits and to ,aintain a height of 200 ft. Departures magnitude at which iag has a meas•re ffec upon NIoht
from this e0iht were recodri as root mean sqar (rms) performance. it Is Interesting to note that amd degrees of
error. Additionally, each subject completed a detailed lag wouiM not be detrental hina compietely entor d HMD, it
questonmalre, highlighting. diffictles and advaniges of the is the separtion of synthetic Image from real counterpart
obstacl owing system. which causes the d"fiut. It1f$te a"en were synheic.Lag was Intro"ce irio ft obstacileaf eIwin nocrement of fte difiuty would be~ resovd
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ThE USEOFcOLOUR
The real world Is, of couree, coloured and in attempts to Mauhod
represent it there is a natural inclination to use a polychrome Subjects were required to fly a pro-marked course, as
display. Howwvr, to Incorprle colour in a HMD ol almost descrbed in th earier experkient They were asked to keep
certainly exact penalties In cost weigxt and com xty. Many within a stringent flight profile, with a speed of 400 knts,
designerm would breath a sgh of mtief, if a could be swn height of 250 ft and, as far as possible, vith wings level.
it fthe use of cowo was not enr. to good flyinol The Doepaerts from these parameters were recorded. Subjertive

Animal Kingdom offers conflicting dues on the matter. ratings were also taken from the pilots at the end of each
Disquietingly for the designers, the birds, the natural fliers, fligh. For this, fth NASA Task Load Index (TLX) was used.
do have colnur vio. However, this seems in large part to be In the colourn coditions, which were presented in balanced
linked to their coloured plumage and its use Ir. activities such order Acme subjects, the appropriate HUD symbols changed
as courtship rtttals. Most of the mamms, incklding the high- colour, to warn of discrepancies from the desired profile.
speed hunters like the Big Cats, survive very well in a Thus, the altimeter display changed from green, first lo amber,
monochromeworld. Fora HMD, aconpromise position maybe then to red, If the heigAt moved too far from the desired
poasible, using a two-colour system, such as is provided by value. Amber was used when the ror reached ±50 ft, then
the Penetron crt. AMthough Vie outside world could not be red at ±100 A. Similarly, colour changes occurred lor errors
painted with great fidelity, at least primary flight data could In speed, course and attitude. This green/amber/red colour
be given additional saliency, by suitable choices of colour. If coding was used in bobll the PeneVon and fult-coWou conditions,
the HMO were being used principally in the transparent mode, bL, in u latter M uppAr pitch bars wore coloured blue and
then there would not in any case be a need for producing a the lower brown.
coloured cutside VAew.

The mainten of the fliht profile was Rue primary task.
It was decided to make a comparison of the effectiveness of As a secondary activity. pilots were reqUi;ed rmm time to
monochrome, bi-chrome and fuMI-colour HUD symbologyand to time to make direct voice Inputs (DVI) from their head-worn
introduce factors which might plausibly be expected to microphone. At random intervals a three-digit string was
nodulate any beneficla! effects of redundant colour coding, presented, in a box, just below the iowest pitch bars of the
Thus, workload wodid be increased, sin it might be expected HUD, These digits were to be spoken into the microphone
that the putative advantages of colour may only become and were interpreted by the voice recognition system. The
apparent when the overall task difficulty is high. The second latter then initiated a direct voice output (OVO), repeating
factor to be manipualed would be subject exper.nce- Alithugh Ru digits which it had 'heard*. These were presented to the
a highly practised subject, entirely familiar with a monochrome pilot, over headphones. if the Pilot decided, from the DVO,
HUD, mnay not show any performance improvement on the that e string had been corectly recognised, then he or she
Introdution of colour, the same may not be true lor a nalve pressed an accept button on the stick. I there a been an
subject I the colour we.a being used redundanty, then the error, the DVi had to be repeated. Training on tM speech
additional information might be expected to facilitate the recogniser was careed out, before tfe experiment prer.
acquisition of the flying skill.

The equipment used was identical to tRut described above, Hi

with the addition of a voice recognitlon system, which was

used in a secondary task, designed to increase worldo. The T-
bcground sun w in m ro green, as was Re . Aj

HUD symbology in the umomcm condition. Howevor, for
the Penetron simulation red and amber were introduced, -.permlitting th use of three coilo red.KI green and amber. on N"• '* .

the HUD. For the ful-colour conditlit, thoe three colours -i O :" : ' -
were augnintdwMIN brow and blue. _ tA PtA5

Suitfl a i
Eighteen subjects wer half belm epic civil a 00i

pilots and simulator personnel, and the rnainder no-fying -. it t,

personnefrom te RAE and RAF ailu of AviationM n. 0 a a 0
The Intntion was to compare Rt porana•e of thes o Mono Pen. Fusl t
populations, to doetrmine whether color displys were more
advageous to uhe Inexperienced. Feu 2 Height errors and TLX rapings or Monocrorme.

Panetron aid Full Colour HUDs.

Mi.i
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Consequentiy, higher frequency components are relatively
RMM attenuated, in the ear dIst r I* sound source. Although
The ability of plots to maintain Vie required height proved a somewhat more complex en tie delay system, 6We fltedrng
sensitive measure, ald was used to assess the utility of colour Is not difficult to Implement. It has often been slated 'e.g.
coding. It showed that Inexpedencod subjects performed 3) that these two kinds of cue alone will be Insufficient to
worse than pilots (pc0.001) arid that, for all subjects, the produce a convincing sensation of dwIrllonallty in synthetic
addon of DVI was detrmental ' tie primary task (p4.001). stereo sounds. The mising component Is the oofect of um
There was a significant (p44.) Interaction betwwee the plnnae - tie outer ear laps- which also modify the specal
subjects experience and performance under DVI, with tie composition of the sound. The complex interactions between
experts suffern less with the secondary task. However, the the folds of the pinna and sounds from different directions
presence or absence of t redundard colour Inlomnabon had am not amenabl to smple calculation. There is a solution to
no significant efect upon perfonannce (Figure 2). In contra, Vis problem, althu one whc demands a good "a of real.
subjects reported a preference for the colour HUDs, tUme calculations to Implement. It entails generating a look-up
particulwy the Penetron version. The TIX scores, also twn table of filter parameters, to represent head-plus-ear
In Figure 2, mirrored these preferences, with the subjective perlormwae, over tie whole range of possible sound drecdions.
workload in the Penetron condition being sigriflcanrty lower Not only does the use of the table require many fast
than both the MI-colour and monochrome conditions (p<0.05). computations, but PI also has to be prepared in advance. Ideally,

a separate table Is needed for each listener, since we do not
Cardulur• all have the same shaped ears. The RAE Human Factors Group
Clearly more research will be required, to elucidate these has not asked for this latter sophistication In the commissioned
conflicting results, and perhaps It should await delivery of a HMD, and an experiment has been conducted to determine the
HMD. At Us stage It would seem that by obei measure, effectveness of a more baski system.
a monochrome display may be adequate. However, It would be
preferable If possible, to provide a system which w~s not only Apparetus
adequate, but subjectively 'better' from the pilors point of Much of the equipment used has been described before (4).
view. Moreover, ie use of colour coding may have been sub- It was built around a Macintosh computer, which controlled
optimal In this stuy and ,Iher, more effective roles for colour the experiment and presented an on-screen tracking task,
may be Identified In the future. Nevertheless, If the addition controlled by the mouse. The subject sat In front of the
of colour Is for the time being Impralcable, then It would computer, below a horizontal hoop, which carled eight equally
seem that the Introduction of HMDs need not be delayed, for spaced light emitting diodes (LEDs). The subject wore
fear of a performance decrement, headphones, through which warning sounds could be played.

They were prerecorded on tpep, and Intended to warn of the
3-D SOUND Illumination of a LED. In addition to these components, used
HMDs will, of course, require head tracking systems, so that during the experiment, a dummy head was employed during
the appropriate scene may be generated in front of the the recording of the stimuli. It was constructed of rubber
wearer's eyes. The preserne of the head racker makes it anr had been cost fm a voluntser, sears contained minialure
relatively simple to Introduce directional sound If the system. electrel microphones.
Such 3-D sounds could alert the listener to the direction of a
threat or impve sitational saines by making a wingman's SUnureGmeralon
voice seem to come from the appropriate direction. Head The warning sounds were simple "isep?, with eight versions
traching is requir&d for this implementation, since apparent ,iynthesiued by computer and tailored to sound as If coming
externalsound soe will havet o appear flxtd, as thep pot from the eight LED directions. The synthesis has been
turns his he . Indsed, the ablty to turn thead, and in a described fully in the earlier report. Of significance, the
sense tlriangulate' •w sound source, may prove to be an sactri compositions had been selectld on the basis o,
Important pat ol establishing convincing looallsactn of the judgemfl by •* e sert eorms, who raued the adequacy
sounds. of the directional sensations produoed. It had ben shown in

the adlier experiment that these stimuli elicited faster
In comparison with the computational power required to orientation to an Illuminatsd LED, Ihan a simple. non-wdire
generate moving stereo visual Images for a HMD, the signa: waning sound. It was now reqr to compare these relati•ely
processing needed for steso sound Is rather ial - or at unsophisticated sounds with those which inoorporated the
least, most of it sl When a sound is required to be perceived effects of the plnae. To produce the comparison set,
as comIng from asmdt, thn It rivala or; ar will be ecodngs war made throuIheft dummy heed. The sane
delayed with respect to ft orher. This is sasly achieved syntheslsed waning was employed, using only ft "asir
with a digital touctet-bwgade" delay line, of variable length, version of ft eighL This sound was played Wou a single
to suit different appareit sound drections. fT seounds at loudspeaker, placed In un In elgl poellone around fIt head.
the two ears wil also need to differ somewhat In spectral Thes corresponded to ft eight LED locations. Thus, the
composition, since ft head acts as a low-pass filter, head wa placedinthe subjects positin, and warnings were

/--
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delivered from the LED directions. A random sequence of
these prerecordec; warnings was used in the experiment. CW:I1 A

It would be unsafe to deduce from the foregoing that synthetic
Sultci stereo sounds will always produce a more effective response
12 subjects were used; students atteriding a psychology than a more natural signal. Before generalising too far, It
Summer school. None was familiar with the subject of auditory should be noted that, although the signal recorded from the
perception, nor did any have any experience of piloting an dummy head was in a sense more realistic, it true realism
aircraft. would only have been good for the owner of the original ears,

upon whom it was moulded. However, it would seem tat, by
hW using the ratings of several judges, it Is possible to produce
Subjects were tested in two conditions, In one using the purely something approaching a "generallsed ear*. The signal
synthetic sounds and in the other the sounds recorded through processing required to achieve this was extremely simple, and
the dummy head. Order of presentation was balanced across so implies that combining adequate 3-D sound with the 3-D
s~jects. Subjects carried out the tracing thsk, during which vision of a HMD need not be a complex process.
one of the eight LEDs would from time to time become
illuminated. Each LED was usd equaly often and the Illumination OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
sequence was randomised. Simultaneously with the turning or The three experiments reported have each addressed the issue
of the LED, three warning bleeps were presented over the of fidelity in HMDs. It is inevitable that these devices will fall
headphones. The total duration of the warning was short of the Ideal; displays may lag sllghtily behind real-time,
approximately 0.75 s and was ke'nt short, so that it would be full colour may not for the time being be a practicable feature,
terminated before head-turning was Initiated. This was and sounds will not be as the listener would have heard them
necessary, since it was not possible to modify the prerecorded withhisownears. Therehasbeenanaddtionallevelofinfldelity

sounds in real-time, so as to allow for a changing source-head in this research. in that questions concerning HMDs have been
angle. The LEDs were numbered, and upon determining which addressed with apparatus which only approximates to what
was Illuminated, subjects were iequired to type its numher on the real equipment will offer. Nevertheless, we feel confident
the computer keyboard. The time taken from the warning on both accounts. The simulation has been adequate to provide
onset to %Ns response was measured. meaningful answers, and the results give cause for optimism

about the future of HMDs, even if they preserve their
imperfections.

3.5
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Attitude Maintenance Using an Off-Boresight

Helmet-Mounted Virtual Display
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Eric E. Geiselman and Christopher S. Calhoun
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SU!LMARY symbology displays the aircraft's
automatically computed instantaneous

Helmet-mounted displays (HMDs) enable velocity vector, irrespective of actual
flight information to be displayed within attitude or angle-of-attack. Essentially.
the pilot's field-of-view, regardless of the FPM represents the line or "wire"
head position in the cockpit. The along which the aircraft is traveling.
present research initiates the and the impact point if the aircraft were
investigation of an off-boresight HMD to continue on its present course.
(OBHMD). which appears when the pilot's Traditional instrumentation required the
head position is greater than 20-degrees pilot to scan. interpret, and integrate
from the aircraft's boresight. Nine information from several instruaenta to
subjects flew a simulated, low-level, determine the flight path.
high-speed, airborne surveillance/
reconnaissance mission, while monitoring Over the past several decades, Nircraft
a hustile adversary aircraft. The mission environments have required pilots
results indicate pilots were able to to fly ever faster, at lower and lower
spend more time and look further off- altitudes, with ever increasing sensor
boresight with an OBHMD than without one. technology and weapon system capabilities.In addition. missions with an UBHMD Under some conditions. it is now
produced fewer terrain impacts. This dangerous for the pilot to view anything
research effort has demonstrated the other than the outside world and critical
promising performance benefits an OBHMD flight information superimposed upon it.
affords, as well as the need for further Whereas HUDs limit information display
research to optimize OBHMD symbology. to the forward field-of-view, helmet-

mounted displays (HMD's) provide vital
INTRODUCTION information within the pilot's field-of-

view regardless of head position within
Throughout the history of avionics the cockpit. The HMD is coupled to thedevelopment. researchers have been head via a three-space tracker which :
concerned with moving flight information monitors the helmet's position within a
closer to the aviator, In this case. coordinate system of three orthogo.)al (x.
"closer" refers to both physical y. and z) planes and updates the display
closeness and perceptual or cognitive symbology or sensor position accordingly.
proximity. As with the automobile. According to Furness (1986), graphics or
flight instruments have traditionally symbol. presented up the display may be
been on a panel in front of the pilot or stabilized one of four ways in virtual
operator. This configuration required space: 1) head stabilized: an aim-sight
the pilot to look inside the cockpit to reticle and cocLpit-stabilized switches;
receive necessary flight information. In 2) cockpit stabilized: cockpit displays;
the late 1950s. as aircraft becase 3) earth stabilized: navigation
faster, and weapon systems more waypoints and surface target locations;
sophisticated, the flight environment and 4) space -tzbilized: other aircraft
became less forgiving of the time taken and in-flight missiles.
to look into the cockpit. In response to
these demands, the head-up display (HUD) Much like the HUD extended the flight
wits developed, effectively moving flight envelope in modern tactical aircraft, the
information closer to the pilot. H11 enables the pilot to perform missions

that are inherently dangerous or
The HUD optically presents a virtual impossible without it. The benefits 1,
image containing flight and status afforded by the HMD are somewhat 4
information, reflecting it from a intuitive. The HMD permits continuous
transparent combiner glass to the pilot, display of critical flight information
The HUD is fixed to the top of the wfthin the field-of-view, so that
aircraft instrument panel so that the heightened situation awareness may be
pilot can look through the display and maintained independent of viewing area
windscreen in order to view thi outside or head position. In addition, the HMD
world. Theoretically, the pilot need only enables the use of egocentric or pilot-
shift attention between the HUD con'ered threat radar, such that symbols
information and natural out-the-window represent airborne or ground points of
cues to be aware of both his interest oriented in their actual
surroundings and .he aircraft status position relative to the pilot. The
(situation awareness). The HUD pilot can then perceive and acquire
significantly reduces the need for the beyond visual range targets in their
pilot to look down into the cockpit. thus natural orientation. With a head-coupledminimizing the associated x~sks of light-intencifying or infrared sensor.

failing to see an airborne or ground the HMD can display night vision imagery
threat. The HUD also enables unique corresponding to where the pilot is
information, such as the flight path looking. This. plus terrain-profiling
marker (FPM), to be displayed. Tie FPM command fiight-path symbology. should

Ai
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allow heightened night-flight situation
awareness at lower altitudes and higher
speeds than can safely be used with RUM¢ owiftal
present HUD-only forward-looking night
vision. M -POSTION -

The basic components of MMD instrument SNO

flight symbology should indicate heading
and alrcraft attitude, as well as
airspeed. altitude end a head-aiming :rr-
reticle. The costs and benefits oN a
associated with head-coupled flight
symbology are presently unknown. It is
the responsibility of the HMD scientific
community to evaluate the most efficient
and effective ways to provide mission
relevant information. Intelligent
selection among candidate HMD
applications must be based on empirically-
derived principles of human performance.
perception. and cognition. The present
research initiater the investigation of a
potential off-boresight display for
presenting essential flight information
for use in tactical mission environments.

2 METHOD

2.1 Subjects ABRODYNAMICMOD

Nine male volunteer cutrent private pilot ___ ---
subjects participated in the experiment.
All subjects were between the ages of 25 Figure 1. The Visually-Coupled Airborne
and 41. with a mean age of 31. All nine Systems Simulator diagram.
subjects were right-hand-dominant and
had corrected or uncorrected visual Subjects flew the simulator through a
acuity of 20/20 or better. Subjects' virtual (world stabilized) terrain gaming
overall mean flight time was 532.22 area while seated in a computer-generated
hours, and seven out of the nine pilots virtual (cockpit stabilized) cockpit
were instrument-rated. The subjects did presented by the HMD and generated by
not have any military flight experience. Silicon Graphics Iris 3130 raster
They were paid $5.00 per hour for their graphics systems. An Evans and
participation. Sutherland stroke-generated line graphic

HUD image was superimposed on the raster
2.2 Apparatus and Stimuli image and was cockpit stabilized, The HUD

represented a all•btly modified F-16
The simulated visue! events were block 40 version oymbology. and subtended
displayed via a large field-of-view 30 by 30 degrees of visual angle. The
head-coupled binocular HMD system. This off-boresight HMM (OBHMD) symbology was
system consisted of two miniature CRTs also drawn in stroke gr&phics and
and their associated display electronics, appeared whenever the subject's head
graphics generators, and optics, position exceeded 20 degrees off the
resulting in a field-of-view of 120- aircraft's boresight. The OBHMD (see
degrees horizontal by 60-degrees figure 2) was helmet stabilized and
vertical, with a 40-degree subtended subtended 25 by 25 .egrees of visual
visual angle overlap. The CRT phosphor angle. The OBHMD symbology represents
image was projected by an objective lens an aim-night reticle, aircraft heading
as a real image which, viewed through the scale. digital airspeed. vertical
eyepiece, was displayed as a virtual velocity scale (in feet per second),
collimated image. The position cf the digital/scaled altitude, and an attitude
helmet was measured in six axes with an reference indicator (the attitude bars
electromagnetic helmet-position tracker each represent +/-2.5 degrees
so that the computer-generated images deflection), with flight path symbol
were cockpit, helmet, space. and world oriented to t;,e aircraft's boresight
stabilized, and were constantly updated. (longitudinal axis).
The head tracker system was accurate to
within 0.50 degrees, and maintained 2.3 Procedure
resolution to within 0.10 degrees.

Upon entering the research facility.
Subjects were seated in a full-scale F-15 subjects read and signed a standard Air
cockpit mock-up, and made control inputs Force consent form. Then they were asked
on a center-mounted dynamic Joy-stick, to read a written instruction set
side-mounted F-15 throttles, and designed to familiarize them with the HUD
conventional rudder pedals. The symbology. HMD symbology, task scenario.
simulated aircraft responded with a and basic experimental procedure.
generic F-15 aerodynamic model, Figure 1 Subjects were permitted to asX questions
is a graphical representation of the HMD/ at any point during the instruction set.
simulator system. A Digital Equipment as well as during the practice and data
Corporation (DEC) Vax 11/785 computer collection sessions. Each subject
collected real-time data at a rate of participated in three sessions performed
10Hz. over two days. The first two sessions [-A

___ _ _ I-
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were used for training (on Day otne), subjects were to proceed along a
while the third session was used for data prescribed flight-path (cardinal heeding)
collection (on Day two). Subjects at an indicated airspeed of
returned to the laboratory one to eight approximately 480 knots. Altitude was to
(an average of four) days later fur the be maintained at 400 feet above mean sea
data collection session. level, with terrain throats below 300

feet and surface-to-air missiles tracking
above 500 feet. Although subjects were

Heading Indicator told to fly at 400 feet, there were no
I adverse consequences for flying below 300"I4 VerticalWVeocitySchie feet. unless altitude went to zero

In Feet PerSecond (ending the trial with a terrain impact).
However, if the aircraft spent more than
seven consecutive seconds above 500 feet.

Aim-Slght RatIo!9 the surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) had
sufficient time to lock and fire,

*40 -I - terminating the trial.
Airspeed 

r

During trial run mode. subjects flew the
Altitude Scale Cue simulated aircraft over the gaming area
With Digital toward a group of targets in the center

---.- L -- Information of the gaming area. Subjects were to
continually search for visual contact with
an enemy aircraft in the area. The

Syb Attitude Indicator (Artificial Horizon) simulated adversary aircraft (bogey)Symbol I appeared between ownship's 4 and 8
o'clock position. Fdr each trial, the

Figure 2. Labeled OBIHMD symbology. bogey appeared randomly between 5 and 60
secordi after trial initiation. and

2.3.1 Training: The firut training continued to follow ownship for the
session was a "free flight" task wher:e remainder of the trial (Figure 3). The
subjects flew the simulated aircraft bogey randomly moved between ownship's 4.
through a threat-free gaming area to 6. and 8 o'clock position (120, 180, an,d
become familiar with the aerodynamics -120 degrees off-boresight. respectively).
model, displays, and helmet apparatus. When a bogey was visually acquired, the
When adequate ability to maneuver the pilot was to fly his present general
simulated aircraft was demonstrated (20- heading while maintaining as much visual
30 minutes) and an understanding of the contact with the adversary aircraft as
HUD/HMD symbology was indicated, the possible (tracking task). Maintaining
subject moved on to the second training visual contact with the bogey required
session. The second training sessioin was the subject to look off-buresight in
a set of trials identical to those from excess of +1- 90 degrees. On half of the
the data collectiozi session, with the trials the bogey was programmed to fire
exception that subjects were able to an air-to-air (AA) missile at ownship
review their flight pat)h time histories, from ownship's 4 or 8 o'clock position
The experimenter monitored the subject's (hostile bogey condition). A hostile
progress and acted as an instructor bogey fired a missile randomly between 5
throughvit the treini n esinne, and 7S seconds after the bogey appeared
Subjects had a five minute rest halfway (Figure 3). If the subject neglected to
through the second training session. respond to the missile, by ejecting

flares and chaff, the trial was
2.3.2 Experimental Task Scenario: The terminated. If the subject pressed the
task was a simulated, low-level, high-- flare/chaff button while the missile was
speed, airborne in flight, the missile was destroyed and
surveillance/reconnaissance mission. In the subject was to abort that mission and

half ef the trials, subjects had a initiate a defensive 5.0 s 180 degree
simulated HUD and OBliMD. and in the other turn to egress. The trial would
half of trials they had only a HUD. Each automatically end 30 seconds after the
trial comprised a preview mode. rest flare/chaff button was pressed. Data
mode, run mode, and review mode (review collection for that particular trial was
mode for training sessions only). terminated when ownship was struck by
Subjects self-initiated each of the the missile or the flare/chaff button was
trials and subsequent modes within the pressed. The turn was intended to keep
trials by pressing the control stick subjects motivated. For non-hostile
Strigger, bogey trials, the adversary wouldcontinue to trail the subject's ownship
Before the start of each trial, the all the way to the target area. Gnce
subject was given an overview of the ownship passed over the target area,
terrain, heading indication and target the subject was to initiate a 5.0 g 180
group via a computer-generated map degree turn to egress. Trial data
representing the gaming area. This was collection was terminated when ownship
called the trial preview mode. When the crossed over an imaginary boundary
mission was memorized, subjects selected surrounding the target area. Again, the
trial rest mode. turn was intended to give the subject a

difficult task to look forward to during
In rest mode, subjects were given a the trial. If the subject missed the
reminder of the mission parameters while target area on the first pass. he was to
the proper heading, altitude and airspeed turn back to the target area and attempt
for the mission ingress was displayed. a second pass. On the few occasions that
When aircraft control was activated (the this situation occurred (12 trials), the
control stick trigger was pulled), subject barely missed the 4000 foot
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target area diameter. so date collection X 4 X 2 X 9 within-subjects design.
ended as if no miss occurred (160 second Trials were randomly presented within
after the trial initiation). One hundred blocks of the 16 unique conditions formed
and sixty seconds was determined to be an by crossing the independent variables.
adequate time for ownship to cross ovr
the target area boundary. The trial Several dependent measures were recorded
automatically ended 30 seconds after the and analyzed. These included altitude
target area boundary was crossed. At the deviation, percent time spent off-
end of a trial, subjects were told the boresight, root mean squared error (RMS)
cause of trial termination. For the in azimuth for angular helmet position
training session only, trial run mode was off-boresight. duration and number of
followed by a trial review mode in which exits from the altitude envelope (300 ft.
the pilot was able to review his flight and 500 ft.). reaction time to an AA
path and the adversary's flight path missile launch, and trial terminator type
relative to the gaming area. Prio'r to (successful completion of mission,
the data collection session, subjects successful defense of AA missile, ground
were given four practice trials, strike. AA missile strike, or SAM
Halfway through the data collection strike). Each trial was divided into
session, subjects were given a five- two separate phases: the search task,
minute rest. before the bogey was presented (pre-

bogey); and the tracking task. after the
Ornhipingre timeln.nconds bogey was presented (post-bogey).

Analyses were performed separately for
to t20 .40 teo tso 0to1 ti1o t140 t1so each phase. Reaction time to AA missile

launch and trial terminator type-
Timeforbogeytoappear dependent measures, excluding ground and

SAM strikes, were unique to the post-
¢s teo bogey data set. In addition, for the

post-bogey trial phase only, the absolute
Timef or bogey to QaIeifactive: 5-75 eonds lfter bog" appeared angular difference between the bogey and

the subject's helmet position at the
tiO t1S5 instant of an AA missile launch was

recorded and analyzed.

Figure 3. Bogey event time envelopes
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Figure 4. Pre- and post-bogey displey main effects for P14S azimuth and percent timeof f-boresight.

2.4 Design 3 RESULTS

There were three fully-crossed 3.1 Pre-Bogey Phase
independent variables included in the
within-subjects design: display A full-factorial within-subjects analysis
condition (with or without OBHMD), bogey of variance (ANOVA) was performed for RMS
hostility (bogey would or would not azimuth, percent time off-boresight. and
launch an AA missile), and ingress RMS altitude deviation using Display,
heading (north, east, south, or west). A Bogey Hostility. Heading. and Replication
data collection session contained 32 as main effects. The main effect of
trials formed by crossing all levels of Display was significant for RIMS azimuth
display condition, bogey hostility, and (F = 75.53. p < .0001) and for percent
ingress heading, plus one replication, time off-boresight (F = 50.76, p < .0001).
Two-hundred and eighty-eight total accounting for 26.7 and 31.0% of the
observations were collected for the 2 X 2 variance, respectively. (Statistical

IL
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significance for all tests wer,. assessed To determine whether the reaction time to
using alpha = .05). There were no deliver flares, when defending against an
significant interactions. Boti RMS hostile bogey AA missile launch, was
azimuth and percent time off-boresight significantly different as a function of
were larger for the OBHMD display (see Display. a two-tailed t-test was used.
Figure 4). The effect of Display was not significant

for reaction time (p = .2864).
The frequency and duration (seconds) of
altitude envelope exits. i.e.. flying A full-factorial within-subjects ANOVA
above 500 or below 300 ft.. were used to was performed for the absolute azimuth
calculate the average time flying outside angle difference between the subject's
the altitude envelope per exit. Time per head and the bogey at the time of hostile
exit was calculated for every trial and bogey fire (ABSDAZ). using Display and AA
subject at the limits of the altitude missile strikes as main effects. The main
envelope. To determine whether time per effect of Display was significant (F =
exit was significantly different for 20.00. p < .0001). accounting for 25.1%
display, a two-tailed t-test was used. of the variance. The ABSDAZ was nearly
The effect of display was not significant half for the OBHMD display (see Figure 5).
for time per exit at 300 ft. (2 = .5464)
nor 500 ft. (p = .6809). A Pearson Chi-square was used to

determine whether the type of display
Although the ownship could not be struck affected the frequency of the trial
by a bogey's missile in the pre-bogey terminator type variables. The test
phase, the trial could still end with a indicates that the successful completion
ground or SAM strike. There were three of missions Xt (1. N z 285) = 0.68. p
trials in which either of these events = .410. sujcessful defense against AA
occurred. Two of these trials ended with missiles X (1. N = 143) = 0.03. p = .868.
an aircraft ground impact. and the third AA missile strikes X' (1. N=143) 0.07,
ended with a SAM strike. These events = .799. and SAM missile strikes X (1. N =
reduced the number of observations in the 285) = 0.08. P = .780 do not depend upon
post-bogey phase by three (to 285). the type of display used. However,

ground strikes did depend on display
3.2 Post-Bogey Phase type. There were zero ground strikes

(out of 143 trials) when aided with the
A full-factorial within-subjects ANOVA OBHMD. and five ground strikes when the
was performed for RMS azimuth, percent OBMD was not present (out of 142
time off-boresight. and RMS altitude trials). This effect was statistically
deviation, using Display. Bogey significant C (U. N = 285) = 5.13.
Hostility. Heading, and Replication as .024.

* main effects. The main effect of Display
was significant for RMS azimuth (F =4 DISCUSSION

* 65.61, p < .0001) and percent time off-
boresight (F = 59.14. £ < .0001). As previously mentioned, each trial was
accounting for 32.3 and 37.9% of the divided into two phases. pre- and post-
variance, respectively. The main effect bogey. Each phase rapresents a different

Sof Bogey Hostility was significant for task. The pre-bogey phase involves a
RMS azimuth (F = 17.28, p < .0032). search-type task. i.e.. the subject is
percent rime uff-boresighr (F = 28.14. 2 ULLiL±L1udl±y saLchiiig fuL the aLLival ui
< .0007). and Altitude Deviation (F = the bogey and is not concerned with
24.85. < .0011), accounting for 4.2. hostile AA missile attack. The post-
6.7. and 3.8% of the variance, bogey phase represents a tracking-type
respectively. There were no significant task. i.e.. the subject is aware of the
interactions. RMS uzimuth and percent bogey's location, but must maintain
time off-boresight were larger when the vicual contact in the case of a hostile
OBHMD display was present (see Figure 4). AA missile attack.
In addition. RMS azimuth and percent time
off-boresight were larger for the Hostile Clearly. subjects looked off-boresight
Bogey condition (see Table 1). Altitude for a longer duration and maintained a
devittion was smaller for the Hostile larger off-boresight angular azimuth
Bogey condition (see Table 1). displacement while using an 0BHMD. This

Metric Bogey Hostility

Non Hostile Hostie

RMS azimuth (degrees) 82.3 88.3

Time off-boresigbt ( 63.8 73.3

Altitude deviation (feet) j 556

Table 1. Means for significant effect of Bogey Hostility in Post-Bogey

To determine whether time per exit was occurred for both the pre-bogey and post-
significantly different for Display, a bogey phases. The performance
two-tailed t-test was used. The effect differences between the search and
of Display was not significant for time tracking tasks are evident in Figure 4,
per exit at 300 ft. (p = .6896) nor 500 where the means for head azimuth angle
ft. (p = .6762). and percent time off boresight for thev[
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pre-bogey data are less than those for believed that this is sufficient time for
the post-bogey data. This may be due to the subject to look away from the bogey
the subjects moving from the 4 to 8 (check the HUD or look for the target
o'clock position. 3nd back again, more area) and look back at the bogey in time
frequently. Another interesting effect to see the missile In flight. On the
was Bogey Hostility. In the post-bogey other hand. it was possible that the
phase, a non-hostile bogey produced a subject could have. after looking
smaller RMS azimuth, less percent time forward, returned his h.,d to the last
off-boresight. and more altitude known location of the bogey. hut by that
deviation. These effects appear to be time the bogey had crossed behind to a
attributable to the length of the trial, new position. This would render him
That is, trial length was longer when the vulnerable to a missile strike. This
bogey was non-hostile, thus altitude same scenario could be applied to the
deviations had more time to accumulate. trials with the OBHMD. When the subject
The lack of this effect in the pre-bogey looked on-boresight to check ownship
phase lends support to this interpretation. forward progress. he might

0 deg 0 dog

120 deg 120 deg

NO ODRMD WITH OBlUf

Figure 5. Head azimuth relative to the bogey at instant of AA missile launch.

An OBHMD does not affect the reaction not have been able to get to the correct
time. to deliver flares when defending location in time to see the missile in
•n•itbL a hostile bogey AA missile filight. in this case it was a matter of
launch. However. the ABSDAZ indicates looking at the wrong place at the wrong
that a reaction time difference should time.
indeed be evident. Figure 5 suggests
that the subjects were more likely to be The findings of the present study suggest
looking at the bogey when it launched if that the off-boresight attitude display
they had the aid of the OBHMD. It is enhanced the pilot's search capability.
possible that, since the subject saw the tracking performance and survivability.
bogey fire. there was no sense of urgency With this display, both the duration of

to press the chaff button. If the off-boresight visual scanning and the
subject witnessed the launch, he had a angle with which the pilot was able to
good idea of how long the flight time of scan the aerial environment for bogey
the missile would be. and that there was aircraft was increased. In addition, the
no immediate danger. Exercising this number of times ownship experienced a
state of relaxation. the subje:t did not ground strike with the off-boresight
react to the missile with great speed. display was zero.
Without the OBHMD. the subject spotted
the missile in flight and, because he did The findings of the present study favor
not see the launch, it was imperative to the use of an OBHND but future efforts
react as fast as possible. If the should be made to increase the realism of
subject did not see the missile, he may the task. The authors recommend future
not have had a good feel for the missile incorporation of a variable-terrain-
time of flight, thus it was urgent that elevation gaming area in which the pilots
he react to the missile as soon as would be required to maintain a constant

possible. separation from the surface.
Additionally. the expansion of the bogey

The fact that there were no differences aerodynamic model to include elevation
between the displays, in terms of number deviation would permit a much more
of times hit by an AA missile, may be difficult task and greater element of
directly attributable to the flight time surprise. It is also reasonable to
of the missile. For the present surmise that although off-boresight
experiment, the average flight time of attitude display symbology enhanced
the missile from launch to the time it mission success, the symbol set has yet
hit ownship was about six seconds. It is to be optimized.

.Li --_
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MMIODOIAX ,E DE CONCEPTON D'UN VISUEL DE CASQUE4 LAS ASPECTS ERG'JNOMIQUES,

JVA. Kraus, P. lAc .Ox, A, Leger
Division Visualisation Interface

SEXTANT Avioniquc
33166 St M~ddud En Jalles Cedex, Fr

P~Ausn&- Sur on plan purement viaionique, Is conception constituC It support du dispositil do visualization. Lc
d'un visuel de cssque ne pr~sente quo relativement peo do tableau I r6sumc lea principaux composanis d'un visuel de
diff6rences. avec un dispositif do visualization plius clussique, MNsuc.
comme It viseur ike-haute. Pour l'ingeniieur, l'tsne des
difricolt6s majeures rencontr&ca dans la conception d'un Si quciques viscors ou visuels de casque sont d6j& en service
"bytme mont6 sot I& tIke r~side dans It fait quo la structure op~rationnel stir diltirents porteurs (AH-64 "Apachc~par
porteuso est loin d'Ertr tussi bien d6fruue quo ;cs supports mieniple), cot 6quipoemnt no doviendra v6ritablerentn
habituels. LA diversit6 des 'sp~cilications" anatomniques cl universel qu'A partir do Ia secondc moiti6 dos ann6es 90. La
fonctionnelles do Is tete du pilote constitue donc Ia source sodak6 SEXTANT Avioniqoc, pour as part, ea d'ores et
dc contraintos ergonomiques qui doivent imp6ratuvemc-pt d6j& engag6e on association avec VDO-L, dana It

Wreprises en compte. d6veloppemnter d'wi visuel do casque pour It programme
d'hMlicopttre Franco-Allemand Irigro' (1) et propose, en

La promidbro partic do cetto Etude oat constitu~e par one association avec Intertechnique, un visuel do casque danm It
d~marche d'identification pr~cise des contraintes cadre dit programme. "Rafale".
rencontr~es: contrainics anthropomn~trques, biomE.sniques
ct do sdcurit6, do confort et do manipulation, Pour moner It bien cc type do projots, lea 6quipementiora

d'ew.--i- 0nnc mnent. sont conlronths au m%6mc problmo: prendre
on compte lea multiples contraintes ergonozniques Uoes au

A partir des donntes issues do la recherche amont, la spotd ier sied ioc asi orpind
Concptin Asis~c si rdiaicu (CO) tlar~aisaion viscur do casque. En eliot, la riussite no se jugera pas

Cto ttncep d utionssit a Od'onacmrement ect largooiqusat seulomoiti sot la, tenue des ap,&,fications techniques
pormunet oe appoce gobl d es d'enc fbr rent e prgobnorus. habitoellos des 6quipemcnts do visualization (champ,peme un appoch Sloalede cs dff~rntspro~es. contrasie, qualite d'imsge, ....), mais bien principalement sor
La deuxi~me pantic de l'tudo expotse les aspects essentiils, Iaccepiation 00 non do prodoit par lts pilotos. Cetie

dos rinipe mdiodoogiues iib~s.acceptation sera garanic do l'efficacitb op~rationnellc

En cnclsio, I r~fexin mn~eI poposdo s dntacho attendue, dont I& demonstration a po etre fialte suit par 1"o

n~cossitE d'une int~gration pr~coco des aspects visioniques Lacnpto et ndcduitplsdfclouau

et o Iergtnoie o sppot. I sagi IIdunabu macur contraintes orgonorniqucs d'origine puremont humaines,
=t indispensable ponr abootir A la r~alization d'un mat~riel arthropornttrio, biom~caniquc, contort, manipulation, Ii
satisfaisanti l a fois aux n~c~esit~s inposkea par It systbme convient d'ajouter los conirainies op-trationneiles et ceues
d'armnes ot lea utilisaloors. d~coulani do I'int~gration sur le portour.

1. INTRODUCTION 2. IDENTIFICATION DES FO)NCTIONS lef

Surttous Its avions d'armes inodernes et sot bcisucoup CNRJT

d'h~ficoptbres, la conduitt do Ia plate-forme et do systme L'identilication des fonctions que doit assurer U'quipernent
d'armos fait, I I'heure actuolle, largoment appel au viseur do the et des dift~entes coniraintes qol on d6coulcnt
iMe haute. Les limitations do cc typo do visualisation, Bussi comporte des particulant6s propros au typo do portour.
bion pour Is d~signation d'objeciifa quo pour la navigation Cependant, on. certain nombro do points commons peuvent
jcour-noit, sont aujourd'hui largement reconnucs (4). On Etro d~gag~s avec ono valeur relativcment universelle (5).
pout donc d~finir lc visour do casque comme on viseur ikte
haute mobile, comblant los lacunes do visour classiquo, 2.1. Functions do Piquipeusant de Wet
isst6gr so casque do piloteo t destinE & faciliter Ia. conduite

do la plate-formo, ot du systtkno darmos. L'Evolution actuelle tend 4 awigner aux porteurs ftutrs drsI

mission&s do plus on plus complexe It effectoer dana desD'une manibro gin~ralle, cot 6quipement comprond one conditions d'em'ironrement do plus on plus stvbros (vol dounitE 6leetroniquet mont~c en soute. on dispositif do messro nuit, ambia-nce NBC, ...). Foot effectuer nu mnleati co
do Is ligno do vit~e et on 6quipemont do ikte. L'Equipement missions ot r~ponldre aux bftoins ftutrs il est n~cesasire do
do the assure I& protection physiologqur. do pilote, or dvlpe nEoioatd k nzraElsftosdH~topru qieetd h n~atlafntosd



presentation dinformations visuelics, d'asservisssmont do accelerations (surprossiort rospiratoire) et assurer uno
captours et d'armcments, do communication ot do protoction officaco lo,, do I'fjection. Enhln i1 dojt &-rc
protection physi'ulogique. utilisable on amtuianco contamnin~ et donc integrcr ou

peuvoir WeO juxtapose avec un equipement NBC.
2.1.1. Presentation d'nformatlons visuelles

2.2. Crntralotea erpnonowques et op~rationnelles
Le visuei do casquc fournit au TW -.e une image collimatko It
l'infini ot supcrpos&o ... paysage. Cette image pout provenir L'osistence dc ces contraintcs constitue une source do
d'une camera thermidque (typo FUIR), d'tin systbmc do difficultks non-n6gligeablcs sur Ic plan technique. It faut
cartographic num~rique, d'un radar ou d'intensificateurs do aussi reconnoitre que Ia technologic des visours de casque
Iumi~re do troisi~me generation inthgr~s au casque. Une conhtitue en elie-memeoune probl6matique relativemneat
symbologie synthetique d'aide au pilotage, I' a navigation et nouvello. L'oxp6rienice acquise dans Ia realisation do divers
au tir pout Wer supee'pos6o & cot images. 11 s'agit done A&juipementa prototypes destin6a aux etude& on simulatoer
d'assuror los fonictions d'un v6ritable viseur tete haute ot aux esaisa on vol s amplomont d6montre l'imp6rieuse
multimode, avec en suppidment l'int6gration des n6cesai6 do prondro on compto trds t6t ces contraintes dlans
intcnsilicateurs do lumitre. Ia conception d'un lquipement veritablement op~rationnel.

Scion Ia nature des informations, on soriento vera dos 2.1.1. Contralntes humaines
presentations monoculatrot avec des champs do I'ordre do
15 4 20 degr6s (symbologie pour avions de combat), ou L'itiontification d6taillee do cot contra ntes a'appuic sur les
binoculaires, avec un champ d'au momns 40 dcgr6s, et si 6tudes amnont mcencs, sous l'6gidc dcs a' 'vicot Officiola
possiible avec un recouvroment total ontro chaque image Franqais, dons divers laboratoires sp6cialis6s dains l'Atudc

(hMlicoptbre on vol tactique do nuit, photo 1). des factoura humains, comme Ic Laboratoire
d'Antfiropologie Appfiqu~e (LAA), 10 Laboratoiro do

2.112. Asservlsacuient capteurs et armsensenta MA-docine A~rospatiaio du Centre d'Essais en Vol
(CE V/LAMAS), I'INRETS do Lyon.

A l'quipomoent do tWe ott associC un systtme, do detection
de position et d'orientation ponnotlant do connaltro Ia 2.2.1.1. Contrainteg anthro22m6trioues
position du casqvi' dans l'espaco, l'orientation do Ia Wige do
vis6o ainsi quo l'information de roulis do Is tWe dui portour 11 existe une grande variabililit6 dans Ia morphologio do Ia
du casque. Cc syst~mc pormet d'assorvir sur lot tete, humaine. Pour pouvoir dito utilis6 cfficacement
mouvemonta de o Iatet, soit da captours optroniques, Ic l'6quipoment doit etro 10 plus parfaitentent possibl ajuste, A
pilote gardrvt ainsi uno image video correspondant 4 Ia morphologic du pilote. L'identification do cotte
l'inage reolle quello quo soit Ia direction do sa ligno do contrainte fait appel A dot 6tudes anthropomn6trquot. Do
vis~o, soit des systrmot d'armot. Dans lot -solutions nombreuses bases do donn6es exi-ctnt, cortaines
techniques habituolloment rotonues, 1'6quipement de t~et s'inthrossont en particulier A Is morphologic do Ia te eot do
initfer un captour dioctromagnetique miniature. Is face (3). Ces bases do donnees permettent de d~finir,

dana lot rcp~rcs classique-q utilis~s on anthropomttrie, lot
2.1.3. Commiunication principales donn~es n6cossaircs A Ia con ception des

6quipements, emplacoment dot ycux, forme et dimensions
L'informsttion auditive roy~t une importance fondlamontale doeI to tet, emplacement Ct morphologic dot pavilions
dana les communications ontre lot membrot d'un mtme auditifa,
equipage ou avec: 1'et6ricur. Cotlo foniction doit, bien 3afr,
Eire integr6o A l'6quipomoent do tWe et garantir Ia 2.2.1.2. Contraintcs biomthranigues
conjpatibilit6 avoc lot syst~mes do commando ot do synthtse
vocale. Le cou du pilote, on particulior du pilote do chasso, ost

systlimatiquement l'ob jet d'agrotsiojis tides A
II faut noter qu'& c6th or en association avec lea liaisons I'environnontent dui vol (acchltrations , vibrations). Lea
auditivot clasaiquca, on demande 6galcment au visuol do l6sions qui pouvont r6sultcr do cc* factours d'agresslons ont
casque do pormettre Ia liaison solon un mode visuel 6t6 implement dlocurnenit6es (10). Do plus, des
('regardo oiL je vise') entre membras d'un mfmc 6quipage circonstsancea excoptionnellos, conune lea ejections ou iots
ou dventua-Iloment ontro atronefs. atterrissages foresa, soin 6ga~lement suscoptiblot d'entralner

dot blessurot graves.
2.1.4. Protection phyalologique

L~a masse additionnello repr6sent6e par l'quipomcint do
L'6quipomnent visuel do casque dolt assurer l'onsemblo des tate, ai ollo eat excessive, vs diroctomnent aggaver cette
protections phyalologiqluos babituellement apport6es par situation. Los 6tudes do biomn~aniquei (8, 9) nbontront,
M'quipernont do tete clasatique dui piloto. Cc sont qu'outro Ic probiltme do l'accroissoment du poida aupport6
essentiellemrent Ia protection contro let chocs m6&aniquea ot par Ic cou, I'vontuel d6placement dui contre do gravltA do
lot perforations, I'6blouiassment solsire ou law er a I flash Is t~te 6quip~cek0 le4 caract~rastiques d'intortie do
~iuc:16ake, le bruit. It dolt 9alomn t dire compatible avec l'etulpomeni peuvont Oploment posor unt problbmo dana Ic
los vAytmoa d'oqcg6natian at do prototulon coistro lea domauinso do la shcurit6. Ihit fatatOalement &mr bien
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conscient quo lea considarations saftiquca prenant Ioancombremestt do lUquipoment do totc, camn leas

uniquoment en conipte lea couples et forces maisamales on problkmes lis A l'implantation do 1'flnoettis
cause aunt largoment insuffisantles pour r66oudro cw Ekectronuarntlique de Ia d~tection do position do t~te.

problbme. LAt reponso biomtcaaiquo do Ia tote I des forces
appliqu~ca do l'axt6riour =at en Weft trot ddpendsnto du 3. MIMlODOWOGIE DE CONCEPION
domaino fr~quentiel des stimulationis. Scuab. lea approchos
fond~es san' l'utilisation do stimulations 4ynamiquoa peuvent Los pdinci~n' gdn~rsux qul, star Ie plan orgonomiquc,
eaprer rendre oompte des linites do tol~rance du cota, en guident Ia conception J'un 6quipement asunk compmem

particulier via It via dos acc~l~rations + Ut. qu'un vise"a do casque reposent star l'association do troit
techniques tondanientales. C'eat J'une part l'utiliaation do

2ZI~LQnLMmodbles do simulation, iusus pour I& plupart des Etudes
smont, quk pennettont do fixer does valeurs limites ai

Un 6quipement. qua! qu'il&oit, no petit prttendr e flt optimisor lea parambtres importants, commo le centre do
r~ellement op~rationnel que s'il apporte A l'utilisateur tan gravit6 ota l'inertle des Squipemenus. Coest tusk compte

contort suffisant. En fait, ii ne taut pas oublier quo cc taco do I& complesith ni~caiquc des .yatbinoa, le rocours A
contort eat 6gulomont tan gage important d'efficacitd Pour Is Conception aaskst6o par ordinateur qui rend possible Is

cc qiui concerne 1l6quiponient do tWe et plus maitriso en temp. r~el des diverses carscttristiquso do

partzculihrement lo visotar do casque, diffAdrznts pobuts sont I l'6quipoment. C'eat enfin l'utilisation aystdmaticluo du

prendire en consid~ration. maquettage, aussi bien maquettos ergonomiquca qua
maquettes do cabine destin~os & v~rifier ]a compatibWlt

Cost en premier lieu le probltme du contort thermique. La avoc l'environnrnient. Celte m~thodologie g~ntrale sees

conception do l'Equipemnent doit comporter lea mesures liaustree par quelques; aemples pitchs.
passives ota actives vslant A rendre minimale Is charge
thermique sau niveata te is tete. LA libertt do mouvement do 3.1. Prlse en rn-pie 6en aspects biomd~canlques

Ia t~te constitue Egalemont tan point important qui participe
A l'efficacit6 do I'Equipcnsent. La pcrsonnalisation do La prise on compte des contraintes biomtcaniques ainentes

l'qukpvcmnt, pour &as part, nWest pas sculensent tan eltment par I'utilisation d'un viseur do casque conutitue tine partic

do contort. 11 ea bien connu qu'un 6quipement trop ajustt importante do Is d~marche ergonomique qui dolt ftre

pout, spirts quelque tamps do port, so r~v~ler totalement ontreprise dana Ie cadre do Is conception do l'Equipement.

insupportable on raison des phdnomtnes douloureux qu'il Los aspects do s~curitt, do contort et do mobilit6 doivent

entralne. D'un autre M6t, afm do vninimiser lea rtglages CtA pouvoir Wie consitlrla d'une manibre globale. D'autres

d'assurer tame bonne atabilItt du casque star Ia tote, il aspects touchant les problhmes do stcuuit6. seront

convient davoir tan rcv~teinnt interne relativemnent ferme Egale.menit abordts A titre d'ozemlle.
et adapt6 A Ia tormne du crine. A.'socit A une contention
efficaco, Is permonnalisation do l'6quipemont reprtsente 3.1,1. Masse - Inertia - Centre do gra*6t
donc: une ntcessit pour lea 6quipements futura. La fatigue
r~sultant du port do lMcuivement eat dgslrwint umcere Les probi~mcs lies a Is masse aux rarwctrisstique3 d'kne-rtic-

doe pr-1occupation kwrapoiaxite pour Ie Maintien do et au dtplacemnent du Centre d'inertic do Is tote Equiple
l'elficacith du pilote. On rejoint ici les considirations bdn~ficient do I'utilisation do plusicurs techniquez, oonnie

biom~caniques do masse do centre do gruvitt et d'inertie les modhles anthropomktriqucs, Is conception assste par
qui ont EtE Evoqudes pour lea aspects do stcurit6. En fait les ordinateur (CAO), les modhles mathhma~tiqucs cd'namiques.

Etudes biomtcaniqucs menlas star ces difftronts aspects, La ivalisation do maquette tryonomiques complhte cello
shcurilt, fatigue at mobilitt, inontrent que des cumpronus dtnanrceo.
scront ntceusaires pour assurer l'effiscith ophrationnello.

Coupl~c avec l'utiliaation d'uss modlie anthropomdtrque do
2.2.2. Coutralntes opdistloanelles et d'iutgrtlomtio totMe hunisine conpi par Ic LAA, Is CAO constitue tin outil

"oseur indispensable qiii soul autoriso d'uno manibro saistisantast
Is mprtaestatsion dana l'ospsco d'tquipcenats complexes

Le conditions do vol impliquent l'utilisation do visicres complots )l o" Eguloment possible do calculor avoc uno
comme moyan do protection oaOulairo. La manipulation des grado pr~cision los csracttriatiques globalos do l'enaomblc o

visitros doi-, pouvoir fire cffeatute tacilement en vol, mmem nitcaniquo mont6 sour Is tote (ma~aso inortia et centre do
dana le cas le plus d~tavorsblc oO dour visibros sont grvitd) at do rdftroncor o05 donnhes dama le repbro

utilis~es. En particulier le piloto doit pouvoir seccder anstomique do I& t~te. L'obtcntion do ces caracttnatlquos

facilensent A son visage en ens do bosom., Do Is maieme fagon, pormno slurs do. timer parri des information# qtil pouvent

lea rgtgagi.& interpupilairea do syst~mes do visualisation atre tourviws par lea modbles mathdamatiquao 417naznues.
binowulaires doivent Wte facile~nsnt accosaiblos mimc aye'
des gants. J~w mod~jes mathhznstiquea do uimulation do Is riponso do

is tile apportont Una side pr~ciun duoa ce domain ula

Las contraintet drintigration aui porcour font appal & tine pemottent on eliot do prondre en cosapto We a w
cllsborstion btroite avec: les avionnours. Eills compontent dynamniques des stimulbstions. renconties an shtonautiaqe.

sprour e Ia pic vitiliation),let "ratiemnn dosaia cables tou pairiti, (Ejectin. u ci c qi l'ouveftre ldo aparcuted

porolno do pat c oanpatLibilitIt spctramieo ( dliaes cabino tocurt6 partiilihomnt phouc lspuaS nrac lou paaspchted

MWr
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arask..J. On pout minsi oaloaler, on fonction do I. maisse de- 3.2. RdeIsmtioa do I'lotdpstlo. am porter
F l'6quipement additionnal ot do sos carAct6ristiquos d'inertie

eta do l'emplacomont do son centre do gravit4, lea L'int~grastion do l'6qulpement au porteur, outre los
contrmintes m6caniques r~sultant d'unc stimulation nombreux aspects puaromont techniques qu'ollo coniporte,
dynamiju a appliqu~c mu nivoau dui sybme tfte-cog. LA pr~sento Egaleoment erztalna aspects ergonomiiqves. Ccesont

*figrer 1 donne un oexemple do l'offet d'uno stimulation du esaontiellement lea problrmos do cinttnatique at
typo Aces 11 (8) sppliqu6o dfireaomont au niveau do Ia d'identilication des mmsques visuola. Conmoe pour lea
charttibro corvico-dorsalo, (stiinulation dui type choc a ispects biom~cmniques, Imi m~thodologic do conception
louverture do parmacutc). L'indice biom6cmnique Otudit ici repose sur l'utilisation do techniques do simulation ot do
est l'nergie r~sultant do Is rotation do I& tete mutour do niaqettmge (mnaquattes orgonomtiqucts d'oncornbrzment do
l'mxe y, transmniso mu nlvosu dle I prermibre vortibre dormmie. 1'Equipement do tbte, maquettos do cockpit).
Cat indi a ft6 avmnct cormne potentiellomnent int~tresmant
pour Is ropr~sontmzion des riaques do ltsion enicounas (7). La simulation mu mayen do niod~es mathkmstiques

anthropomn~riques do Ia cin6matique do Is tWe du piloto
Pour cc qul concesno les problhanos do fatigue et do 6quip6 dui casque Ions do divers typos do mouvemont
tol~rrance ciii moctl~rations, lea problbmes rencontrts sont permet do v~rifier Is non-intorfhronice do l'6quipomont mvec
plus comnplexs emt loin d'Otro encore totalomont rdsolus. I1 Ia strumture dui portour. Cc& Etudes svnt gtn~rmlowont
pourrait on offot exister des contradictions entre let compI~t64s par des maquottage. en grandeur ttelle qui
caract~riutiques tequises pour ume shcuritE optimalo, uno ponuatont do vdrifier, pour un 6chantillon do pilotes, lca
minimization do Ia fatigue at un conservation do In r~sultats obtonus lots dos simulations. L~e travail aur
rnobilitt en particulier sous factour do charge (6). Dana cc maquotte constitue 6galemnt un moyon commode pour
domaine, il oa partoulitroinent illusoiro do considhror identifier pr~cis6ment lts 6vontuels masques visuelsa ct
uniquomont des conditions santiques at uno position neutre romhdior.
do Ia tete. C'ost I& aouligner tout I'interet quo repr~sente
l'utilisation do maquottes ergonomniques, Lvontuollienont 4. CONCLUSIONS
utilistes dama des environnements 4namiques
(centrifugouso. plato-formo vibranto). La prize en compte dos facteurs ergonomiquos dans Ia

conception does visuols do casque constitue tin El6ment
Lea naquottes orgonomniquos permettont par ailleura do fondamental d'une dtinarche visant & assurer l'efficacit6
toster IL fonctionnomocnt des diff~rents composants op~rationnelle dui prodmit final. Diff~rents points m6ritcnt
mintoniques mobiles dc4 Equipornonta. Pr~sent~es A des d'Etre soulign~s.
pilotos at sau sp~cialistos des factcurs humnains ellas
constituent zno A-tape fondamnentalo do Ia d~niarcho La d~marcho orgonoinique doit Ptro rEdslisto dUs los
ergonomnique utilizsc clans It d~voloppomeiit d'un visour. premiers taclea do Ia conception do l'tquipement,

simultanhniont avec to d~voloppement dui concept retenu
3.11 'rctEttE"~~ ... ~...IIpow: im visiuniqluc. Ella n~cesaire mo synorgie do tout los

instants ontra los dilThrontoee parties pronantos,
La modtlisation des caracttriatiques struct.,rollos ot Equipomentier, avionneur, utilisaeura, laboratoire do
atrodynamniques do la coque dui casque supportant to visour recherche. Bibe implique Egaloernnt une gnmndo iy-aergie dos
conzzituo Egaloment un point inttressant pour los aspocts mttiors dans la r~iaiation m~mo do l'Equlpement,
ergonomniquos do Ia concootion. Eloctroniquo, optique , m~canique, facteurs huinsins. Ces

aspects multiclisciplinaires conw iuerit en fait l'ossonco
La rtaizzanco structurolle eat an 6l6ment important do Is mmem do l'ergonomio.
protection do Ia tete Iots des chocs. D'autre part, los
deformations at contraintes sous l'effet do forces appliqu~eo Enfin, Ia mise en ooeuvre do m~thodes do conception
do l'cxt~riour (acc~lrations, cliocs, actions do l'utilisatour) Ovolu~es, commo l'utilization do mod~lcs mathhmatiquea do
n 1intent d'ttro analystos pour optimiser l'implantation Oo-,s simulation, det Ia CAO at des techniques do maquettage
diiitronta El6ments optiques at m~caniques constituant to apparalt 6galemient commo an El6nment indispensablo do
visour. oL'fta do souffle subi par to pilote Iots do 11jection conte cl~aarche.
d'un avion do combat ambrno souvont Ia porte dui casque et,
Eventucellmont, l'spparition do ltsions dui systý4mo teto-cou.
L'htudo des caract~ristiqucs atrodynaniques do
l'6quipoment do the constitue donc un point intlrossant. hone blfmhge

Los techniques do simulation utilisant Ie maillage par 1 Etuhu H-U. V., Schraeyr H., Schrannor B., "Helmet
El6ments finis pormnettent do rtpondro A cc type do Mounted Sight And Dysplay Testing", pro-print SPHE
oonsldhration aussi Woen pour let contraintos m~caniques Conference, February 1991, paper 1456.
qu'strodyunmiquoa. Hlles constituont dono: an mp,,ort 2 Bourse C., Domartial B.,'Canipagne do combst ACT'

int~essnt dis os dx drnaies.avoc: casque do vis~o: AnAbyso do& rdsultsts.", Rapport
int~rssantODSA/55017/STR 21.293/CD, 1966
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3 Coblcntz A. ct Co~ll., "Donn6cs arnthropomntitiques et 7 Leger A., Trosseilic X ., Sandor F., Dolou P.,
bioster~orn6triqucs en vuc dc la conccptAior a'6quipemcnts Via-Ilefond H., "Choc A l'ouverture des pArachutes: Aspectis
de tate pour pilotes de chassc", AA 218/1987, 1989. actuels ct probImcs dc normalisation", L~e Travail Ilumain,
4 Gunther M., "Advanced H-clmci Integrated Dysplay 5.4, 1, 1991, 69-82.
System", Defense. System International, 1991, Air System. 8 Privitzcr E., Kaleps I., *131ffcc of Head Mounted
5 Karavis A., "Trcnris in Helmet Mounted ]Equipments", Devices on Head Dynamic Responses to + Gz
in "Neck Injury in Advanced Military Aircraft environment", acceleration', in 'Neck Injuiy iii Advanced Military Aircraft
Agard -CP 471, april 1989, paper K2 eimvircinicent", Agard -CP 471, april 19F9, paper 13.
6 Leger A., Saridor P., "D6signation de cible wsou 9 Trosacille X., I eger A., Sandov P. "Choc A l'ouvcrturc
factcur de charge: intdret et limite-s du viscur de casque.", in des parachutes: moddlisasion et normalisation",. C.RE.
"Situational awareness in acrospace operations", AGARD- 1161 /CE V/SE /LAMAS, D~ccmbre 1989.

CP4 18, Octobcir 1989, paper 11. 10 Vandcrbcc-k R.D., "prevallence of G-induced Cervical
Injury in US Air Force pilots", in "Neck Injury in Advanced
Militmuy Aircraft environment", Agard -Cl' 471, april 1989,
paper 1.

FizureII*~ Matrie des valcurs d'dncrgic dc rotation au nivcau dcz DI (en Joulcs), calcuIdcs par un moddi:
mnathdatatiquc; du syst~rmc (Ctc-cou, en fonction de [a masse., de lVinertic ct dc l'cmplaccmcnt du ccnitrc dc gravitt
de I'dquipcment par rapport au centre de gravitd de I~a 16tc nuc. Xa eat Ia position du centre de gravitt sur l'axe
X (positif verE lPavant), Za est la position sur Iaxm Z (positif vers le haut). Lia masse additionnelle concernec cst
de 1,5 kg, pour sinc incrtic de 0,5 kg.m.2. Lea valcurs lcs plus faibles obtcnucs pour chaquc pas dc calcul en X ont
0~6 cocadrdes.

Ma = 1.5kg la =0.05kgmn2

Xma

mi -. -1-l - --.wi -~n1.m 2Aw 24- 4. O

Za = 70mo 200,62 198,73 196,83 194,93 193,05 191,18 189,34 181,52 185,72 133,94

Za =60mm 198,57 19678 194,98 193,11 191,37 189,58 187,80 186,04 184,29 182,56

7.ASOMM 197,03 195,25 193,46 191,68 189,9 11813 1863 184,63 182,91. 181,19

7A=40mm 191,33 193,58 191,33 190,09 1383 186,63 184,9 8,1 115 179],84

Za -30mi 176,1 173,07 179,73 131,41 133,11 184, 136,51 18823 139,97 191,70

Z&a=2Ouu 177,68 179,.A 181,03 192,74 184,47 136,21 187,96 189,72 191,49 193,26

Za 210Om 17"9 180,64 132,34 1114,07 135,81 18,56 139,34 191,12 192,91 194,72

ZA-000 180,41 132,12 133,21,6 15,60 1817,42 189,23 191,07 192,92 194,79 196,68

7.w =-10mmn 132,14 133,95 135,60 137,39 109,19 191,02 192,88 194,75 196,64 191,53

Za= 2f0ma 133,99 185S6S 187,41 189,19 190,99 192,81 194,66 196,53 196,39 200,21

.~. - - -- -- "- --.--- - --
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